IB Primary Years Programme

Mapping Chart


Find out how
Reading Planet books
map to the IB PYP
transdisciplinary themes
and units of inquiry

Reading Planet is a fresh and modern reading scheme for children aged 4–11, featuring diverse stories,
characters and themes that truly reflect their world.
Here we’ve mapped all 558 Reading Planet books, from Early Years to PYP Grade 5, to the PYP
transdisciplinary themes and unit of inquiry to enrich your teaching across the curriculum.

Early Years to PYP Grade 2
462 books from Lilac to White book bands

Lift-off

Comet Street Kids

Start the reading journey with
beautiful wordless and first-words
books at Lilac and Lilac+ book bands

Inspire a love of reading with actionpacked stories featuring a team of lovable
characters – from Pink to White book bands

Rocket Phonics

Galaxy

Build firm foundations in reading with
96 fresh and fully-decodable books
from Pink to Orange book bands

Inspire and empower readers with
captivating fiction and non-fiction
from Pink to White book bands

Also available 96 books for PYP
grades 3–5!
Classic and contemporary illustrated fiction titles,
featuring famous stories from around the world.
Fascinating non-fiction books to spark curiosity
and support study across the curriculum.

Ebook Library
Boost your teaching of reading with
a great-value eBook Library for the
whole school. Access every Reading
Planet book as an interactive eBook
with comprehension quizzes, audio*
and a reporting tool.

Find out more Risingstars-uk.com/PYPReadingPlanet
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*no audio for grades 3–5

Discover a PYP range full of flexible inquiry-based resources, developed to support a
collaborative learning environment and give students ownership of their learning.
Encourage curiosity, creativity and critical thinking with:

Three teaching handbooks, covering Growth
Mindset, Agency and Wellbeing,
providing high-quality professional development
opportunities, outlining leadership skills and
enabling you to create a thriving environment
for learning and developing.

Five beautifully illustrated
storybooks that introduce
children to strategies to
reduce stress and anxiety;
manage anger and
resolve conflict, in real life
everyday scenarios.

Four write-in workbooks to deepen
understanding of how the ATL skills connect
with and help students to develop agency,
self-confidence and enthusiasm for learning,
through a range of engaging activities ideal
for independent learning and homework.
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PYP matching grid to readers
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book

Food

One, Two... Sharing With
You!
Wibble, Wobble
The City Farm

Who we are
Ourselves

Beliefs

Where we are in
place and time

Friends and
relationships

Age: 3–5

Band

Description

Lilac

Lucy and her mum are having lunch at a cafe, but where’s Dad? Based on the traditional rhyme ‘One, Two, Buckle My Shoe’.

Lilac
Lilac+

The Gingerbread Man

Lilac+

Popcorn
One, Two... Sharing With
You!
Wibble, Wobble
I Spy
Stamp and Clap!
Big Voice, Little Voice

Lilac+

Shad chooses lots of toppings for his ice cream. But will he be able to stop it from toppling?
A non-fiction book about children exploring the city farm and meeting different animals. What sorts of food do the animals eat?
The gingerbread man escapes just as he’s being put in the oven! Can he find some friends to stop him being eaten? A retelling of the
classic tale.
Find out how to make popcorn. What happens when it’s cooked?

Lilac

Lucy and her mum are having lunch at a cafe, but where’s Dad? Based on the traditional rhyme ‘One, Two, Buckle My Shoe’.

Lilac
Lilac
Lilac
Lilac

Shad chooses lots of toppings for his ice cream. But will he be able to stop it from toppling?
The children are on the top deck of the bus playing I Spy. They can see lots up here! What will they be able to spot?
A non-fiction book about the sounds we can make with our mouths, hands and feet.
Children are playing games together in the playground. When do they need to shout, whisper or keep silent?

Goal!

Lilac

The Red Raiders and the Brilliant Blues are playing football. Which team will you cheer for?

In My Den
Hip-Hop!
Cinderella
Monkey Says

Lilac
Lilac+
Lilac+
Lilac+

The Gingerbread Man

Lilac+

Tom Thumb

Lilac+

The Hare and the Tortoise

Lilac+

Big Adventure

Lilac+

Cinderella

Lilac+

There are lots of different types of dens. What sorts of sounds can you hear in them?
A non-fiction book about different types of music. Which one makes you dance?
Prince Charming is determined to find the person who left the shoe at the ball. But whose foot will fit?
Can the children copy monkey’s actions?
The gingerbread man escape just as he’s being put in the oven! Can he run fast enough to make sure he’s not eaten? A retelling of the
classic tale.
Tom Thumb is so tiny he can hide anywhere! But what will happen when he falls out of Puja’s pocket? A retelling of the classic tale.
A retellling of the Aesop fable. Hare and Tortoise are having a race. Tortoise might be slow, but sometimes you don’t have to be fast to
win!
A non-fiction book about children at an adventure park. Can they zip, tug, hop, climb and splash?
Cinderella’s mean sisters make her do all the chores at home – but she gets to go to the ball anyway! Will they realise that they’ll never be
happy if they’re always horrid?
A retellling of the Aesop fable. Will Town Mouse like the country? Will Country Mouse like the town? What will happen if they don’t
agree?

Town Mouse and Country
Mouse
One, Two... Sharing With
You!

Lilac+
Lilac

Lucy and her mum are having lunch at a cafe, but where’s Dad? Based on the traditional rhyme ‘One, Two, Buckle My Shoe’.

Wibble, Wobble

Lilac

Obi’s Party
I Spy
Big Voice, Little Voice
Goal!
The Happy Whistle
Town Mouse and Country
Mouse

Lilac
Lilac
Lilac
Lilac
Lilac

Shad goes with his grandad to the ice cream shop. He chooses lots of toppings for his ice cream. But will he be able to stop it from
toppling?
Obi’s friends are coming to his party! What will make them all laugh?
The children are on the top deck of the bus playing I Spy together. What will they be able to spot?
Children are playing games together in the playground. When do they need to shout, whisper or keep silent?
The Red Raiders and the Brilliant Blues are playing football. Which team will you cheer for?
When Jess sees her friends at school are sad or upset, she uses her penny whistle to cheer them up.

Lilac+

A retellling of the Aesop fable. Will Town Mouse like the country? Will Country Mouse like the town?

Cinderella

Lilac+

Cinderella’s mean sisters make her do all the chores at home instead of going to the ball, so are shocked when she turns up anyway! She
has to leave at midnight, but Prince Charming is determined to find her...
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Age: 3–5
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book

Band

Description

Friends and
relationships

The Gingerbread Man

Lilac+

The gingerbread man escape just as he’s being put in the oven! Can he find some friends to stop him being eaten? A retelling of the
classic tale.

Double-Decker
We’re working on books to
A Walk in the Park
I Spy
In My Den
Town Mouse and Country
Mouse

A family take a trip on a bus. What will they find inside?
Lilac+
support readers with this unit of inquiry, sign up to e-updates on our website to hear about all our latest publishing.
Bruce the dog likes to chase all the sounds in the park. Will his owners be able to keep up?
Lilac
The children are on the top deck of the bus playing I Spy. They can see lots up here! What will they be able to spot?
Lilac
There are lots of different types of dens. What sorts of sounds can you hear in them?
Lilac
Lilac+

A retellling of the Aesop fable. Will Town Mouse like the country? Will Country Mouse like the town?

The City Farm

Lilac+
Lilac+

A non-fiction book about children exploring the city farm and meeting different animals.

Lilac

Lucy and her mum are having lunch at a cafe, but where’s Dad? Based on the traditional rhyme ‘One, Two, Buckle My Shoe’.

Lilac+

A retellling of the Aesop fable. Will Town Mouse like the country? Will Country Mouse like the town?

The solar system
Where we are in
place and time
Maps and exploration

Double-Decker
One, Two... Sharing With
You!
Town Mouse and Country
Mouse
The Pied Piper
Cinderella

A family take a trip on a bus. What will they find inside?

Lilac+
Lilac+

A retelling of the Pied Piper of Hamelin. What will the rats do when the piper plays his song?
Cinderella has always dreamed about going to the ball, but what will happen when she loses her shoe? A retelling of the classic tale.
The gingerbread man escape just as he’s being put in the oven! Can he find some friends to stop him being eaten? A retelling of the
+
Lilac
The Gingerbread Man
classic tale.
Tom Thumb is so tiny he can hide anywhere! But what will happen when he falls out of Puja’s pocket? A retelling of the classic tale.
Lilac+
Tom Thumb
How we express
A retellling of the Aesop fable. Hare and Tortoise are having a race. Tortoise might be slow, but sometimes you don’t have to be fast to
+
The Hare and the Tortoise Lilac
ourselves
win!
Obi’s friends are coming to his party! The entertainer dances, plays music and blows up balloons. What will make them laugh the most?
Lilac
Obi’s Party
A non-fiction book about the sounds we can make with our mouths, hands and feet.
Lilac
Stamp and Clap!
A non-fiction book about different musical instruments, how to play them and the sounds they make.
Lilac
Making Music
Art and expression –
When Jess sees her friends at school are sad or upset, she uses her penny whistle to cheer them up.
Lilac
The Happy Whistle
music, drama and other
The class use their imaginations to think of all sorts of different ways of getting to school – including bouncy balloons, flying fish and
arts
Lilac
Bouncy Balloons
rockets!
A retelling of the Pied Piper of Hamelin. What will the rats do when the piper plays his song?
Lilac+
The Pied Piper
A non-fiction book about different types of music. Which one makes you dance?
Lilac+
Hip-Hop!
We’re working on books to support readers with this unit of inquiry, sign up to e-updates on our website to hear about all our latest publishing.
Shadows and light
Obi’s friends are coming to his party! The entertainer dances, plays music and blows up balloons. What will make them laugh the most?
Lilac
How the world
Matter (water, light, air) Obi’s Party
works
and changes
Find out how to make popcorn. What happens when it’s cooked?
Lilac+
Popcorn
A non-fiction book about different musical instruments, how to play them and the sounds they make.
Lilac
Simple machines
Making Music
Lucy and her mum are having lunch at a cafe, but where’s Dad? A counting story, based on the traditional rhyme ‘One, Two, Buckle My
One, Two... Sharing With
Lilac
Shoe’.
You!
Signs and symbols
The children are on the top deck of the bus playing I Spy. They can see lots up here, including some traffic lights and a bus stop.
Lilac
I Spy
How we organize
A family take a trip on a bus. What will they find inside? Can they spot the stop button?
Lilac+
Double-Decker
ourselves
Children are playing games together in the playground. When do they need to shout, whisper or keep silent?
Lilac
Big Voice, Little Voice
Our school and
community
Shad chooses lots of toppings for his ice cream at the shop. But will he be able to stop it from toppling?
Lilac
Wibble, Wobble
Authors and stories
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Age: 3–5
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

How we organize
ourselves

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Our school and
community

A Walk in the Park
Goal!
The Happy Whistle

Lilac
Lilac
Lilac

The City Farm

Lilac+

The world of work
What is waste
Recycling our world
Sharing the planet
Resources – supply and
demand

Band

Description

Bruce the dog likes to chase all the sounds in the park. Will his owners be able to keep up?
The Red Raiders and the Brilliant Blues are playing football. Which team will you cheer for?
When Jess sees her friends at school are sad or upset, she uses her penny whistle to cheer them up.
The class use their imaginations to think of all sorts of different ways of getting to school – including bouncy balloons, flying fish and
Lilac
Bouncy Balloons
rockets!
Shad chooses lots of toppings for his ice cream at the shop. But will he be able to stop it from toppling?
Lilac
Wibble, Wobble
A retelling of the Pied Piper of Hamelin. Will the piper be able to do his job and lead the rats away from the town?
Lilac+
The Pied Piper
A family take a trip on a bus. They meet the driver first – what else will they find inside?
Lilac+
Double-Decker
Shad chooses lots of toppings for his ice cream. But will he be able to stop it from toppling?
Lilac
Wibble, Wobble
We’re working on books to support readers with this unit of inquiry, sign up to e-updates on our website to hear about all our latest publishing.
A non-fiction book about children exploring the city farm and meeting different animals. What sorts of food do the animals eat?

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Who we are

Unit of inquiry

Food

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Description

Sit and Sip

Pink A

Miss Red

Pink B

Big Red Ed

Pink B

Hot Dogs

Pink B

Pop!

Pink B

The Picnic

Pink C

Jam Muffins
Picnic on Windmill Rock
Chimpanzees
The Big Turnip

Red A
Red A
Red B
Yellow

Cow on the Roof

Yellow

The Pot of Oats

Yellow

Fluff the Little Owl

Yellow+

Outback Animals

Yellow+

Shopping Mischief

Blue

Tam and Nan sit together and have tea and biscuits, but Nan falls asleep while they are chatting.
Miss Red goes for a walk in the woods to visit her nan. Is it her nan in bed – or something else? Will they get to enjoy the buns that Miss
Red has brought?
Pirate Big Red Ed has a map to find the Cod Bun Hut on the island. But the seagulls rip his map and take it away. Will he ever find the
Cod Bun Hut?
Peg and Pug pack a bag for a picnic, with nuts, pop buns and a rug. When they get to the hill they realise they have left the bag on the
bus. But luckily there is a hot-dog stand nearby!
Nell has a party bag tied to a helium balloon. When she takes out the piece of birthday cake the balloon lifts up and floats away! Will
Nell and Mum ever get it – and their sweets – back?
A group of toys – Rabbit, Big Ted and Nell the doll – are having a picnic by the sea. A hungry puffin wants to eat a carrot muffin … Will
the toys share their food with the puffin?
Frog and Fox can smell some jam muffins and decide to follow the smell. But will they get to the campsite before the muffins are gone?
Jack, Will and Dad go for a picnic by the seaside. What will they find while they’re there?
An information book about where chimpanzees come from, how they live and what they eat.
Farmer Bill wants to grow turnips and sell them at market. What will happen when one of the turnips grows into a giant one?
Farmer Bert wants to swap jobs with his wife, so Darla goes out to pick turnips and Bert stays at home to look after the house and baby.
He soon finds out that his job is not so hard after all!
A retelling of The Magic Porridge Pot by the Brothers Grimm. Carla is given a magic silver pot to make porridge, but when she leaves it
with her mother the pot overflows and feeds the whole village!
Fluff’s family think he is too little to go hunting, but when he catches a bug for his sisters, they realise that he is maybe readier for hunting
than they realise.
An information book about some of the fascinating animals that live in the Australian Outback, including how they live and what they eat.
On a rainy day Dad takes Ted to the supermarket to buy some food. When Ted is mischievous in the shop, instead of being in trouble he
saves the day!
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Food

Who we are

Ourselves

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Town Under Attack

Blue

Come Visit a Croft

Blue

The Bean

Blue

The Queen’s Garden Party Green
So You Want to Be a
Footballer?

Orange

The Big Cake Mix-up!

Orange

Sit and Sip
Cam and Tam

Pink A
Pink A

Dig in the Pit

Pink A

Miss Red

Pink B

The Mess
Run a Lap
Top Dogs

Pink B
Pink B
Pink B

The Red Bag

Pink B

Lots of Pockets

Pink C

Tennis

Pink C

The Picnic

Pink C

Pick a Pet
The Sick Parrot

Pink C
Pink C

Gran’s Grin

Red A

Puffins
In the Forest
Lost!
Max in Goal

Red A
Red A
Red B
Red B

Zack and the Bugs

Red C

At Night

Red C

Fun in the Park

Yellow

Howard and the Dentist

Yellow

Description

The King offers a reward to whoever can save the village from the dragon, who is destroying the crops. Poppy has an idea to trade
cheese with the dragon every week as long as he stays away from the town.
Logan’s class go on a school trip to visit a croft. Ann, the farmer, keeps animals and grows crops too.
Sophie’s mum persuades her to help at the allotment and she discovers it can be fun to grow vegetables. What will happen at the
allotment contest?
Sophie and her dad attend a garden party at the Queen’s palace. Just as they pick up a plate of delicious food they spot an intruder – and
Dad tries to help the Queen.
Discover training tips to become a good footballer – and learn some fancy tricks too! But don’t forget you need to be fit and healthy by
eating the right foods and getting plenty of exercise.
Lots of people in town work at the Plain Cake Factory and the Fizzy-Whizzy Sweet Factory, but nobody wants to eat the cakes or the
sweets! What will the bosses of the factories do?
Tam and Nan sit together and have tea and biscuits, but Nan falls asleep while they are chatting.
Cam is sad to leave Mum and his puppy at the school gates. Tam sees he is sad – will he be able to cheer Cam up?
Dom and his baby brother Sam are playing in the sandpit. Dom shows Sam how to make a sandcastle, but all Sam wants to do is play
and put sand over the dog!
Miss Red goes for a walk in the woods to visit her nan. Is it her nan in bed – or something else? Will they get to enjoy the buns that Miss
Red has brought?
Rick’s mum tells him to tidy his very messy bedroom. But he prefers to hide things in funny places rather than tidy it properly!
Ben’s class are playing a game outside. Ben doesn’t always hit the ball, but when he does he realises it is fun to run!
What do working dogs do, and what are the different ways they help humans?
On the way to the park with her nan, Bess sees a bag in a shop window she really wants. At the park, the ducks grab Bess’s bag to get
the bread! Will Bess get a new bag after all?
Ted and his dad have just got on the bus. Where will Ted put his bus ticket so it is safe? He has lots of pockets, but which one can he use?
Two girls are taken to a tennis lesson at the local leisure centre. They get out their rackets and practise hitting the ball. Who will win the
first point?
A group of toys – Rabbit, Big Ted and Nell the doll – are having a picnic by the sea. A hungry puffin wants to eat a carrot muffin … Will
the toys share their food with the puffin?
Ferris and his mum are at the animal rescue centre looking for a new pet. Which one will he choose?
Dan the parrot is suffering in the heat. Luckily Nick the numbat comes along with a sunhat and some melon to cool Dan down.
Jen and Zak want to cheer up their gran who’s hurt her leg. They make some colourful puppets using pens, sticks, clothes and even a yam.
Gran is happy to see the puppet show!
How and where do puffins live? We must be aware of ourselves and not disturb them while we watch!
A family are running through the forest. They enjoy the fresh air and exercise – and spot many creatures.
Tom is out with Mum in the marketplace. They are both worried when Tom gets lost. Will they find each other?
Jeevan, Will and Yasmin want to play football but need more players. Vikram, Anna and even Max the dog join in!
Someone has left the kitchen light on in Zack’s house and lots of bugs have flown or crawled in through the back door. Zack comes up
with a clever plan to use his torch to lead the bugs out of the house.
If you look carefully, what can you see in the street at night? A cat running along a wall, a toad hopping across the road, a fox hunting for
food … and Dad off to work his nightshift.
Sam and Carl go the park with Dad. They feed the ducks and play on the playground, but Sam is upset because Carl is faster and better
than him at everything. Who will get to the sandpit first?,
Dad takes Howard to the dentist for a check-up. Howard is frightened but afterwards he realises he needn’t be – his dentist is friendly and
it didn’t hurt at all!
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Ourselves

Rocket Phonics book

Band

The Scrap Yard

Yellow+

The Hidden Lagoon

Blue

Goldilocks Has Chicken
Pox

Blue

World Book Day

Green

Superstar Sleepover

Green

The Space Station

Orange

My New Glasses

Orange

Leo the Lion Keeper

Orange

So You Want to Be a
Footballer?
The Mat

Who we are

Beliefs

Friends and
relationships

Pink A

Zigzag Zebra

Red B

Tanya Gets a Gift

Red B

Bobbee Gets Stuck

Red C

The Lemon Tree

Yellow+

Bright Sun and Silver
River
Little Rat and the Arctic
Fox

Where we are in
place and time

Orange

Yellow+
Yellow+

The Diving Contest

Green

On the Dot
Mop it!
Sit and Sip
The Mat
Not the Cat!
Cat Kit
Cam and Tam

Pink A
Pink A
Pink A
Pink A
Pink A
Pink A
Pink A

Sid the Kid

Pink A

Dig in the Pit

Pink A
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Description

Mark and his mum want to create a summer project. They go to the scrap yard to find materials to recycle and make something special for
the garden.
Philip and Emily are on holiday at the seaside with their grandparents. Grandpa Joe takes the children out on his boat, making sure they
wear life jackets. What will they see on the water and in the lagoon?
A rhyming story inspired by fairy tales. When Goldilocks has chicken pox, she goes to the doctor – and meets many other fairy tale
characters there who are also sick!
Learn about World Book Day – and discover why reading is important, interesting and, most importantly, fun!
Susie invites Neena over for a sleepover with some more friends. The girls laugh at Neena when she does her superstar act, but what will
Neena do when Beth gets upset?
Light Year 2 are on a school trip to a space station. But in Max’s search for an alien he nearly leads his friends into danger, until the
caretaker pulls them to safety.
A boy visits the optician with his dad, because when he reads at school, the words are a bit blurry. The optician does all sorts of tests on
his eyes. Will he be pleased with his glasses?
Leo dreams of playing football for his school team, but he’s never chosen. Is it because he’s too tall? When the goalkeeper gets injured at
a big match, maybe Leo will finally get a chance...
Discover training tips to become a good footballer – and learn some fancy tricks too! But don’t forget you need to be fit and healthy by
eating the right foods and getting plenty of exercise.
Two dogs fight over who will have the mat. Who gets it in the end? Will it be a fair result?
A zebra is rejected by the others because he looks different, but when he runs away and shows kindness to other animals he makes some
new friends.
Gran and Tanya go to the shops to spend the money that Gran has given her. Tanya chooses lots of things for herself, but decides not to
be selfish and buys Gran a gift too.
Bobbee the bee gets stuck in a muddy puddle during a rainy downpour. Luckily the queen bee and other friendly insects are on hand to
help him out
After building a big wall around his land, the king is feeling sad and alone. One day he finds a swing hanging from his lemon tree and he
decides to knock down the wall and invite the children back in! Now he is happy and grateful for everything in his life.
An African creation story. Bright Sun and Silver River lived originally close together on Earth, but one day Bright Sun gets too wet, and
jumps high up into the sky where she has lived ever since.
A version of the Aesop’s fable, The Lion and the Mouse. Arctic Fox is about to eat Little Rat, but has mercy and lets him go. When Arctic
Fox gets trapped in a net by hunters, Little Rat bites through the net and sets him free.
The Mer-king has a contest to find the biggest pearl in the sea. The boys think that Joy can’t do it just because she’s a girl – will she prove
them wrong?
Some children are playing a game where they have to stand or sit on shapes on a mat. The cat gets in the way by lying down on the dot!
The tap has been left on and is causing a flood. Can Kim and Dad clear it all up?
Tam and Nan sit together and have tea and biscuits, but Nan falls asleep while they are chatting.
Two dogs fight over who will have the mat. Who gets it in the end?
The children help Mum and Dad sort out the garden rubbish and recycling. The children put the cat and the dog in the bag too!
A boy makes a toy cat, helped by his mum, using felt, thread, glue, pins, needles and stuffing.
Cam is sad to leave Mum and his puppy at the school gates. Tam sees he is sad – will he be able to cheer Cam up?
At the farm, a naughty goat has escaped from his pen – he tips over the pan of food, pulls the mat off the washing line, tries to take the
farmer’s cap and gets stuck in the chicken coop!
Dom and his baby brother Sam are playing in the sandpit. Dom shows Sam how to make a sandcastle, but all Sam wants to do is play
and put sand over the dog!

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Where we are in
place and time

Unit of inquiry

Friends and
relationships

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Description

Sad Tig
I Miss Mum
The Egg
Bad Luck, Duck!

Pink A
Pink B
Pink B
Pink B

Miss Red

Pink B

The Mess
Run a Lap
Top Dogs

Pink B
Pink B
Pink B

The Red Bag

Pink B

Bugs in Bed

Pink B

Hot Dogs

Pink B

Lots of Pockets

Pink C

Tennis

Pink C

The Picnic

Pink C

Pick a Pet
The Sick Parrot

Pink C
Pink C

Gran’s Grin

Red A

Jam Muffins
Picnic on Windmill Rock
Ants in the Pants
Lots to Spot

Red A
Red A
Red A
Red A

Stop, Zebra!

Red A

The Best Nest

Red A

The Tricks Tent
Lost!

Red A
Red B

Zigzag Zebra

Red B

Bug in the Bath

Red B

Tig the dog is sad, so he starts digging in the flower bed. Will he be happy when the family are home?
A girl is sad and misses her mum when she’s away on a business trip. She can’t wait to have her back!
Tess the hen loses one of her ten eggs and it runs away! Can anyone help her?
Duck falls into the mud, and when Dog comes along and tries to help, it makes matters worse!
Miss Red goes for a walk in the woods to visit her nan. Is it her nan in bed – or something else? Will they get to enjoy the buns that Miss
Red has brought?
Rick’s mum tells him to tidy his very messy bedroom. But he prefers to hide things in funny places rather than tidy it properly!
Ben’s class are playing a game outside. Ben doesn’t always hit the ball but when he does he realises it is fun to run!
What do working dogs do, and what are the different ways they help humans?
On the way to the park with her nan, Bess sees a bag in a shop window she really wants. At the park, the ducks grab Bess’s bag to get
the bread! Will Bess get a new bag after all?
Dad and Tom are going camping. Tom helps Dad to put the tent up, but then Dad rips it! What will they do when the bugs get in?
Peg and Pug pack a bag for a picnic, with nuts, pop buns and a rug. When they get to the hill they realise they have left the bag on the
bus. But luckily there is a hot-dog stand nearby!
Ted and his dad have just got on the bus. Where will Ted put his bus ticket so it is safe? He has lots of pockets but they are all full. But
what about the pocket in Dad’s backpack?
Two girls are taken to a tennis lesson by their mothers. The teacher shows them how to hit the ball. Who will win the first point?
A group of friends – Rabbit, Big Ted and Nell the doll – are having a picnic by the sea. A puffin tries to take their food … How can they
get rid of this annoying bird?
Ferris and his mum are at the animal rescue centre looking for a new pet. Which one will he choose?
Dan the parrot is feeling hot and unwell. His friend, Nick the numbat, has things in his backpack that will help Dan feel better.
Jen and Zak want to cheer up their gran who’s hurt her leg. They make some colourful puppets using pens, sticks, clothes and even a yam.
Gran is happy to see the puppet show!
Frog and Fox can smell some jam muffins and decide to follow the smell. But will they get to the campsite before the muffins are gone?
Jack, Will and Dad go for a picnic by the seaside. What will they find while they’re there?
A man falls asleep on an ants’ nest. Ant asks Dog and Cat to help. They don’t have any luck, so the ants have to do it their own way!
A girl and boy are at the seaside, watching the sky and imagining all sorts of things in the clouds. What will they see?
Mum and Yasmin go to the wildlife park and see a zebra running away from the vet while they’re having lunch. What will Yasmin do to
help when the zebra gets his foot stuck in a bucket?
Jess the ostrich has no nest for her eggs and sees all the different types of nests made by other animals. When the fox steals her eggs, her
friends help out – will her egg be safe?
Zak has a tent full of tricks, but Alex ruins it when he plays with the tricks inside. How will he fix things?
Tom is out with Mum in the marketplace. They are both worried when Tom gets lost. Will they find each other?
A zebra is rejected by the others because he looks different, but when he runs away and shows kindness to other animals he makes some
new friends.
The children see something strange in the bath and imagine all sorts of creatures are there! But they are surprised when Gran comes back
and tells them exactly what it is!
Ben lets a magic fish go free and it grants some wishes for Ben’s gran. But she’s too greedy and loses wishes – maybe Ben will get
something instead!
On a rainy day, Craig and Aiden find a chest of old clothes in the attic, so they dress up and pretend to be different characters. Gran is
thrilled when they find her missing ring!
Aimee and her family have moved to a new flat but she is sad and missing her old home. When she sees her bedroom with her familiar
toys and books and quilt, she is happy again!

Boatman Ben and the Fish Red B
Dress Up!

Red B

The Flat

Red B
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Where we are in
place and time

Unit of inquiry

Friends and
relationships

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Tanya Gets a Gift

Red B

Crash, Bang , Boom!

Red B

Max in Goal

Red B

The Parrot Tree

Red C

Bobbee Gets Stuck

Red C

Zack and the Bugs

Red C

Go to Sleep, Goats!

Red C

At Night

Red C

Fun in the Park

Yellow

Howard and the Dentist

Yellow

The Big Turnip

Yellow

The Looking Glass

Yellow

Yasha and Baba

Yellow

Cow on the Roof

Yellow

The Lemon Tree

Yellow+

Fluff the Little Owl

Yellow+

The Scrap Yard

Yellow+

Bright Sun and Silver
River
Little Rat and the Arctic
Fox

Yellow+
Yellow+

The Hidden Lagoon

Blue

Out of the Pond

Blue

Shopping Mischief

Blue
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Description

Gran and Tanya go to the shops to spend the money that Gran has given her. Tanya chooses lots of things for herself, but surprises Gran
by buying her a gift!
Miss Hicks’s class are singing, but some of the children thinks it’s boring and start playing noisy instruments, disrupting the class and giving
Miss Hicks a headache. Will they put the instruments down and sing nicely?
Jeevan, Will and Yasmin want to play football but need more players. Vikram, Anna and even Max the dog join in!
The rooks have taken over the best tree in the forest and there is no space for a lost parrot to shelter. The parrot finds another tree – it isn’t
the best tree in the forest, but it protects the bird from the rain, and when the parrot starts to sing, he is joined by a whole flock of parrot
friends!
Bobbee the bee gets stuck in a muddy puddle during a rainy downpour. Luckily the queen bee and other friendly insects are on hand to
help him out
Someone has left the kitchen light on in Zack’s house and lots of bugs have flown or crawled in through the back door. Zack comes up
with a clever plan to use his torch to lead the bugs out of the house.
Three goats are trying to get a good night’s sleep, but other animals are making noise and keeping them awake. They finally get to sleep
just as the cockerel is about to begin his dawn song.
If you look carefully, you can see lots of things at night. In the streetlights you might see a cat running along a wall, a toad hopping across
the road, a fox hunting for food … And Dad off to work his nightshift.
Sam and Carl go the park with Dad. They feed the ducks and play on the playground, but Sam is upset because Carl is faster and better
than him at everything. Who will get to the sandpit first?
Dad takes Howard to the dentist for a check-up. Howard is frightened but afterwards he realises he needn’t be – his dentist is friendly and
it didn’t hurt at all!
Farmer Bill wants to grow turnips and sell them at market. What will happen when one of the turnips grows into a giant one?
A monster settles in the land and the king needs help from the community to get rid of him. The king thinks he needs champions, but Flora
has a really clever idea to frighten off the monster!
Based on a Russian folk tale, this tells the story of Yasha, whose wicked stepmother sends her to visit her sick sister. She is kind to some
animals on the way and her kindness is returned – saving her life!
Farmer Bert wants to swap jobs with his wife, so Darla goes out to pick turnips and Bert stays at home to look after the house and baby.
He soon finds out that it’s much harder than picking turnips!
After building a high wall around his land, the king is feeling sad and alone. One day he finds a swing hanging from his lemon tree and
decides to knock down the wall and invite the children back in! Now he is happy and grateful for everything in his life.
Fluff’s family think he is too little to go hunting, but when he catches a bug for his sisters, they realise that he is maybe readier for hunting
than they realise.
Mark and his mum want to create a summer project. They go to the scrap yard to find materials to recycle and make something special for
the garden.
An African creation story. Bright Sun and Silver River were best friends and lived close together on Earth, but one day Bright Sun gets too
wet, and jumps high up into the sky where she has lived ever since.
A version of the Aesop’s fable, The Lion and the Mouse. Arctic Fox is about to eat Little Rat, but has mercy and lets him go. When Arctic
Fox gets trapped in a net by hunters, Little Rat bites through the net and sets him free.
Philip and Emily are on holiday at the seaside with their grandparents. Grandpa Joe takes the children out on his boat, making she they
wear life jackets. What will they see on the water and in the lagoon?
When Larch class are pond dipping they are frightened to see a green monster wading out of the pond! What can it be? The mystery is
solved and they start to paint pictures – but who is the second monster?
On a rainy day Dad takes Ted to the supermarket to buy some food. When Ted is mischievous in the shop, instead of being in trouble, he
saves the day!

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Help Me, Teacher!

Blue

The Imps and the
Bootmaker
Painting Fun
The Stone Troll
The Bean

Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

The Queen’s Garden Party Green

Where we are in
place and time

Friends and
relationships

The Water Serpent

Green

The Diving Contest

Green

Punk-Zel

Green

I’m Not Scared

Green

World Book Day

Green

Bella and The Beast

Green

Pirate Gold!

Green

Football Stickers

Green

Superstar Sleepover

Green

The Class Show

Orange

The Knitting Giant

Orange

The Space Station

Orange

The Magic Boots

Orange

Alien School

Orange

Leo the Lion Keeper

Orange

Tiddalick

Orange

The Celebration Assembly

Orange

Description

It’s Adam’s first day at school. He is worried about all the new things he’s heard about and imagines all sorts of monsters are there. Can
the teacher help him understand?
A retelling of The Elves and the Shoemaker. The bootmaker has run out of leather to make shoes and will have to close his shop. Can the
elves help?
Have fun using face paints with your friends and become colourful animals!
Anna has to try to protect her goats from the troll. Will she save them from being eaten?
Sophie’s mum persuades her to help at the allotment and she discovers it can be fun to grow vegetables. What will happen at the
allotment contest?
Sophie and her dad attend a garden party at the queen’s palace. Just as they pick up a plate of delicious food they spot an intruder – and
Dad tries to help the Queen.
Two friends, Jim and Drew, are camping by the lake when they see a huge creature coming out of the water – will the magical bird save
them?
The Mer-king has a contest to find the biggest pearl in the sea. The boys think that Joy can’t do it just because she’s a girl – will she prove
them wrong?
A twist on the Rapunzel fairy tale. Tristan is a prince and Punk-Zel is an ordinary girl who wants to play football with him. It’s not until
Punk-Zel rescues him from the wicked queen that he realises football can be fun!
Tom and Oscar are camping in the garden for the night, but all sorts of noises frighten them. Is there a bear or a ghost or a snake? They
find a better place for their tent where they are safe and warm!
Learn about World Book Day – and discover why reading is important, interesting and, most importantly, fun!
A retelling of Beauty and the Beast. A merchant goes off to sell his goods but sees a beast on his travels who wants the merchant’s
daughter to go to him. Will it be a happy ending?
A classic tale of pirates searching for buried treasure. They all help to dig deep into the sand. Will they find treasure?
Zack gives his friend Floyd his football sticker of Leeroy Blaze. But when the class visits the stadium where Leeroy plays, Zack’s sticker
book is ruined. The next day at school he has a wonderful surprise!
Susie invites Neena over for a sleepover. The girls laugh at Neena when she does her superstar act, but what does Neena do when Beth
gets upset?
Crystal Class are practising a play about an explorer in Egypt. A real explorer talks to the children about mummies,cats and the pyramids
– and they find themselves transported to Egypt!
Gina is a giant who loves to knit. At the fair all the villagers laugh when she tries to sell the clothes she had knitted, because they are far
too big. Then the winter snow arrives, and the villagers might be very grateful!
Light Year 2 are on a school trip to a space station. But in Max’s search for an alien he nearly leads his friends into danger, until the
caretaker pulls them to safety.
Prince Seymour goes on a quest to marry a princess after the shoemaker makes him some magic boots. But the princess is hard to please
and the frog and the dragon decide to wear his magic boots!
A rhyming story about a day at alien school. They might have the same lessons as humans, but things turn out quite differently!
Leo dreams of playing football for his school team, but he’s never chosen. Is it because he’s too tall? When the goalkeeper gets injured at
a big match, maybe Leo will finally get a chance...
Tiddalick the frog is so thirsty that he drinks all the water in the lake. There is none left for the other animals! How will they get some water
for themselves? Can Tiddalick help?
Jake would love to hear his name called at the celebration assembly, but he thinks isn’t good at anything! He is very kind to people though
– will he have a surprise at the next assembly?
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

The solar system

Maps and exploration

Where we are in
place and time

Authors and stories

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Description

Helen Sharman

Yellow

The Space Station

Orange

Pip and the Map

Pink A

Big Red Ed

Pink B

Jam Muffins
Picnic on Windmill Rock
In the Forest
Sasha Snail’s Trip
Chimpanzees
All Year Long
Blackbeard
Helen Sharman
Outback Animals

Red A
Red A
Red A
Red B
Red B
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow+

The Hidden Lagoon

Blue

Come Visit a Croft

Blue

The Water Serpent

Green

The Diving Contest

Green

In the Desert

Green

Pirate Gold!

Green

The Class Show

Orange

The Space Station

Orange

Miss Red

Pink B

Jamila’s Test

Red A

Cob’s Web

Red A

Discover the story of Helen Sharman, a scientist who was chosen to go into outer space in a rocket – the first British person to do this!
Light Year 2 are on a shuttle to visit a space station. They see the planets in the distance through the window Max’s nearly leads his friends
into danger in his search for an alien, until the caretaker pulls them to safety!
Pip the explorer cat has a map to find some buried treasure on an island. Will he find it?
Pirate Big Red Ed has a map to find the Cod Bun Hut on the island. But the seagulls rip his map and take it away. Will he ever find the
Cod Bun Hut?
Frog and Fox can smell some jam muffins and decide to follow the smell. But will they get to the campsite before the muffins are gone?
Jack, Will and Dad go for a picnic by the seaside. What will they find while they’re there?
A family are running through the forest, exploring their surroundings. They enjoy the fresh air and exercise – and spot many creatures.
Sasha Snail goes on a rocket train to see Tom Toad. On her travels she sees lots of sights and different animals.
A non-fiction book about where chimpanzees come from and how they live and eat.
A family enjoy being outside in spring, summer, autumn and winter. What happens to the trees and plants from one season to the next?
Find out all about Blackbeard – a sea captain from many years ago, who sailed up and down the coast of America.
Discover the story of Helen Sharman, a scientist who was chosen to go into outer space in a rocket – the first British person to do this!
An information book about some of the fascinating animals that live in the Australian Outback, including how they live and what they eat.
Philip and Emily are on holiday at the seaside with their grandparents. Grandpa Joe takes the children out on his boat, making sure they
wear life jackets. What will they see on the water and in the lagoon?
Logan’s class go on a school trip to visit a croft. Ann, the farmer, keeps animals and grows crops too. Her farm is powered by electricity
from the wind turbine.
Two friends, Jim and Drew, are camping by the lake and mountains when they see huge creature coming out of the water – will the
magical bird save them?
The Mer-king has a contest to find the biggest pearl in the sea. The children dive deep into the ocean to explore, but a sea serpent is in
trouble – can Joy help?
The Sahara Desert is the biggest hot desert in the world. Find out lots of fun facts about the animals who live there!
A classic tale of pirates searching for buried treasure. After studying the map they all help to dig deep into the sand. Will they find
treasure?
Crystal Class are practising a play about an explorer in Egypt. A real explorer talks to the children about mummies, cats and the pyramids
– and they find themselves transported to Egypt!
Light Year 2 are on a school trip to a space station. But Max’s search for an alien nearly leads his friends into danger, until the caretaker
pulls them to safety.
A retelling of Little Red Riding Hood. Miss Red goes for a walk in the woods to visit her nan. Is it her nan in bed – or something else? Will
they get to enjoy the buns that Miss Red has brought?
A retelling of The Princess and the Pea. The Sultan wants to choose a wife and the test is that Jamila must rest in an enormous bed – but
will she sleep?
Cob is spinning a web when Little Miss Muffet comes along and snaps it! Will he be able to repair it?
A retelling of The Fisherman and the Magic Goldfish. Ben lets a magic fish go free and it grants some wishes for Ben’s gran. But she’s too
greedy and loses wishes – maybe Ben will get something instead!
A retelling of a traditional tale. The rooks have taken over the best tree in the forest and a lost parrot has to find another tree to shelter in.
A retelling of The Giant Turnip. Farmer Bill wants to grow turnips and sell them at market. What will happen when one of the turnips grows
into a giant one?
A retelling of The Three Billy Goats Gruff. The goats see there is a fair on the other side of the bridge, but the horrid troll lives under the
bridge. Will any of them get across?

Boatman Ben and the Fish Red B
The Parrot Tree

Red C

The Big Turnip

Yellow

The Three Goats and the
Troll

Yellow
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Authors and stories

Where we are in
place and time

Art and expression –
drama and other arts

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Description

Blackbeard

Yellow

Yasha and Baba

Yellow

The Pot of Oats

Yellow

The Lemon Tree

Yellow+

Find out all about Blackbeard – a sea captain from many years ago, who sailed up and down the coast of America.
Based on a Russian folk tale, this tells the story of Yasha, whose wicked stepmother sends her to visit her sick sister. She is kind to some
animals on the way and her kindness is returned – saving her life!
A retelling of The Magic Porridge Pot by the Brothers Grimm. Carla is given a magic silver pot to make porridge, but when she leaves it
with her mother the pot overflows and won’t stop cooking!
Based on The Selfish Giant by Oscar Wilde. After building a high wall around his land, the king is feeling sad and alone. One day he
finds a swing hanging from his lemon tree and decides to knock down the wall and invite the children back in!
An African creation story. Bright Sun and Silver River were best friends and lived close together on Earth, but one day Bright Sun gets too
wet, and jumps high up into the sky where she has lived ever since.
A version of the Aesop’s fable, The Lion and the Mouse. Arctic Fox is about to eat Little Rat, but has mercy and lets him go. When Arctic
Fox gets trapped in a net by hunters, Little Rat bites through the net and sets him free.
A retelling of The Elves and the Shoemaker. The bootmaker has run out of leather to make shoes and will have to close his shop. Can the
elves help?
A rhyming story inspired by fairy tales. When Goldilocks has chicken pox, she goes to the doctor – and meets many other fairy tale
characters there who are also sick!
A retelling of Aladdin and the Magic Lamp. Aladdin and his mum are saved from the evil Abanezer by the magic lamp.
A twist on the Rapunzel fairy tale. Tristan is a prince and Punk-Zel is an ordinary girl who wants to play football with him. It’s not until
Punk-Zel rescues him from the wicked queen that he realises football can be fun!
Learn about World Book Day – and discover why reading is important, interesting and, most importantly, fun!
A retelling of Beauty and the Beast. A merchant goes off to sell his goods but sees a beast on his travels who wants the merchant’s
daughter to go to him. Will it be a happy ending?
A retelling of The Nightingale fairy tale. The nightingale in a cage will not sing for the king, so Chang brings him a golden toy bird which
sings all day and night. What happens to the real nightingale when it’s set free?
A twist on the Princess and the Frog story. Prince Seymour goes on a quest to marry a princess after the shoemaker makes him some magic
boots. But the princess is hard to please!
Acorn Class are on a library trip, but Josh is more interested in his computer game than books, until he realises he is surrounded by books
full of adventure, meeting different creatures and travelling the world!
A retelling of an Aboriginal tale. Tiddalick the frog is so thirsty that he drinks all the water in the lake. There is none left for the other
animals! How will they get some water for themselves? Can Tiddalick help?
A boy makes a toy cat, helped by his mum, using felt, thread, glue, pins, needles and stuffing.
Jen and Zak want to cheer up their gran because she has hurt her leg. They make some colourful puppets using pens, sticks, clothes and
even a yam. Gran is happy to see the puppet show!
On a rainy day, Craig and Aiden find a chest of old clothes in the attic, so they dress up and pretend to be different characters.Gran is
thrilled when they find her missing ring!
Miss Hicks’s class are singing, but some of the children thinks it’s boring and start playing noisy instruments, disrupting the class and giving
Miss Hicks a headache. Will they put the instruments down and sing nicely?
Mark and his mum want to create a summer project. They go to the scrap yard to find materials to recycle and make something special for
the garden.
When Larch class are pond dipping they are frightened to see a green monster wading out of the pond! What can it be? The mystery is
solved and they start to paint pictures – but who is the second monster?
Have fun using face paints with your friends and become colourful animals!
Schools celebrate World Book Day every year. They have different activities to help children discover and enjoy new books, such as
dressing up as a favourite character!

Bright Sun and Silver
River
Little Rat and the Arctic
Fox
The Imps and the
Bootmaker
Goldilocks Has Chicken
Pox
Aladdin and the Lamp

Yellow+
Yellow+
Blue
Blue
Blue

Punk-Zel

Green

World Book Day

Green

Bella and the Beast

Green

The Nightingale

Green

The Magic Boots

Orange

The Adventure Machine

Orange

Tiddalick

Orange

Cat Kit

Pink A

Gran’s Grin

Red A

Dress Up!

Red B

Crash, Bang , Boom!

Red B

The Scrap Yard

Yellow+

Out of the Pond

Blue

Painting Fun

Blue

World Book Day

Green
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Where we are in
place and time

Art and expression –
drama and other arts

Shadows and light

How the world
works

Matter (water, light, air)
and changes

Simple machines

How we organize
Signs and symbols
ourselves

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Superstar Sleepover

Green

The Class Show

Orange

Bug in the Bath

Red B

Zack and the Bugs

Red C

Go to Sleep, Goats!

Red C

At Night

Red C

I’m Not Scared

Green

No Gas!

Pink A

Pop!

Pink B

The Best Nest

Red A

All Year Long

Yellow

Helen Sharman

Yellow

The Scrap Yard

Yellow+

Come Visit a Croft

Blue

The Bean

Blue

Football Stickers

Green

Space Station

Orange

No Gas!

Pink A

The Scrap Yard

Yellow+

Come Visit a Croft

Blue

The Big Cake Mix-up!

Orange

On the Dot

Pink A

Cat Kit

Pink A
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Description

Susie invites Neena over for a sleepover. They each do a different superstar performance: singing, playing the flute and telling jokes, but
the girls laugh at Neena when she does her superstar act.
Crystal Class are practising a play about an explorer in Egypt. A real explorer talks to the children about mummies,cats and the pyramids.
Something magical happens and the children are transported to Egypt!
The children peep through the bathroom door and see something in the shadows at the end of the bath. The strange dark shape sends
their imaginations running wild and are surprised when they find out the truth!
Someone has left the kitchen light on in Zack’s house and lots of bugs have flown or crawled in through the back door. Zack comes up
with a clever plan to use his torch to lead the bugs out of the house.
Three goats are trying to get a good night’s sleep, but other animals are making noise in the moonlight. They finally get to sleep just as the
sun rises and the cockerel is about to start crowing!
If you look carefully, you can see lots of things at night. In the streetlights you might see a cat running along a wall, a toad hopping across
the road, a fox hunting for food … And Dad off to work his nightshift.
Tom and Oscar are camping in the garden for the night, but they see some shadows that frighten them. Is that a bear or a ghost or a
snake? They find a good place for their tent where they are safe and warm.
A man fixes the gas supply by digging down and fitting a cog and a tap.
Nell has a party bag tied to a helium balloon. When she takes out the piece of birthday cake the balloon lifts up and floats away! Will
Nell and Mum ever get it – and their sweets – back?
Jess the ostrich has no nest for her eggs and she sees all the different types of nests made out of of mud, twigs and grass. When the fox
steals her eggs, her friends help out – will her egg be safe?
A family enjoy being outside in spring, summer, autumn and winter. What happens to the trees and plants from one season to the next?
Discover the story of Helen Sharman, a scientist who was chosen to go into outer space in a rocket – the first British person to do this. Find
out how the effect on gravity meant she floated and slept standing up!
Mark and his mum want to create a summer project. They go to the scrap yard to find materials to recycle and make something special for
the garden.
Logan’s class go on a school trip to visit a croft. Ann, the farmer, keeps animals and grows crops too. Her farm is powered by electricity
from the wind turbine.
Sophie’s mum persuades her to help at the allotment and she is amazed to see a huge plant growing from a tiny seed. What will happen
at the allotment contest?
Zack gives his friend Floyd his football sticker of Leeroy Blaze. But when the class visits the stadium where Leeroy plays, Zack’s sticker
book is ruined in the rain. The next day at school he has a wonderful surprise!
Light Year 2 are on a school trip to a space station. When they go through the hatch to the station they start to float about because of the
lack of gravity! Will Max’s search for an alien land his friends in danger?
A man fixes the gas supply by digging down and fitting a cog and a tap.
Mark and his mum want to create a summer project. They go to the scrap yard to find materials to recycle and make something special for
the garden.
Logan’s class go on a school trip to visit a croft. Ann, the farmer, keeps animals and grows crops too. Her farm is powered by electricity
from the wind turbine.
Lots of people in town work at the Plain Cake Factory and the Fizzy-Whizzy Sweet Factory, but nobody wants to eat the cakes or the
sweets! What will the bosses of the factories do?
Some children are playing a game where they have to stand or sit on shapes on a mat. The cat gets in the way by lying down on the dot!
A boy makes a toy cat, helped by his mum, using felt, thread, glue, pins, needles and stuffing. They add dots and lines to make it look
more lifelike.

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Signs and symbols

How we organize
ourselves
Our school and
community

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Description

Pip and the Map
Painting Fun

Pink A
Blue

The Space Station

Orange

My New Glasses

Orange

Cam and Tam

Pink A

Sid the Kid

Pink A

Sad Tig
The Egg
Run a Lap
Top Dogs

Pink A
Pink B
Pink B
Pink B

The Red Bag

Pink B

Lots of Pockets

Pink C

Sam the Ram

Pink C

Tennis

Pink C

The Picnic

Pink C

The Lost Sheep

Pink C

Ants in the Pants

Red A

Stop, Zebra!

Red A

The Best Nest

Red A

Zigzag Zebra

Red B

Crash, Bang, Boom!

Red B

Max in Goal

Red B

In the Fish Tank

Red B

Bobbee Gets Stuck

Red C

Go to Sleep, Goats!

Red C

At Night

Red C

Pip the explorer cat has a map to find some buried treasure on an island. Will he find it?
Have fun using face paints with your friends and become colourful animals!
Light Year 2 are on a school trip to a space station. But in Max’s search for an alien he ignores a sign on a hatch and nearly leads his
friends into danger, until the caretaker pulls them to safety!
A boy visits the optician with his dad, because when he reads at school, the words are a bit blurry. The optician does all sorts of tests on
his eyes, and he has to look at boards showing letters and symbols.
Cam is sad to leave Mum and his puppy at the school gates. Tam sees he is sad – will he be able to cheer Cam up?
At the farm, a naughty goat has escaped from his pen – he tips over the pan of food, pulls the mat off the washing line, tries to take the
farmer’s cap while she is eating her lunch and gets stuck in the chicken coop!
Tig the dog is sad, so he starts digging in the flower bed. Will he be happy when the family are home from work and school?
Tess, the hen loses one of her ten eggs – it runs away! Can anyone help her?
Ben’s class are playing a game outside. Ben doesn’t always hit the ball but when he does he realises it is fun to run!
What do working dogs do, and what are the different ways they help humans?
On the way to the park with her nan, Bess sees a bag in a shop window she really wants. At the park, the ducks grab Bess’s bag to get
the bread! Will Bess get a new bag after all?
Ted and his dad have just got on the bus. Where will Ted put his bus ticket so it is safe? He has lots of pockets but they are all full. But
what about the pocket in Dad’s backpack?
Sam the ram gets annoyed when some red bugs crawl onto him, and some pesky gulls start to peck at the bugs! What can he do to get
rid of the gulls?
Two girls are taken to a tennis lesson by their mothers. The teacher shows them how to hit the ball. Who will win the first point?
A group of friends – Rabbit, Big Ted and Nell the doll – are having a picnic by the sea. A puffin tries to take their food … How can they
get rid of this annoying bird?
Jess Peep has lost all her sheep! When she finds them in a picnic/playground area, will the children close the gate in time to stop the
sheep going onto the road?
A man falls asleep on an ants’ nest. The ant asks dog and cat to help. They don’t have any luck, so the ants have to do it their own way!
Mum and Yasmin go to the wildlife park and see a zebra running away from the vet while they’re having lunch. What will Yasmin do to
help when the zebra gets his foot stuck in a bucket?
Jess the ostrich has no nest for her eggs and she sees all the different types of nests made by other animals. When the fox steals her eggs,
her friends in the community help out – will her egg be safe?
A zebra is rejected from his community because he looks different, but when he runs away and shows kindness to other animals he makes
some new friends.
Miss Hicks’s class are singing, but some of the children thinks it’s boring and start playing noisy instruments, disrupting the class and giving
Miss Hicks a headache. Will they put the instruments down and sing nicely?
Jeevan, Will and Yasmin want to play football but need more players. Vikram, Anna and even Max the dog join in!
Some children visit an aquarium. They see lots of unusual and brightly coloured fish. They discover that at the rockpool it’s important to ask
the adult who works there before you you pick up a crab.
Bobbee the bee gets stuck in a muddy puddle during a rainy downpour. Luckily the queen bee and other friendly insects are on hand to
help him out
Three goats are trying to get a good night’s sleep, but other animals are making noise and keeping them awake. They finally get to sleep
just as the cockerel is about to begin his dawn song.
If you look carefully, you can see lots of things at night. In the streetlights you might see a cat running along a wall, a toad hopping across
the road, a fox hunting for food … And Dad off to work his nightshift.
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

How we organize Our school and
ourselves
community

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Howard and the Dentist

Yellow

Baxter Visits Bow Wow!
The Three Goats and the
Troll

Yellow

The Looking Glass

Yellow

The Pot of Oats

Yellow

Fluff the Little Owl

Yellow+

The Scrap Yard

Yellow+

Out of the Pond

Blue

Shopping Mischief

Blue

Town Under Attack

Blue

Help Me, Teacher!

Blue

Come Visit a Croft

Blue

The Bean

Blue

World Book Day

Green

Football Stickers

Green

The Class Show

Orange

The Knitting Giant

Orange

Alien School

Orange

Leo the Lion Keeper

Orange

The Big Cake Mix-up!

Orange

Tiddalick

Orange

The Adventure Machine

Orange

The Celebration Assembly

Orange
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Yellow

Description

Dad takes Howard to the dentist for a check-up. Howard is frightened but afterwards he realises he needn’t be – his dentist is friendly and
it didn’t hurt at all!
Baxter the dog goes to the grooming parlour to have a haircut but causes havoc!
A retelling of The Three Billy Goats Gruff. The goats see there is a fair on the other side of the bridge, but the horrid troll lives under the
bridge. Will any of them get across?
A monster settles in the land and the king needs help from the community to get rid of him. The king thinks he needs champions, but Flora
has a really clever idea to frighten off the monster!
A retelling of The Magic Porridge Pot by the Brothers Grimm. Carla is given a magic silver pot to make porridge, but when she leaves it
with her mother the pot overflows and feeds the whole village.
Fluff’s family think he is too little to go hunting, but when he catches a bug for his sisters, they realise that he is maybe readier for hunting
than they realise.
Mark and his mum want to create a summer project. They go to the scrap yard to find materials to recycle and make something special for
the garden.
When Larch class are pond dipping they are frightened to see a green monster wading out of the pond! What can it be? The mystery is
solved and they start to paint pictures – but who is the second monster?
On a rainy day Dad takes Ted to the supermarket to buy some food. When Ted is mischievous in the shop, instead of being in trouble, he
stops a thief!
The King offers a reward for the person who can save the village from the dragon. Poppy has an idea to trade cheese with the dragon
every week as long as he stays away from the town.
It’s Adam’s first day at school. He is worried about all the new things he’s heard about and imagines all sorts of monsters are there. Can
the teacher help him understand?
Logan’s class go on a school trip to visit a croft. Ann, the farmer, keeps animals and grows crops too. Her farm is powered by electricity
from the wind turbine.
Sophie’s mum persuades her to help at the allotment and she discovers it can be fun to grow vegetables. What will happen at the
allotment contest?
Schools celebrate World Book Day every year. They have different activities to help children discover and enjoy new books. Find out why
reading is important, interesting and, most importantly, fun!
Zack gives his friend Floyd his football sticker of Leeroy Blaze. But when the class visits the stadium where Leeroy plays, Zack’s sticker
book is ruined. The next day at school he has a wonderful surprise!
Crystal Class are practising a play about an explorer in Egypt. A real explorer talks to the children about mummies, cats and the pyramids
– and they find themselves transported to Egypt!
Gina is a giant who loves to knit. At the fair all the villagers laugh when she tries to sell the clothes she had knitted, because they are far
too big. Then the winter snow arrives, and the villagers might be very grateful!
A rhyming story about a day at alien school. They might have the same lessons as humans, but things turn out quite differently!
Leo dreams of playing football for his school team, but he’s never chosen. Is it because he’s too tall? When the goalkeeper gets injured at
a big match, maybe Leo will finally get a chance...
Lots of people in town work at the Plain Cake Factory and the Fizzy-Whizzy Sweet Factory, but nobody wants to eat the cakes or the
sweets! What will the bosses of the factories do?
Tiddalick the frog is so thirsty that he drinks all the water in the lake. There is none left for the other animals that live there! How will they
get some water for themselves? Can Tiddalick help?
Acorn Class are on a library trip, but Josh is more interested in his computer game than books, until he realises he is surrounded by books
full of adventure, meeting different creatures and travelling the world!
Jake would love to hear his name called at the celebration assembly, but he thinks isn’t good at anything! He is very kind to people though
– will he have a surprise at the next assembly?

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

How we organize
The world of work
ourselves

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Description

No Gas!

Pink A

Sid the Kid

Pink A

I Miss Mum
Top Dogs
The Lost Sheep

Pink B
Pink B
Pink C

Stop, Zebra!

Red A

In the Fish Tank

Red B

At Night

Red C

Howard and the Dentist

Yellow

Baxter Visits Bow Wow!
The Big Turnip
Helen Sharman

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Cow on the Roof

Yellow

The Scrap Yard

Yellow+

Shopping Mischief

Blue

Come Visit a Croft

Blue

A man fixes the gas supply by digging down and fitting a cog and a tap.
At the farm, a naughty goat has escaped from his pen – he tips over the pan of food, pulls the mat off the washing line, tries to take the
farmer’s cap while she is eating her lunch and gets stuck in the chicken coop!
A girl is sad and misses her mum when she has to go away on a business trip.
What do working dogs do, and what are the different ways they help humans?
Jess Peep has lost all her sheep! Can her sheepdog, Jet, help her to find them?
Mum and Yasmin go to the wildlife park and see a zebra running away from the vet while they’re having lunch. What will Yasmin do to
help when the zebra gets his foot stuck in a bucket?
Some children visit an aquarium. They see lots of unusual and brightly coloured fish. At the rockpool it’s important to ask the adult who
works there before you you pick up a crab.
If you look carefully, you can see lots of things at night … A cat running along a wall, a fox huting for food, and Dad off to work his
nightshift.
Dad takes Howard to the dentist for a check-up. Howard is frightened but afterwards he realises he needn’t be – his dentist is friendly and
it didn’t hurt at all!
Baxter, the dog, goes to the grooming parlour to have a haircut but causes havoc!
Farmer Bill wants to grow turnips and sell them at market. What will happen when one of the turnips grows into a giant one?
Discover the story of Helen Sharman, a scientist who was chosen to go into outer space in a rocket – the first British person to do this!
Farmer Bert wants to swap jobs with his wife, so Darla goes out to pick turnips and Bert stays at home to look after the house and baby.
He soon finds out that it’s much harder than picking turnips!
Mark and his mum want to create a summer project. They go to the scrap yard to find materials to recycle and make something special for
the garden.
On a rainy day Dad takes Ted to the supermarket to buy some food. When Ted is mischievous in the shop, instead of being in trouble, he
stops a thief and the police are called!
Logan’s class go on a school trip to visit a croft. Ann, the farmer, keeps animals and grows crops too. Her farm is powered by electricity
from the wind turbine.
A retelling of The Elves and the Shoemaker. The bootmaker has run out of leather to make shoes and will have to close his shop. Can the
elves help?
A rhyming story inspired by fairy tales. When Goldilocks has chicken pox, she goes to the doctor – and meets many other fairy tale
characters there who are also sick!
Light Year 2 are on a school trip to a space station. An astronaut shows them round, but in Max’s search for an alien he nearly leads his
friends into danger, until the caretaker pulls them to safety.
A boy visits the optician with his dad. The optician does all sorts of tests on his eyes. Will he be pleased with his glasses?
Lots of people in town work at the Plain Cake Factory and the Fizzy-Whizzy Sweet Factory, but nobody wants to eat the cakes or the
sweets! What will the bosses of the factories do?
The tap has been left on and is causing a flood. Can Kim and Dad clear it all up?
The children help Mum and Dad sort out the garden rubbish and recycling. The children put the cat and the dog in the bag too!
Jess Peep has lost all her sheep! When she finds them in a picnic/playground area, she asks the children to help her close the gate and
stop the sheep from running onto the road.
Mark and his mum want to create a summer project. They go to the scrap yard to find materials to recycle and make something special for
the garden.
The children help Mum and Dad sort out the garden rubbish and recycling. The children put the cat and the dog in the bag too!
Jen and Zak want to cheer up their gran because she has hurt her leg. They make some colourful puppets using pens, sticks, clothes and
even a yam. Gran is happy to see the puppet show!

The Imps and the
Bootmaker
Goldilocks Has Chicken
Pox

What is waste
Sharing the planet

Recycling our world

Blue
Blue

The Space Station

Orange

My New Glasses

Orange

The Big Cake Mix-up!

Orange

Mop it!
Not the Cat!

Pink A
Pink A

The Lost Sheep

Pink C

The Scrap Yard

Yellow+

Not the Cat!

Pink A

Gran’s Grin

Red A
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Sharing the planet

Unit of inquiry

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Recycling our world

The Scrap Yard

Yellow+

Sid the Kid

Pink A

The Red Bag

Pink B

The Lost Sheep

Pink C

The Parrot Tree

Red C

The Big Turnip

Yellow

The Scrap Yard

Yellow+

Town Under Attack

Blue

Come Visit a Croft

Blue

The Imps and the
Bootmaker

Blue

The Big Cake Mix-up!

Orange

Tiddalick

Orange

Resources supply and
demand

Description

Mark and his mum want to create a summer project. They go to the scrap yard to find materials to recycle and make something special for
the garden.
At the farm, a naughty goat has escaped from his pen – he tips over the pan of food, pulls the mat off the washing line, tries to take the
farmer’s cap while she is eating her lunch and gets stuck in the chicken coop!
On the way to the park with her nan, Bess sees a bag in a shop window she really wants. At the park, the ducks grab Bess’s bag to get
the bread! Will Bess get a new bag after all?
Jess Peep has lost all her sheep! When she finds them in a picnic/playground area, she asks the children to help her close the gate and
stop the sheep from running onto the road.
The rooks have taken over the best tree in the forest and there is no space for the parrots to shelter. The parrots find another tree – it isn’t
the best tree in the forest, but it protects them from the rain, and they enjoy singing in it!
Farmer Bill wants to grow turnips and sell them at market. When one of the turnips grows into a giant one, he tries to pull it up and it
shatters! But it’s not wasted – they share it and have a barbecued turnip feast.
Mark and his mum want to create a summer project. They go to the scrap yard to find materials to recycle and make something special for
the garden.
The King offers a reward for the person who can save the village from the dragon. Poppy has an idea to trade cheese with the dragon as
long as he stays away from the town.
Logan’s class visit a croft. Ann, the farmer, keeps alpacas and sheep – their wool is used to make clothes. She grows wheat and potatoes
too. Her farm is powered by electricity from the wind turbine.
A retelling of The Elves and the Shoemaker. The bootmaker has run out of leather to make shoes and will have to close his shop. Can the
elves help?
Lots of people in town work at the Plain Cake Factory and the Fizzy-Whizzy Sweet Factory, but nobody wants to eat the cakes or the
sweets! What will the bosses of the factories do?
Tiddalick the frog is so thirsty that he drinks all the water in the lake. There is none left for the other animals! How will they get some water
for themselves? Can Tiddalick help?

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Who we are

Unit of inquiry

Food

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Description

Sit
Get the Egg
Feed the Animals

Pink A
Pink B
Red B

Look at This

Red B

The Lost Tooth

Red B

Finn at the Farm

Yellow

Help with the Harvest

Yellow

Cake Time

Blue

Finn is in the school canteen, looking for a place to sit to eat his lunch. Will he get to eat lunch with his friends?
Tess and Finn’s family are buying food at the supermarket when Dad drops one of the eggs from the carton. Can someone catch it?
Tess and Asha go to work with Tess’s mum at the wildlife park. They discover that the animal food is missing and help to find it.
Tess and Finn are having a picnic at the park with their mum and baby brother. Finn wants to eat his lunch, but there’s a surprise in his
lunchbox!
Rav is looking forward to his eating his dinner, but then he realises his tooth has fallen out. Will he ever find it?
On a school trip to a local farm, the Comet Street Kids see how cows are milked and how dairy products are made, where eggs come
from and how vegetables are grown. But will fussy Finn taste anything?
The Comet Street Kids are transported to a farmyard where they help a farmer with his harvest. When his cart breaks, Asha comes up with
an alternative way to transport his fruit.
Tess and Asha are baking at cake together at school. They start to fight when Asha complains that Tess is doing everything. Will they make
up and finish decorating the cake together?
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Food

Who we are

Ourselves

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Finn’s Tomato Problem

Blue

Monster Pie

Blue

Chef Stefan

Orange

Space Girls

Gold

A Special Feast

Gold

A Dip
Pin It
Run, Mum, Run
Asha Is Ill
Huff, Puff
The Lost Tooth
Thank You!

Pink A
Pink A
Pink B
Pink B
Pink B
Red B
Red B

Too Tall

Red B

Too Much Soap

Red B

On the Moon

Yellow

Do Not Tell Dad

Yellow

Planet Powers

Yellow

Feel the Heat

Blue

The Lazy Baby Seal

Blue

Broken!

Green

The Itch

Orange

Snip, Snip!

Turquoise

Extra Time

Turquoise

Odd One Out

Purple

Space Girls

Gold

Description

When Finn goes to check on the tomatoes he’s growing, they’re all drooping and brown. He must water them quickly, but needs his
friends’ help if he’s to save his tomatoes in time.
Finn and Rav are transported to another planet, and find a family of monsters arguing over a pie. They’re all hungry and want to eat it.
Can Rav and Finn find a solution?
Stefan wants to make dinner for his friends tonight, but he’s keeping it a surprise. Will he be able to cook something that all his friends will
like?
Tess and Asha are magically transported to the International Space Station. Two female astronauts show them where they sleep, where
they exercise, the scientific experiments they’re doing and the food they eat.
Tess and Finn decide to make a special feast as a surprise for their parents, planning a menu, picking the vegetables from the garden and
cooking each course.
Tess and Asha get hot as they play football in the garden. They jump in the paddling pool to cool down.
The Comet Street Kids are playing pin the hat on a pirate. They must use senses other than their eyesight to pin the hat in the right place.
It’s sports day, and the mums’ turn to race. The Comet Street Kids persuade their mums to have a go.
Asha isn’t feeling well, and needs to rest before she can get better, but her friends really want her to play!
It’s the sack race at sports day. Jumping along in a sack is hard work for the Comet Street Kids. Who will win?
Rav is eating dinner when he realises his tooth has fallen out. Will he ever find it?
Stefan makes a card for Rav to say thank you for helping him at school. His sister helps him to write and deliver it.
Rav, Finn and Stefan are at the theme park, but they’re either too tall or too short for some of the rides. Can they find one that suits them
all?
Tess and Asha go to work with Tess’s mum at the wildlife park. They need to wash their hands after feeding the animals, but the soap has
run out.
The Comet Street Kids are on a ride at the theme park when they’re magically transported to the Moon. They realise they can jump much
higher there than on Earth!
Rav’s family are going to the dentist for a check-up. But they have to keep it a secret from Dad, who doesn’t like going to the dentist.
Rav and Tess are at the theme park when they’re magically transported to a planet in space. There they realise they have superpowers –
they’re much stronger and faster than on Earth!
The Comet Street Kids are transported to Africa, where it is very hot. They shelter under a tree, then meet some elephants who guide them
to some water so that they can all cool down.
Asha and Tess are at the wildlife park when they’re magically transported to a beach. They meet a seal who’s too lazy to swim. Can Asha
and Tess change his mind?
Finn loves playing football. But when he breaks his arm during a game, he realises to his horror that he’ll miss the cup final. Will anything
cheer Finn up?
The Comet Street Kids are all itchy. They haven’t got head lice, but realise Tess and Finn’s rabbit has fleas. They must get Skip treated –
and wash themselves, too!
It’s the end of the summer holidays and the Comet Street Kids needs haircuts before school starts again. But Tess refuses, even though she
can’t see properly. It takes some very hairy alpacas to change Tess’s mind!
When Tess oversleeps, she has to rush around quickly to get ready for her football match. She and Finn arrive with only five minutes to go,
but it means they’ve got lots of energy when everyone else is tired.
The Comet Street Kids are playing rounders at school, but there’s an odd number, so Asha volunteers to sit out. As they week goes on, she
gets more and more frustrated – will Asha ever get to play and show how good she is?
The Comet Street Kids are learning about the importance of exercise at school. Then Tess and Asha are magically transported to the
International Space Station! Two female astronauts show them where they sleep, where they exercise and the food they eat.
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Rocket Phonics book

Who we are
Beliefs

Where we are in
place and time

Friends and
relationships

Description

Finn hates having baths and brushing his hair. But when he and Rav find themselves in Japan and meet some snow monkeys, Finn realises
that getting clean is important – and can be fun, too!
Tess and Finn are decide to make a special feast as a surprise for their parents, planning a balanced menu, picking the vegetables from
Gold
A Special Feast
the garden and cooking each course.
We’re working on books to support readers with this unit of inquiry, sign up to e-updates on our website to hear about all our latest publishing.
Finn and Rav are transported to another planet, and find a family of monsters arguing over a pie. They’re all hungry and each think they
Blue
Monster Pie
deserve to eat it. Can Rav and Finn find a solution so that everyone’s happy?
Asha and Rav are looking at jewels in the museum when they’re magically transported to a ship. When the captain realises his treasure
Blue
Yo Ho Ho
has been stolen by pirates, Asha and Rav work together to get it back.
Asha and Tess find themselves in Roman Britain where they meet a slave who needs help. A dishonest craftsman has run off with her
Green
The Roman Slave
master’s money before finishing a special mosaic, so Tess and Asha volunteer to do it instead!
Tess and Rav find themselves on another planet where robots are blowing junk around, attacking some little aliens. They stop the bullying
Orange
Space Junk
robots by using their rubbish against them – and then clear it up before they leave to go home!
When his school gets a new robot, Rav hides it in his drawer to keep it safe. But it means no one else can have a turn with it! Rav knows
Turquoise
Sorry!
what he did was wrong, but will he say sorry and admit what he did?
The Comet Street Kids meet some beavers in North America building a new dam and lodge before the first winter storm comes. But the
Purple
Beaver Bother
beaver children refuse to join in. Can the friends persuade the young beavers to help their parents – before the storm comes?
The Comet Street Kids are transported back to prehistoric times and meet an upset T-Rex, who’s being bullied by a triceratops. Can they
Gold
T-Rex Versus Triceratops
help their new friend and make the triceratops see that it’s wrong to pick on someone for looking different?
Tess, Finn and their family are moving house. They meet some new friends – Rav and Asha – and are soon playing football with them.
Pink A
Tap, Tap
The Comet Street Kids are playing together and all try to fit in the sandpit.
Pink A
Sit in the Pit
The four friends are playing Tag in the school playground. Who will win?
Pink A
Tag!
Rav and Finn hear some banging and try to work out what it is. It’s Tess and Asha, using old boxes and a bin lid as musical instruments!
Pink A
The Din
The Comet Street Kids are at a party together, playing pin the hat on a pirate.
Pink A
Pin It
Asha thinks her dad is too busy to play with her, but that’s because he’s building her a secret present!
Pink A
Dad
Finn is trying to find a seat next to one of his friends in the school canteen. His friends move to another table so they can all sit together.
Pink A
Sit!
The Comet Street Kids are at the park, taking it in turns to feed the ducks. But what will happen to Tess?
Pink B
Feed the Ducks
When Rav gets a remote-controlled car for his birthday, he gets upset when his friends all play with it before he does.
Pink B
The Car
The Comet Street Kids are playing football together when the ball gets kicked over a wall. Everyone tries to help to get it back.
Pink B
Kick It!
It’s sports day, and the mums’ turn to race. The Comet Street Kids persuade their mums to have a go.
Pink B
Run, Mum, Run
Stefan has just moved to Comet Street. He’s fun to play with and quickly makes lots of friends.
Pink B
Stefan
The Comet Street Kids are going for a walk. They all want to sit together on a rock to rest, but when Finn squeezes on, he drops his
Pink B
On the Rock
backpack in the stream!
Asha has lost her doll. Can Tess help her to find it?
Pink B
The Doll
Tess and Finn’s dad drops an egg at the supermarket. The family work together to get the egg before it breaks.
Pink B
Get the Egg
Stefan’s having problems packing everything into his schoolbag. His mum helps so that he’s not late for school.
Pink B
In the Bag
Asha is in an art shop with her dad. She wants to buy a lot of things, but it’s only because she’s making him a present!
Pink B
Can I Get This?
When Finn and Tess get a new pet, they ask their friends to come over and guess what it is.
Red A
The Pet
Rav needs lots of help from his teacher at school, but when she has a problem, it’s Rav’s turn to help her.
Red A
Help Me!
The Comet Street Kids are at the theme park. Finn’s scared of the jet pack ride, but his friends encourage him to try it.
Red A
Jet Set

Snow Monkeys
Ourselves

Band
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Gold

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Where we are in
place and time

Unit of inquiry

Friends and
relationships

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Tick, Tock

Red A

I Win

Red A

The Twins

Red A

Hello, Stefan

Red A

Jump!

Red A

Meet the T-Rex

Red B

Are We Lost?

Red B

Thank You!

Red B

Too Tall

Red B

Kings and Queens

Red B

Reel that Fish

Red B

On the Moon

Yellow

The Sunflowers

Yellow

Parrot Problem

Yellow

Help with the Harvest

Yellow

Cake Time

Blue

Finn’s Tomato Problem

Blue

Floating Away

Blue

Yo Ho Ho

Blue

The Party

Blue

The Broken Bike

Green

The Treehouse

Green

Bear Scare

Green

Just a Game

Green

Description

The Comet Street Kids are doing an art hunt at the museum. They must work together to solve all the clues around the museum before it
closes.
The Comet Street Kids go to the park with their classmates to play pooh-sticks. Everyone except Tess thinks they’re going to win, but Tess
might be surprised!
Tess and Finn are stuck indoors on a rainy day. They argue over the laptop, until their little brother wants to join in and they find something
that all of them can do.
It’s Stefan’s first day at school. Rav wants to help him, but does Stefan really need it?
The Comet Street Kids are playing on the monkey bars at Planet Zoom, but Tess won’t jump off. Her friends help her by jumping off with
her.
The Comet Street Kids are at the museum, but the dinosaur displays aren’t making any sounds. They work together to figure out a solution.
The Comet Street Kids are enjoying all the rides at the theme park, but then realise they are lost. Can they work together to find their way
again?
Stefan makes a card for Rav to say thank you for helping him at school. His sister helps him to write and deliver it.
Rav, Finn and Stefan are at the theme park, but they’re either too tall or too short for some of the rides. They’re determined to find a ride
that they can all go on together.
Asha’s dad takes the Comet Street Kids to the museum. They discuss the appearances of the kings and queens and choose the one they
like best.
Tess and Finn’s grandad takes them fishing. They’ve never been fishing before, but Grandad will teach them what to do.
The Comet Street Kids are on a ride at the theme park when they’re magically transported to the Moon. They help a spaceman to find his
rocket and get back home.
The Comet Street Kids are growing sunflowers at school. When Tess forgets about her sunflower and it becomes brown and sad, Asha has
an idea to cheer her up.
Asha and Tess are at the wildlife park when they’re magically transported to a rainforest. Asha starts picking flowers for her mum until Tess
points out that she shouldn’t be picking from nature. What will Asha do?
The Comet Street Kids are transported to a farmyard where they help a farmer with his harvest. When his cart breaks, Asha comes up with
an alternative way to transport his fruit.
Tess and Asha are baking at cake together at school. They start to fight when Asha complains that Tess is doing everything, but soon make
up and finish decorating the cake together.
When Finn goes to check on the tomatoes he’s growing, they’re all drooping and brown. He must water them quickly, but needs his
friends’ help if he’s to save his tomatoes in time.
The Comet Street Kids are at the theme park when they’re magically transported into space. Rav floats further and further away, until he
loses his rope. His friends must work as a team to save him.
Asha and Rav are looking at jewels in the museum when they’re magically transported to a ship. When the captain realises his treasure
has been stolen by pirates, Asha and Rav work together to get it back.
Tess and Finn plan a surprise party to celebrate their grandparents’ wedding anniversary. But will they turn up?
The Comet Street Kids are in a bike race at the local park. Finn is winning, until he hits a stone and his bike breaks. His friends come to
help and they ride together to the finish line.
Finn’s grandad is making a treehouse, and Finn and Rav offer to help. They work as a team to follow the instructions, but they might need
Gran if they’re ever to get it finished…
The Comet Street Kids find themselves in the Arctic and meet some cute polar bear cubs. They soon make friends, sliding down the icy
slopes together, but what will the mother bear think of the humans?
The Comet Street Kids are playing football together, but Stefan picks up the ball and starts joking about. Finn gets upset and storms inside.
Will the friends make up?
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Where we are in
place and time

Unit of inquiry

Friends and
relationships

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Ping Pong Champ

Green

Chef Stefan

Orange

Sorry!

Turquoise

Baby Alien

Turquoise

The Poetry Problem

Turquoise

The Gnome Mystery

Turquoise

Alien Race

Turquoise

The After-School Club

Turquoise

The Cousins

Purple

Odd One Out

Purple

Read This!

Purple

Helping Florence

Purple

The Funfair

Gold

The Snow Day

Gold

T-Rex Versus Triceratops

Gold

A Special Feast

Gold

Grandma’s Story

Gold

Stop the Alien

Gold

Seaside

White

The Laughing Kookaburra White
The Sleepover

White

Stop Shouting!

White
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Description

There’s a new ping pong table at school, and everyone is excited to play … until Finn wins every single time. The friends try to make the
games fairer, but will Finn ever meet his match?
Stefan wants to make dinner for his friends tonight, but he’s keeping it a surprise. Will he be able to cook something that all his friends will
like?
When his school gets a new robot, Rav hides it in his drawer to keep it safe. But it means no one else can have a turn with it! Everyone
begins to search for the robot… Will Rav say sorry and admit what he did?
The Comet Street Kids are transported to another planet where they meet a grumpy alien. Can they help the alien to realise that his baby
brother isn’t as annoying as he thinks?
A poet visits the school to help the pupils write some poems for a special parents assembly. Asha wants to write a poem for her mum, but
she can’t think of the perfect idea. The class share their poems, but what will Asha do?
The Comet Street Kids’ neighbour, Mr Edmunds, has lost his gnome. They embark on a gnome rescue mission to help him find it. When it
still isn’t found, they come up with another idea to cheer him up.
The Comet Street Kids are at the theme park when they’re magically transported to an alien race on another planet. They mustn’t come last
if they want to avoid the booby prize, so they help each other to navigate it.
It’s Tess and Finn’s first time at after-school club, and Finn is nervous. He feels shy about joining in the activities, and Tess tries and fails to
help him. But he might just find a different way to enjoy it in the end…
Rav can’t wait for his friends to meet his cousins, who are coming to stay for the weekend. But when they arrive, they all want to do
different things. Can Rav find a way for everyone to play together?
The Comet Street Kids are playing rounders at school, but there’s an odd number, so Asha volunteers to sit out. But as they week goes on,
she gets more and more frustrated – will Asha ever get to play and show how good she is?
The Comet Street Kids volunteer to help in the library, and start recommending books to the other pupils who come in. But they each like
very different books and scare away some of the children! What will they do?
Tess and Asha find themselves transported back in time to Turkey, where they meet Florence Nightingale. They help her in the hospital, and
try to reunite an injured soldier with his sister.
he Comet Street Kids can’t wait to go to the funfair. Rav looks after the money as they leave their families to go on the rides. But then he
disappears! The friends can’t try any more rides – and start to worry about Rav. Will they find him?
It’s snowing so much that the Comet Street Kids have a snow day off school. They play out in the snow with other children from their flats
and decide to have a snowman competition, which their neighbour judges.
The Comet Street Kids are transported back to prehistoric times and meet an upset T-Rex, who’s being bullied by a triceratops. Can they
help their new friend and make the triceratops see that it’s wrong to pick on someone for looking different?
Tess and Finn are at Rav’s flat, as their mum is working and their dad is taking their younger brother to a party. The twins decide to make
a special feast as a surprise for their parents.
Asha’s class are learning about what life was like for their grandparents, so Asha invites her grandma into school to tell her story. She tells
the class about how her family lived and the day they watched the first moon landing on television.
The Comet Street Kids are at Planet Zoom when they’re transported into the space game and are suddenly under attack. They must stop
the alien playing the game, but when they realise she’s just lonely, will they be able to help?
Rav has never been to the seaside, so Tess and Finn’s dad takes the Comet Street Kids on a trip. Rav wants to do so much that he rushes
around the beach, but will he spoil the day for everyone?
The Comet Street Kids meet a kookaburra in Australia. But Kyla’s grumpy because she has to help out with family jobs now her parents are
busy with their new chicks. When the chicks are suddenly in danger, will Kyla warns everyone in time?
The Comet Street Kids go for a sleepover at Tess and Finn’s grandparents’ house. But there’s a surprise – they’re going to sleep in a tent!
While Grandad puts up the tent, Gran organises a treasure hunt, but Tess can’t find her gift. Can her friends help?
Rav’s little sister, Alpa, keeps shouting at everyone. He tries to ignore her, but Alpa’s very noisy! Can Rav figure out a way to calm her
down – and perhaps some other younger children too?

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Friends and
relationships

The Missing Cat

White

On the Moon

Yellow

Journey Towards the Sun

Orange

Mission on Mars

Purple

Grandma’s Story

Gold

Asteroid Alarm!

White

Moonquake

White

On the Bus

Pink B

On the Rock

Pink B

Tick, Tock

Red A

The Lost Bug
The Lost Tooth

Red B
Red B

Are We Lost?

Red B

Too Tall

Red B

Tortoise Trouble

Yellow

Fire! Fire!

Blue

Alien Rescue Crew

Green

Save the Dolphin

Green

The Tiny Aliens

Green

Arctic Adventure

Orange

The Pharaoh’s Cat

Orange

Journey Towards the Sun

Orange

Mysterious Creatures

Orange

The solar system

Where we are in
place and time

Maps and exploration

Description

Stefan’s friends are helping him to find his missing cat, Magic. They make missing posters, putting them up around the flats and at the
community centre. Then they spot some footprints and hear a meow – but is it Magic?
The Comet Street Kids are on a ride at the theme park, when they’re magically transported to the Moon. They help a spaceman to find his
rocket and get back home.
The Comet Street Kids are at Planet Zoom when they’re spun into the solar system. They pass Earth and Mars, and spot Venus and
Mercury, too. But can they save themselves when they realise they’re getting close to the sun?
Rav and Finn find themselves magically transported to Mars, which is very different to Earth! They explore the surface – until they realise
they’re running out of oxygen – and then discover their spacecraft is out of fuel. Will they be able to get home?
Asha’s class are learning about what life was like for their grandparents, so Asha invites her grandma into school to tell her story. She tells
the class about how her family lived and the day they watched the moon landing on television.
The Comet Street Kids ind themselves on a spaceship between Earth and the Moon. They fly through the solar system, heading towards
Mars, then Jupiter – but get caught up in an asteroid belt. Will they survive it and get safely home?
The Comet Street Kids are at a special Moon Night at Planet Zoom, finding out all about the Moon in a projection show. Then they’re
magically transported to the Moon for real! But when there’s a moonquake, can they help rescue an alien stuck in a crater?
The Comet Street Kids are on the bus, spotting things they pass outside the window.
The Comet Street Kids go for a walk. They all want to sit together on a rock to rest, but when Finn squeezes on, he drops his backpack in
the stream!
The Comet Street Kids are doing an art hunt at the museum. They must work together to solve all the clues around the museum before it
closes.
When a bug lands on Finn at school, he wants to find its home. He and Rav search the school to find out where it lives.
Rav is eating his dinner when he realises his tooth has fallen out. He searches everywhere to find it.
The Comet Street Kids are enjoying all the rides at the theme park, but then realise they are lost. They use a map to try to find their way,
and then discover an even better solution…
Rav, Finn and Stefan are at the theme park, but they’re either too tall or too short for some of the rides. Can they find one that suits them
all?
Finn and Tess are at the wildlife park when they’re magically transported to an island. They run down a hill to explore it, and find a
tortoise in trouble.
The Comet Street Kids go on a school trip to the Monument, where the Great Fire of London began. They race all the way to the top and
can see for miles.
The Comet Street Kids find themselves on a flying saucer in space. They land on an alien planet, start to explore and find some aliens that
need to be rescued. They fly their flying saucer back to the alien’s planet and Rav learns how to land it.
Asha and Tess are magically transported to the Amazon rainforest, where they see all sorts of animals and rescue an Amazon River
Dolphin.
When the Comet Street Kids find themselves on an alien planet, Finn uses his new magnifying glass to explore and communicate with the
tiny alien creatures living there.
Tess and Finn are whisked away to the Arctic where they find a nest of snowy owl chicks. Their mother has disappeared, and so Tess and
Finn try to find her, using sounds to help guide their way.
The Comet Street Kids find themselves in Ancient Egypt. When someone asks what they’re doing there, they hide in a dark pyramid, but
soon get lost. Luckily Rav has left a trail to help them get out…
The Comet Street Kids are at Planet Zoom when they’re spun into the solar system. They pass Earth and Mars, and spot Venus and
Mercury, too. But can they save themselves when they realise they’re getting close to the sun?
When Rav and Finn find themselves in Madagascar, Finn is determined to find a giant chameleon. But they encounter a dwarf chameleon
instead, who leads them around to meet his friends. Will Finn realise that there’s nothing wrong with being small?
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Where we are in
place and time

How we express
ourselves

Unit of inquiry

Maps and exploration

Authors, books and
stories

Rocket Phonics book

Band

The Butterflies

Turquoise

Penguin Trouble

Turquoise

All at Sea

Turquoise

Monster Mountain

Purple

A Walk in the Country

Purple

Save the Pony!

Purple

Mission on Mars

Purple

The Hungry Giraffes

Gold

Seaside

White

Help the Vikings

White

Stranded Panda

White

The Talent Contest

Yellow

Let’s Paint

Blue

What Happens Next?

Orange

Shadows Everywhere

Orange

The Poetry Problem

Turquoise

The After-School Club

Turquoise

Read This!

Purple

The Castle

Purple

The Author Visit

Gold

Grandma’s Story

Gold

The School Show

Gold

Stop Shouting!

White
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Description

The Comet Street Kids are magically transported to Canada. They explore their new surroundings and meet a caterpillar who doesn’t want
to become a butterfly, even though he’ll be left behind when the others migrate.
The Comet Street Kids find themselves in Antarctica and meet a penguin on her way back to her chick with food. She takes them to the
penguin huddle so the friends can warm up. They babysit the chick while the mother penguin finds the father.
Rav and Finn are working on a school project about explorers when they find themselves transported to a ship that’s lost in the Indian
Ocean. The sailors have a map and a compass, but they still can’t find their way. Can Rav and Finn help?
At Planet Zoom, Rav and Finn go inside the Monster Maze and try to find their way around. Suddenly they’re transported to another
planet, and try to work out how to get home… while helping some scared monsters along the way.
Tess and Finn’s family drive to the countryside to go for a walk. They have a map to guide them, but then realise Dad has lost it. Will they
be able to find their way safely back to the car?
Tess and Asha find themselves in the Scottish Highlands, where a storm is coming. They shelter in a hide and spot some of the birds on the
information board. But some ponies are out in the storm – can Tess and Asha lead them to safety?
Rav and Finn find themselves magically transported to Mars, which is very different to Earth! They explore the surface – until they realise
they’re running out of oxygen – and then discover their spacecraft is out of fuel. Will they be able to get home?
The Comet Street Kids find themselves in the hot Africa savannah where they meet antelopes and giraffes. Finn uses his binoculars to help
the giraffes find tall trees so they can eat – and the giraffes save them from a leopard in return.
Rav has never been to the seaside, so Tess and Finn’s dad takes the Comet Street Kids on a trip. Rav wants to do so much that he rushes
around the beach, but will he spoil the day for everyone?
Rav and Finn find themselves among Vikings in Norway. The Vikings need help finishing their longship if they’re to keep Chief Olaf happy.
Will it be ready to sail in time?
Tess and Asha meet a red panda in China. Shu shows them how people have been cutting down the forest, which means the pandas can
get lost and struggle to find food. They continue to explore, and help a giant panda who’s stuck on a deforested slope.
Tess takes part in the school talent contest by performing a puppet show about a farmer being tricked by a fox.
An artist visits the school to help the pupils paint a mural, and everyone gets their own section to be creative. Asha decides to paint the
covers of her favourite books.
Asha is drawing and writing a comic book, and everyone at school wants to know what happens next. She shows them the start of the
story, but then loses the book. Will her friends ever find out how it ends?
The Comet Street Kids are putting on a shadow puppet play at school. First they must choose the story, then who’ll do the shadow shapes.
Will their families enjoy their performance?
A poet visits the school to help the pupils write some poems for a special parents assembly. Asha wants to write a poem for her mum, but
she can’t think of the perfect idea. The class share their poems, but what will Asha do?
It’s Tess and Finn’s first time at after-school club, and Finn is nervous. He feels shy about joining in the activities and reads his book alone –
until everyone else wants to hear the story too…
The Comet Street Kids volunteer to help in the library, and start recommending books to the other pupils who come in. But they each like
very different books and scare away some of the children! What will they do?
Asha’s mum takes the Comet Street Kids to a castle. They discover the story behind the castle as they walk around, and get to see a battle
performance that shows how the Welsh army captured the castle.
It’s World Book Day at school, and Finn’s favourite author is coming in to visit. Julian reads the pupils a story and invites them to ask
questions, but Finn is too shy to put his hand up. Will he ever get a chance to speak to his hero?
Asha’s class are learning about what life was like for their grandparents, so Asha invites her grandma into school to tell her story. She tells
the class about how her family lived and the day they watched the moon landing on television.
There’s a talent show at school, and the Comet Street Kids decide to performAlice in Wonderlandtogether. But when Asha loses her voice,
what will they do?
Rav’s little sister, Alpa, keeps shouting when they’re out shopping – and she’s not the only younger child to do so! Rav starts to tell a shouty
little boy a story, and soon lots of children are listening quietly, including Alpa!

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

How we express
ourselves

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Authors, books and
stories

A Midsummer Night’s
Disaster
The Din
Dot to Dot
Thank You!
The Talent Contest

Pink A
Pink A
Red B
Yellow

Let’s Paint

Blue

Meet the Cave Children

Blue

The Problem with Picasso

Green

Music Disaster

Green

Back at the Ballet

Turquoise

The Poetry Problem

Turquoise

The Cousins

Purple

The Castle

Purple

Great Gaudi

Gold

The School Show

Gold

The Summer Fete

White

A Midsummer Night’s
Disaster

White

The Pharaoh’s Cat

Green

Shadows Everywhere

Orange

Monster Mountain

Purple

Bump in the Night

Purple

A Dip

Pink A

Abracadabra!

Yellow

The Storm

Yellow

Art and expression –
drama and other arts

Band

White

Shadows and light
How the world
works

Matter (water, light, air)
and changes

Description

The Comet Street Kids are excited about being in a production ofA Midsummer Night’s Dream. They find out about the story, then start
rehearsals. But when there’s a problem at the theatre, will they be able to save the play?
Rav and Finn hear some banging and try to work out what it is. It’s Tess and Asha, using old boxes and a bin lid as musical instruments!
The Comet Street Kids are doing dot to dots at school, and Asha takes the chance to be extra-creative!
Stefan makes a card for Rav to say thank you for helping him at school. His sister helps him to write and deliver it.
Tess takes part in the school talent contest by performing a puppet show about a farmer being tricked by a fox.
An artist visits the school to help the pupils paint a mural, and everyone gets their own section to be creative. Asha decides to paint the
covers of her favourite books.
The Comet Street Kids are transported back to the Stone Age, where they meet some cave children. The children use a picture in the cave
to explain why they need spears to hunt for food. Asha draws her own picture beside it.
Asha and Finn are magically transported to a beachside house, where they meet Pablo Picasso. He shows them some of his paintings and
Finn and Asha do some drawing, before Asha helps Picasso to find what’s missing from his latest painting.
The Comet Street Kids are practising their instruments to play in assembly at school, and all their parents are coming. But when the
instruments go missing, what will they do?
Tess and Asha are at a ballet exhibition at the museum when they’re magically transported back to a ballet theatre in 1717. They help the
star of the ballet, who invites them to dance in the chorus.
A poet visits the school to help the pupils write some poems for a special parents assembly. Asha wants to write a poem for her mum, but
she can’t think of the perfect idea. The class share their poems, but what will Asha do?
Rav can’t wait for his friends to meet his cousins. But when they arrive, they all want to do different things. Rav finds a way for them to all
play together – by putting on a show in which everyone performs their talents.
Asha’s mum takes the Comet Street Kids to a castle. But they soon discover the battle performance might be cancelled because one of the
actors is missing. He finally arrives – without his shield and weapons! Can the Comet Street Kids help?
Asha and her friends are drawing Gaudi’s buildings in the museum when they’re transported to his park in Barcelona. They meet Gaudi,
who explains where he gets his ideas from. They help him to finish a mosaic and give him an idea for his fountain.
There’s a talent show at school, and the Comet Street Kids decide to performAlice in Wonderlandtogether. But when Asha loses her voice,
what will they do?
At the school summer fete, Asha and Tess have a guess the weight of the cake stall. But when they leave it to perform in the dance display,
a dog has taken a big bite! Can they find the dog AND save their cake competition?
The Comet Street Kids are excited about being in a production ofA Midsummer Night’s Dream. They find out about the story, then start
rehearsals. But when there’s a problem at the theatre, will they be able to save the play?
The Comet Street Kids find themselves in Ancient Egypt. When someone asks what they’re doing there, they hide in a dark pyramid and
have to use Finn’s torch to guide them.
The Comet Street Kids are learning about shadows at school and decide to perform a shadow puppet play. They choose the play and
decide who’ll make the shadow shapes. But what will they do when there’s a power cut?
At Planet Zoom, Rav and Finn go inside the Monster Maze, which is filled with dark shadows. Suddenly they’re transported to another
planet and must work out how to get home… while helping some scared monsters along the way.
The Comet Street Kids hear noises in the night, but they can’t work out what it is in the shadowy darkness. They decide to investigate with
their torches, but will they ever discover what it was?
Tess and Asha get hot as they play football in the garden. They get in the paddling pool to cool down.
Finn buys himself a science kit and is soon doing experiments in the garden. He mixes powders that fizz, and liquids that make foam and
create air.
A big storm begins when the Comet Street Kids are at school. It blows down some trees, blocking the school gates, and the fire brigade
have to come to the rescue.
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Matter (water, light, air)
and changes

How the world
works
Simple machines

Signs and symbols

How we organize
ourselves

Our school and
community

Rocket Phonics book

Band

The Fossil

Orange

Beaver Bother

Purple

Snow Monkeys

Gold

Reel that Fish

Red B

The Flight

Yellow

The Boat Trip

Blue

The Broken Bike

Green

Faster!

Purple

Help the Vikings

White

Dot to Dot

Pink A

Meet the T-Rex

Red B

Are We Lost?

Red B

Too Tall

Red B

The Spelling Bee
The Pharaoh’s Cat

Green
Green

Brilliant Braille

White

The Missing Cat

White

Tap, Tap

Pink A

The Pips
The Cat
Pop In!
Run, Mum, Run
Stefan
In the Bag
Help Me!

Pink A
Pink A
Pink A
Pink B
Pink B
Pink B
Red A

I Win

Red A
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Description

The Comet Street Kids are looking at fossils in the museum when they’re transported back thousands of years. They see the animals that
became fossils, find out how they were made, and have a narrow escape from a prehistoric shark!
The Comet Street Kids find themselves in North America and meet some beavers building a new dam and lodge before the first winter
storm comes. They find out how the lodge will protect the beavers and help when the storm suddenly arrives…
Finn and Rav find themselves in Japan, where they meet some snow monkeys. The monkeys show the boys how they get clean – by
bathing in a spring that’s so hot it gives off steam!
Tess and Finn’s grandad takes them fishing. They use rods to catch the fish and reel them in.
Asha and Rav are in the transport section of the museum when they find a strange tool in the cockpit of a plane. It magically transports
them back in time, where they find people trying to fly. They help the Wright brothers with their first aeroplane flight.
Rav’s mum takes the Comet Street Kids to the park, where they go on the pedal boats and race across the lake. They get stuck in some
reeds and have to be rescued.
The Comet Street Kids are in a bike race at the local park. Finn is winning, until he hits a stone and the chain falls off his bike. His friends
come to help and Rav fixes the chain.
Asha’s dad takes the Comet Street Kids to an exhibition about bicycles at the museum. They’re transported back in time to Belfast, and
meet a boy called Jonny who has a tricycle – and his dad, John Dunlop, who is working on his invention of air-filled tyres.
Rav and Finn find themselves among Vikings in Norway. The Vikings need help finishing their longship if they’re to keep Chief Olaf happy.
The boys help to move logs to the beach so they can be used to roll the ship over to the water.
The Comet Street Kids are at school, following numbers to draw dot-to-dot pictures. Asha takes the chance to be extra-creative!
The Comet Street Kids are at the museum, but all the buttons for the dinosaur displays aren’t making any sounds. They work together to
figure out a solution.
The Comet Street Kids are enjoying all the rides at the theme park, but then realise they are lost. They use a map to try to find their way,
and then discover an even better solution…
Rav, Finn and Stefan are at the theme park and use the map to choose which ride to go on. But when they stand next to the height
measures they are either too tall or too short for some of the rides. Can they find one that suits them all?
The Comet Street Kids are having a spelling bee at school and Tess and Finn really want to win. Who will get all the letters correct?
The Comet Street Kids find themselves in Ancient Egypt. They explore inside a pyramid and discover ancient signs and symbols.
Rav and Finn are at the museum where they meet a girl using Braille to find out about the exhibits. The next moment, they’re transported
back in time to Paris – and meet Louis Braille just as he’s inventing his writing for blind people.
Stefan’s friends help him to find his missing cat, Magic. They make missing posters and put them up around the flats and at the community
centre. Then they spot some footprints and hear a meow – but is it Magic?
Tess, Finn and their family are moving into their new flat on Comet Street. They meet some of their new neighbours – Rav and Asha – and
quickly become friends.
The Comet Street Kids are at school and follow their teacher’s instructions to plant seeds in pots.
When a cat appears outside their flat, Tess and Finn must find out who it belongs to.
It’s playtime at school. One by one, the Comet Street Kids come into the classroom to get something they need from their teacher.
It’s the mums race at the school sports day, and all the mums join in.
Stefan has just moved to Comet Street. He’s fun to play with and quickly makes lots of friends.
Stefan is packing his schoolbag for his first day at his new school.
Rav needs lots of help from his teacher at school, but when she has a problem in the classroom, it’s Rav’s turn to help her.
The class go to the park and play pooh-sticks. Tess is disappointed that she has the smallest stick out of all her classmates, but maybe it’ll
surprise her!

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Our school and
community

How we organize
ourselves

The world of work

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Meet the T-Rex

Red B

The Shell

Red B

The Talent Contest

Yellow

The Storm

Yellow

Music Disaster

Green

Sorry!

Turquoise

The Gnome Mystery

Turquoise

The After-School Club

Turquoise

Read This!

Purple

Helping Florence

Purple

The Snow Day

Gold

Grandma’s Story

Gold

The School Show

Gold

The Summer Fete

White

Brilliant Braille

White

The Missing Cat

White

A Midsummer Night’s
Disaster
Not Bats!
Fix the Mix-up
The Puffin
Feed the Animals

Red A
Red A
Red A
Red B

Too Much Soap

Red B

Finn at the Farm

Yellow

The Storm

Yellow

White

Description

The Comet Street Kids are at the museum, but the dinosaur displays aren’t making any sounds. They work together to figure out a solution
so that the rest of the children at the museum aren’t disappointed.
Stefan’s teacher asks him to take something into school for show and tell. He wants to show his class something interesting, but it might
turn out to be a surprise to Stefan!
Tess performs a puppet show in front of the whole school in a talent contest.
A big storm begins when the Comet Street Kids are at school. It blows down some trees, blocking the school gates, and the fire brigade
have to come to the rescue.
The Comet Street Kids are practising their instruments to play in a special parents assembly at school. But when the instruments go missing,
what will they do?
When his school gets a new robot, Rav hides it in his drawer to keep it safe. But it means no one else can have a turn with it! Everyone
begins to search for the robot – will Rav say sorry and admit what he did?
The Comet Street Kids’ neighbour, Mr Edmunds, has lost his gnome. They embark on a gnome rescue mission to help him find it. When it
still isn’t found, they come up with another idea to cheer him up…
It’s Tess and Finn’s first time at after-school club, and Finn is nervous. He feels shy about joining in the activities and reads his book alone –
until everyone wants to hear the story too…
The Comet Street Kids volunteer to help in the library, and start recommending books to the other pupils who come in. But they each like
very different books and scare away some of the children! What will they do?
Tess and Asha find themselves transported back in time to Turkey, where they meet Florence Nightingale. They help her in the hospital, and
meet an injured soldier who’s desperate to find his sister.
It’s snowing so much that the Comet Street Kids have a snow day off school! They play out in the snow with other children from their flats
and decide to have a snowman competition, which their neighbour, Mr Edmunds, judges.
Asha’s class are learning about what life was like for their grandparents. Asha’s grandma comes into school to tell everyone about how
her family lived and the day they watched the moon landing on TV – with all their neighbours crowded into their house!
There’s a talent show at school, and the Comet Street Kids decide to performAlice in Wonderlandtogether. But when Asha loses her voice,
what will they do?
At the school summer fete, Asha and Tess have a guess the weight of the cake stall. But when they leave it to perform in the dance display,
a dog has taken a big bite! Can they find the dog AND save their cake competition?
Rav and Finn are at the museum and meet a girl using Braille to find out about the exhibits. The next moment, they’re transported back in
time to Paris – and meet Louis Braille at school, who’s trying to help blind people by inventing a special writing system.
Stefan’s friends are helping him to find his missing cat, Magic. They make missing posters and put them up around the flats and at the
community centre. Then they spot some footprints and hear a meow – but is it Magic?
The Comet Street Kids are excited about being in a production ofA Midsummer Night’s Dream. They find out about the story, then start
rehearsals. But when there’s a problem at the theatre, will they be able to save the play?
Tess and Finn’s mum takes them to work with her at the wildlife park. Finn likes being upside down all the time – like a bat!
Tess and Asha go to work with Asha’s dad at the museum. They help by brushing the wigs, but then get them all mixed up.
Tess goes to work with her mum at the wildlife park. One of the puffins is injured and the vet is called. Tess helps to look after it.
Tess and Asha go to work with Tess’s mum at the wildlife park and help to find the missing animal food.
Asha and Tess go to work with Tess’s mum at the wildlife park. They need to wash their hands after feeding the animals, but the soap has
run out.
The Comet Street Kids go on a school trip to a local farm, meet the farmer and see all the work he does to produce food to sell.
A big storm begins when the Comet Street Kids are at school. It blows down some trees, blocking the school gates, and the fire brigade
have to come to the rescue.
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

How we organize
The world of work
ourselves

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Fire! Fire!

Blue

The Problem with Picasso

Green

The Roman Slave

Green

The Itch

Orange

Space Junk

Orange

The Butterflies

Turquoise

All at Sea

Turquoise

The Castle

Purple

Helping Florence

Purple

T-Rex Versus Triceratops

Gold

A Special Feast

Gold

Space Girls

Gold

The Author Visit

Gold

Great Gaudi

Gold

Space Junk

Orange

Recycle

Orange

The Din

Pink A

Recycle

Orange

Can I Get This?

Pink B

Parrot Problem

Yellow

Help with the Harvest

Yellow

Stranded Panda

White

What is waste

Recycling our world
Sharing the planet

Resources supply and
demand
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Description

The Comet Street Kids go on a school trip to the Monument. At the top, Tess spots a fire. Their teacher calls the fire brigade, who quickly
arrive.
Asha and Finn go to work with Asha’s dad, but are magically transported away from the museum to a beachside house, where they meet
Pablo Picasso. He shows them some of his paintings and Finn and Asha do some drawing.
Asha and Tess find themselves in Roman Britain where they meet a slave who needs help. A craftsman has run off with her master’s money
before finishing a special mosaic, so it’s up to Tess and Asha to do it instead!
The Comet Street Kids are all itchy. They haven’t got head lice, but realise Tess and Finn’s rabbit is scratching too. They take Skip to the
vet, who tells them Skip has fleas – and they’ve all been bitten too!
Tess and Rav go to work with Rav’s mum at Planet Zoom. They help out by cleaning up litter, but are soon transported to another planet
where robots are blowing junk around, attacking some little aliens. Can they stop the robots and clear up the rubbish?
The Comet Street Kids are helping out at the wildlife park, where Tess and Finn’s mum works. When they take food to the insect house,
they’re transported to Canada and meet a caterpillar who doesn’t want to become a butterfly.
Rav and Finn ask Rav’s dad if they can go to work with him at the museum as they need to find out about explorers for a project at school.
They find themselves transported to a ship that’s lost in the Indian Ocean and help the sailors to find their way.
Asha’s mum takes the Comet Street Kids to a castle where she’s been working. She wants the friends to see the battle performance, but
they soon discover it might be cancelled. Can the Comet Street Kids help?
Tess and Asha find themselves transported back in time to Turkey, where they meet Florence Nightingale. They help her in the hospital, and
try to reunite an injured soldier with his sister.
Asha’s dad takes the Comet Street Kids to work with him at the museum. While they’re dusting dinosaur bones, they’re transported back to
prehistoric times and meet an upset T-Rex. Can they find out what’s wrong and help their new friend?
Tess and Finn are at Rav’s flat, as their mum is working and their dad is taking their younger brother to a party. Finn is upset that his
parents are always busy, but it’s only because they work really hard, so they decide to make a nice surprise for them.
Tess and Asha are magically transported to the International Space Station. Two female astronauts show them where they sleep, where
they exercise, the scientific experiments they’re working on and the food they eat.
It’s World Book Day at school, and Finn’s favourite author is coming in to visit. Julian reads them a story and invites them to ask questions,
but Finn is too shy to put his hand up. Will he ever get a chance to speak to his hero?
Asha and her friends are drawing Gaudi’s buildings in the museum when they’re transported to his park in Barcelona. They meet Gaudi,
who explains where he gets his ideas from. They help him to finish a mosaic and give him an idea for his fountain.
Tess and Rav find themselves on another planet where robots are blowing junk around, attacking some little aliens. They stop the robots by
using their rubbish against them – and then clear it up before they leave to go home!
Asha and Tess are helping Asha’s dad to sort out the rubbish for recycling when they spot a squirrel stealing food from the bird table. They
come up with an idea to reuse all the rubbish to help the birds.
Rav and Finn hearing some banging and try to work out what it is. It’s Tess and Asha, reusing old boxes to use as musical instruments!
Asha and Tess are helping Asha’s dad to sort out the rubbish for recycling when they spot a squirrel stealing food from the bird table. They
come up with an idea to reuse all the rubbish to help the birds.
Asha wants to buy a lot of things in the art shop, as she’s making her dad a present. Fortunately, she has enough pocket money to pay for
it all.
Asha and Tess are at the wildlife park when they’re magically transported to a rainforest. Asha starts picking flowers for her mum until they
realise she’s taking away food for the parrots.
The Comet Street Kids are transported to a farmyard where they help a farmer with his harvest. When his cart breaks, Asha comes up with
an alternative way to transport his fruit so that he is able to sell it all at the market.
Tess and Asha meet a red panda in China. Shu shows them how people have been cutting down the forest, which means the pandas can
get lost and struggle to find food. Then they find a giant panda who’s stuck on a deforested slope. Can they help him?

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Who we are

Unit of inquiry

Food

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Description

Monster Max
Pack a Picnic
Bear on a Bike
The Fair

Pink A
Pink A
Pink B
Pink B

Pick It Up!

Pink B

Spot the Snacks!

Red A

Anansi and the Web Trick

Red A

Big Max has all the ingredients to make a cake, but he makes a terrible mess! How will the cake turn out?
Some children are picking fruit to go in their picnic basket. What sort of fruit will they pick? What else might be packed for the picnic?
A bear wants to get some honey to eat – but he has to take lots of things on the bike so he can reach the hive! Will he get the honey?
Two children go to the fair with their parents. There are so many fun things to try there, including some popcorn they get as a treat!
A mum takes her children to the supermarket. They try to help her, but instead cause a lot of bother, with apples rolling around and bags
trailing on the floor! When Mum has paid and leaves the shop, her bag of apples splits. Who will pick it up?
There are lots of healthy snacks we can eat. Find out about many different fruits and vegetables – and discover what snacks the children
have in their lunch boxes.
Anansi the spider can smell muffins at Rabbit’s house. Rabbit says he’ll share them he picks some plums for Rabbit. But Anansi falls asleep
in the web instead! Who has the all the muffins?

What Can You Sea by the
Sea?

Red B

Grow a Pumpkin

Red B

Sleep Tight, Sloth
Night Travels

Red B
Yellow

On My Plate

Yellow

Elephant Grass

Blue

Amelia Earhart

Green

Off to Brazil with Barnaby
Green
Bear
Ama and Kofi’s
Green
International Day
When Gran Was a Girl

Orange

The Jumpy Bumpy Feeling Orange
Bunders and Burrish

Orange

Hungry Animals

Turquoise

Be an Astronaut

Turquoise

The No-Cook Cookbook

Turquoise

There’s a Chicken in My
Bookbag

Turquoise

Beware of the Monster

Turquoise

All sorts of creatures live in or near the sea, such as puffins and dolphins catching fish to eat. What can you see in the rockpool?
Find out how to grow a pumpkin by using the seeds from an old one and planting them in the garden. You’ll need to make sure they get
enough sun and water! What could you make to eat with it?
Sloths sleep a lot, but what else do they do? Find out what they eat, how they move and how they keep safe.
Two aliens from outer space visit Earth and discover what happens in our towns, including what we eat. The boy alien really likes cake!
Food gives us energy to play and helps us to grow. Which types of food are good for us, and which should we eat less of? How can we
make sure we eat a healthy diet?
A story from Zimbabwe about Farai and Chenziri, whose dad surprises them with a trip to the city. They eat pancakes, have lunch and
chocolate cake with Grandma and play games on the sleeper train.
Amelia Earhart was the first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean. Find out all about Amelia and her adventures in the air –
including what she ate on her solo flight!
Barnaby Bear is off to Brazil, and makes lots of friends while he’s there! Find out all about the biggest country in South America – from the
amazing nature and beautiful beaches to the bustling cities and the food people eat.
It’s International Day and everyone is taking food into school – from all over the world. Ama is worried what people will think about the
food from Ghana she’s bringing in. It might be too spicy for them! Will everyone like it?
Things were very different when Gran was young. She didn’t have a television and she washed in a metal tub in the kitchen! What sort of
school dinners did she have?
Flora is very excited about going on a camping trip with Mum. Lots of things about the trip are great, including the different food they eat,
but Flora gets a jumpy bumpy feeling at bedtime, when everything seems very different to being at home. Can Mum help Flora to feel
better?
You might not expect a fox and a mouse to be friends, but this is their story! Burrish thinks Bunder will eat her, but she soon learns not to
judge a book by its cover...
The animal kingdom is full of different animals and they all like to eat different things. Learn about the food chain, how to tell a carnivore
from a herbivore or omnivore, and find which one you are!
Have you got what it takes to be an astronaut? Find out what special skills you need, and the training astronauts go through. Discover
what it’s like to live, eat, sleep, exercise, work and walk in space!
Discover simple, step-by-step recipes for breakfast, lunch, snacks and treats that do not need any heat or cooking. Which will be your
favourite?
In this rhyming story, Doug and the rest of his class arrive at school but quickly discover that there are no teachers to be found! The pupils
are in charge of school for the day... Get ready for outdoor capers, a lunchtime feast and an epic party – chickens included!
Alfie isn’t very happy at the thought of his new baby brother coming home from hospital. What if he breaks his toys, eats all the food and
is better at making spaceships than he is? Will Alfie change his mind when he meets the monster?
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Australian Schools with
Barnaby Bear

Turquoise

A Picture Guide to the UK

Purple

Sahara Discovery

Purple

Purple
Big Beasts
Off to Japan with Barnaby
Purple
Bear
Food

Who we are

Ourselves

Home for a Day

Gold

My How to Be Happy
Scrapbook

Gold

Ganesh’s Secret Forest

Gold

My Antarctic Diary

White

The Salt Maker

White

In the Snow

Pink A

I Can See a Bat

Pink A

Sam Is Sad

Pink A

Pip!

Pink A

In the Park

Pink A

The Big Top

Pink A

My Turn

Pink B

We Go to Tap!

Pink B

Nits!

Pink B

Bal Puts His Shoes On

Pink B

Rob and the Rock

Pink B

Too Big for Bella

Red A

You Grow, I Grow

Red A
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Description

Barnaby Bear is off to Australia to find out how schools are different on the other side of the world. Join him as he discovers high-rise
schools, country schools and even ones that fly! Some schools sell the food they grow and buy fruit trees with the profit.
There are four countries in the United Kingdom. Learn about the people, places, food and events from each one which make the United
Kingdom such an interesting place to live!
The huge Sahara Desert in West Africa is home to many groups of people. Find out more about the Tuareg people and discover what it is
like to live, play and work among them. What do they like to eat and drink?
Which is the tallest animal, the biggest bird and the biggest reptile? What do they like to eat and where do they live?
Find out all about Japan on Barnaby’s travels, including how they grow rice and what sushi is made of. Discover the sorts of packed lunch
boxes children have and what they like to drink.
Hannah is too ill to go to school, but she’s well enough to get into trouble when she finds a stray kitten! She’s also well enough to eat
scrambled egg, chocolate biscuits and drink orange juice!
As part of a school project, Jo finds ways to be happy and overcome stress and worry. She must remember eating too many sweets and
cake makes her feel sick! Discover lots of tips about how to be positive and appreciate what you have.
Mita and Jyot are celebrating Ganesh festival in India, which gives thanks to protecting crops and food from weather and pests. They find
themselves whisked off to the forest and meet the real-life Ganesh! Can they work together to save an elephant from some trappers?
Join a scientist in Antarctica to learn more about Emperor penguins. The scientists live and work at the Halley research station there and
usually only have frozen or tinned food to eat, except occasionally when fresh fruit and vegetables are delivered! Could you live in the
coldest place on Earth?
Kathir lives with his grandmother by the sea where he makes salt to sell at the market so they can buy enough food to eat. But one day,
Kathir’s donkey, Gobi, decides it’s too hot to carry his heavy load to the market. What can Kathir do to stop his family from going hungry?
There are many animals that are used to being out in the snow, but what about humans? Do we have to wear special clothes to keep
ourselves warm and dry?
A little girl is in her bedroom at night, with the moon shining through the window. She can see all sorts of shadows on the floor and the
wall. What sorts of creatures does she see in them?
Sam is reading a book, drawing a picture and queueing for a drink like the others in his class, but why does he feel sad? Then a friend
plays football with him in the playground... how does he feel then?
Pip is playing tag outside with his friends, but he cannot catch them. There is one person who is easy to tag though!
Lots of groups of friends are having fun in the park doing different physical activities. When they are on their bikes, what do they wear to
keep them safe?
There are some really exciting things to see at the circus: the acrobats, the strong man and the clowns. They all have to help each other
and must use safety equipment so that they don’t get hurt.
Ted and Nell are at school and have some musical instruments to play, but every time Ted picks up something, Nell wants it and they fight.
What do they do to make each other happy again?
Follow some children going to tap-dancing lessons, which keeps them fit – and they have fun at the same time!
Nick is not happy – he has nits, and his sister Nell doesn’t. She makes fun of him having to use the special shampoo. Once Nick has got
rid of them he is able to laugh, but what happens to Nell?
Bal wants to play outside, but when he puts his sandals on it’s too cold. Each time he puts on some different shoes, the weather changes –
he can’t get it right! What does he wear on his feet when he stays indoors?
Rob and his mum go for some exercise, by taking a walk on the cliffs by the sea. But soon Rob realises his special rock is missing from his
bag. Can Mum help him to find it?
Bella has grown out of her school clothes, so her brother Ben lends her his clothes – but everything is much too big! Mum has to take them
both to the school shop for new uniforms – but what does she forget to buy?
Find out how human babies grow and develop in different ways to other animals on the planet. Human babies have no teeth to start with
– what about baby sharks?

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Who we are

Unit of inquiry

Ourselves

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Description

Can I Go?

Red A

How Does It Feel?

Red A

Get Back, Jack!

Red A

My Kitten

Red A

A Gift for Grandpa

Red A

Spot the Snacks!

Red A

The Rock Wall

Red A

The Den

Red A

Dig a Pond

Red A

Mack in a Mess

Red A

When Tim Lost Ted

Red B

Rocket Night!

Red B

Football Fun
All the Ways that I am
Brave

Red B

Kim wants to ride her bike to the park. She’s keen to get there quickly, but she and Dad must check she can cross the roads first so that
they get there safely.
Find out the different ways things feel when we touch them – soft or hard, smooth or rough, hot or cold, wet or dry, bendy or stiff. It’s an
important way of keeping ourselves safe from being hurt. Should you eat a plate of food when it is very hot?
A boy has a cat called Jack who is very mischievous. At home he jumps about and knocks things over. Then he goes in the garden and
gets stuck up a tree! Dad gets the ladder out so the boy can help Jack down – but will the cat do it again?
A girl has a new kitten called Max. She knows she has to take care of her pet by giving it food and water – like her – every day. Does the
girl like to keep clean, like the kitten?
Jim is out at the park with Grandma and Grandpa. Grandpa loves playing football with Jim even though he is much older. It will be
Grandpa’s seventieth birthday soon – what is the best gift Jim can buy for him?
There are lots of healthy snacks we can eat. Find out about many different fruits and vegetables – and discover what snacks the children
have in their lunch boxes.
Rock climbing is a good way to keep fit and healthy, and it’s fun, too. Find out how to get to the top of a climbing wall and how to stay
safe doing it!
Jen and Vik are at a picnic, but decide to go off and make a den. Unfortunately they build it near an ants’ nest – they should have checked
first that it was a safe spot! What do the ants do?
A dad helps his two children build a pond in the garden. What will they need to use? Some of the rocks are heavy so Dad lifts them.
When the pond is finished what creatures will they find in the pond?
Mack the Highland cow is covered in mud and sticks – and he smells, too! Can his friend Duff help him to get clean and dry?
Tim can’t find his teddy bear and is worried he won’t be able to sleep without him! He looks everywhere for him... where will Tim find
him?
There are going to be fireworks at Seven Tree Hill, but Ravi hates loud bangs and hides every time he hears one. But he discovers a way
he can protect his ears from the loud bangs and still enjoy Rocket Night...
Football is a good game to play with friends. It’s fun and will keep you fit! Where can you play and what kit do you need?

Red B

A rhyming non-fiction story about feelings – fear, confidence, bravery, sadness, happiness and positivity.

Keep Fit

Red B

On My Plate

Yellow

Be a Good Friend

Yellow

Teddy Bears

Yellow

A Job for Chester
Run, Jump, Skip and
Hop!

Yellow

Find out different ways you can exercise to keep fit, including running, gardening, swimming, athletics, cleaning, basketball and tennis –
and who you can do it with, such as family, friends, clubs and sports teams!
Food gives us energy to play and helps us to grow. Which types of food are good for us, and which should we eat less of? How can we
make sure we eat a healthy diet?
Sometimes we can feel sad, angry or lonely. Find out how you can address these different emotions and how to be there when a friend
needs help or comfort.
Teddy bears are very old toys, but where do they come from? Find out the history of teddy bears, their origins and why they are important
to us, especially when we’re growing up.
Chester is helping in the garden, but he doesn’t want to be a gardener when he grows up – so what does he want to do for a job?

Yellow

Discover lots of games you can play outside with your friends, including leapfrog and hopscotch. Which do you like best?

Our Team

Blue

Catch Up, Koala!

Blue

Play Outside

Blue

A non-fiction book about the sports we play at school, including football, rounders and running races. Find out about the importance of
warming up and stretching before playing any sports, and working together as a team.
Kangaroo is desperate to get to the big red rock. But in her rush, she pays no attention to what she is doing or where she is going! Can
Koala catch up and save his friend?
What activities can we play outside? Discover lots of ideas for interesting things to do and games to play, including spotting things on a
woodland trail, building things with sand or snow, and using chalk to draw pictures and play games.
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Forest School

Green

My Super Senses

Green

Amy Wants a Pet

Green

The Jumpy Bumpy Feeling Orange

Who we are

Ourselves

Ama and Kofi’s
International Day

Orange

The Colour Detectives

Orange

Where the Spiders Creep

Turquoise

Be an Astronaut

Turquoise

Lila Scamp and the
Dragon’s Wish

Turquoise

Be in a Band

Turquoise

Beware of the Monster

Turquoise

Animal Sanctuary Kitten
Crisis
Woodland Scavenger
Hunt
Getting Better: A Short
History of Medicine

Purple
Purple
Purple

Kina and the Kite Seller

Purple

Home for a Day

Gold

The Cloud Dragon

Gold

Animal Sanctuary Doggy
Drama
My How to Be Happy
Scrapbook
Heroic Girls:Tales of
Bravery
Who Wants to be an
Olympic Champion?
Family Matters
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Gold
Gold
White
White
White

Description

At Forest School, children learn outside and get close to nature. Find out more about the fun things to build, make and look for at Forest
School, and how to keep dry and warm.
How good is our sense of smell? Can sound travel through string? Which taste do people like best? This non-fiction book answers all these
questions through simple experiments so you can understand how super senses work!
Amy’s parents won’t let her get a pet of her own, but then she finds a strange egg in the park. She takes it home, and when the egg cracks
open, a dragon emerges! She looks after the dragon carefully, but what will happen when the dragon gets too big?
Flora is very excited about going on a camping trip with Mum. Lots of things about the trip are great, but she gets a jumpy bumpy feeling
at bedtime, when everything seems very different to being at home. Can Mum help Flora to feel better?
It’s International Day and everyone is taking food into school – from all over the world. Ama is worried what people will think about the
food from Ghana she’s bringing in. It might be too spicy for them! Will everyone like it?
Find out how the scientist Isaac Newton discovered that light from the Sun created colour. The colour detectives also explore different types
of colours, how colours can be used for signs and symbols to give messages and how colours make you happy.
Creeping spiders, hairy hands, rumbling thunder and click-clacking skeletons rattling... If you like being scared, you’ll love these spooky
poems!
Have you got what it takes to be an astronaut? Find out what special skills you need, and the training astronauts go through. Discover
what it’s like to live, eat, sleep, exercise, work and walk in space!
Lila and Barney are helping prepare for the Whispering Wood Waltz when they find a lonely dragon sitting on their flowerbeds! Can Lila
help Dot the dragon to figure out how to find a friend – and still be home in time for the waltz?
Discover all sorts of different types of instruments, how they’re played and the sounds they make. What sort of band would you like to be
in? You could even try writing your own tunes to perform. Remember, practice makes perfect, and don’t forget to have fun!
Alfie isn’t very happy at the thought of his new baby brother coming home from hospital. What if he breaks his toys, eats all the food and
is better at making spaceships than he is? Will Alfie change his mind when he meets the monster?
Marie and Aiden have moved to Avondale. They are finding their new life difficult and missing their friends... until they start volunteering
at the Avondale Animal Sanctuary! Cassie might even make a new friend!
There is so much to see in the woods. Discover how to have fun looking for different creatures, but be aware that it is home to many
animals so you must not disturb them. Make sure you take your litter home because it can harm animals and pollute their habitats.
People have always needed medical help to get better if they are ill or injured, but it’s changed a lot over the years! Take a look at the
history of medicine, discover people who’ve worked hard to help us and find out who keeps us safe and well today.
A play featuring Kina the camel and Rana the kite seller, as they travel through a desert. When Rana is rude to everyone, can Kina teach
him to have good manners and be kind?
Hannah is too ill to go to school so Dad has to look after her at home. She is supposed to be resting in bed, but she’s well enough to get
into trouble when she finds a stray kitten!
No-Wings cannot fly, so every day he puffs out cloud pictures using dragon smoke. Banished by the Dragon King, he meets Toby, who has
run away, because nobody understands him. Toby helps him and between them they bring peace for the dragons and humans.
At Avondale Animal Sanctuary, Marie and Aidan have a problem. Rufus the dog needs a new home, but he barks so loudly that he keeps
putting people off! Marie upsets Aidan and wants to put it right. Can Aidan help Rufus and the sanctuary?
As part of a school project, Jo finds ways to be happy and overcome stress and worry. She tries yoga for the first time and it’s her new
favourite thing! Discover lots of tips about how to be positive and appreciate what you have.
Find out about the daring feats of four heroic girls across history, who all had to face difficult times in their lives: Grace Darling, Helen
Keller, Anne Frank and Malala Yousafzai.
From chariot racing to cycling and bmxing to bobsleigh, find out all about Olympians, past and present, and what it takes to be an
Olympic or Paralympic champion. You must be determined and committed – and respect other athletes, too.
Luka and Harvey are in the same class at school, but they couldn’t be more different. Once they become part of the same family, things get
even worse. Will they ever be able to live in peace?

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Description

My Turn

Pink B

Ted and Nell are at school and have some musical instruments to play, but every time Ted picks up something, Nell wants it and they fight.
What do they do to make each other happy again?

Red B

A rhyming non-fiction story about feelings – fear, confidence, bravery, sadness, happiness and positivity.

Yellow

A retelling of the Indian Panchatantra tale. A hungry lion wants to eat Deepa the rabbit, but Deepa has an idea to trick him!

All the Ways that I am
Brave
The Clever Rabbit and the
Hungry Lion
Vanya the Viking
Robin Hood and the
Golden Arrow
Incredible Creatures from
Greek Myths

Who we are

Where we are in
place and time

Beliefs

Friends and
relationships

Blue
Orange
Orange

Bunders and Burrish

Orange

Beware of the Monster

Turquoise

The Mystery of the Frost
Fair

Turquoise

The Ancient World

Gold

New Wonders of the
World

Gold

The Cloud Dragon

Gold

Ganesh’s Secret Forest

Gold

Heroic Girls:Tales of
Bravery

White

Sam Is sad

Pink A

Pack a Picnic
Pip!

Pink A
Pink A

In the Park

Pink A

The Kit

Pink A

The Best Pet

Pink A

The Big Top

Pink A

The Dog Can...

Pink A

Vanya the Viking doesn’t want to farm, sail or cook like all the other Vikings – she wants to paint! When she finds out robbers are on their
way to steal all the sheep, Vanya puts a painty plan into action to scare them off. Will her plan work?
Robin wants to take part in the archery competition to win a golden arrow, so he can sell it and give money to the poor. The Sheriff has
taken their money, so they are hungry. But it is a trick to capture him and his friends! Can Robin free his friends and take the prize?
Which beasts from the Greek myths were good and which ones were very bad? Discover the stories behind Greek mythology’s well-known
creatures – and find out just how beastly they were!
You might not expect a fox and a mouse to be friends, but this is their story! Burrish thinks Bunder will eat her, but she soon learns not to
judge a book by its cover...
Alfie isn’t very happy at the thought of his new baby brother coming home from hospital. What if he breaks his toys, eats all the food and
is better at making spaceships than he is? Will Alfie change his mind when he meets the monster?
When the river ices over and their father can’t work as a boatman any more, Sally and Jim decide to make some money for their family
by selling sled rides on the frozen river. But first they need to find out who is stealing gingerbread at the frost fair and prove themselves
innocent!
Take a journey back in time to the ancient world. Find out if things built and invented thousands of years ago were different, or if some
things are almost the same. What buildings were made by the Maya people where they used to take gifts to their gods?
Come on a tour to explore the New Wonders of the World, from the Great Wall of China to the Taj Mahal. Some of these wonderful
buildings were used in the past for religious purposes. What would you choose for the seventh New Wonder of the World?
No-Wings cannot fly, so every day he puffs out cloud pictures using dragon smoke. Banished by the Dragon King, he meets Toby, who has
run away, because nobody understands him. Toby helps him and between them they bring peace for the dragons and humans.
Mita and Jyot are celebrating Ganesh festival in India, which gives thanks to protecting crops and food from weather and pests. They find
themselves whisked off to the forest and meet the real-life Ganesh! Can they work together to save an elephant from some trappers?
Find out about the daring feats of four heroic girls across history in this illustrated information book, who all wanted to change theirs and
other people’s lives for the better: Grace Darling, Helen Keller, Anne Frank and Malala Yousafzai.
Sam is reading a book, drawing a picture and queueing for a drink like the others in his class, but why does he feel sad? Then a friend
plays football with him in the playground – how does he feel then?
Some friends are picking fruit to go in their picnic basket. Will they share what they pick? What else might be packed for the picnic?
Pip is playing tag outside with his friends, but he cannot catch them! There is one person who is easy to tag though!
Lots of groups of friends are having fun in the park doing different physical activities. Some are playing hide and seek and hopscotch – but
could they play that alone?
Cam has a tool kit, a drum kit, an art kit and a bike kit to play with at home. His baby brother is always trying to copy him! But there is
another kit that Cam has – what could that be?
A girl shows her family pictures of the sort of pet she would like – but they are quite unusual animals to keep as a pet! What will her best
pet be?
There are some really exciting things to see at the circus: the acrobats, the strong man and the clowns. They all have to help each other to
make their performances special.
What can dogs do and where can they do it? Find out in this non-fiction book featuring these faithful furry friends!
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Where we are in
place and time

Unit of inquiry

Friends and
relationships

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Description

We Go to Tap!
Ben’s Den

Pink B
Pink B

The Big Day

Pink B

My Turn

Pink B

Off to the Shops

Pink B

Nits!

Pink B

The Rubbish Trucks

Pink B

Bal Puts His Shoes On

Pink B

The Fair

Pink B

Pick It Up!

Pink B

The Dot to Dot Dog

Pink B

Rob and the Rock

Pink B

Too Big for Bella

Red A

Can I Go?

Red A

Get Back, Jack!

Red A

My Kitten

Red A

A Gift for Grandpa

Red A

Spot the Snacks!

Red A

Anansi and the Web Trick

Red A

The Den

Red A

Dig a Pond

Red A

The Wolf and the Kids

Red A

Follow some children going to tap-dancing lessons, which keeps them fit – and they have fun together at the same time!
Ben decides to make a den using things he finds around the house. What does he use? Will he share his den?
A girl gets ready for her first day at school – but she won’t know anyone and doesn’t want to go. What will happen when she arrives in
the playground?
Ted and Nell are at school and have some musical instruments to play, but every time Ted picks up something, Nell wants it and they fight.
What will they do to make each other happy again?
Mum pushes her son to the shops in his wheelchair. While she does the shopping, he ticks the item off a list. There is a surprise in store for
him!
Nick is not happy – he has nits, and his sister Nell doesn’t. She makes fun of him having to use the special shampoo. Once Nick has got
rid of them he is able to laugh, but what happens to Nell?
Two children have been cutting and pasting, and Dad tells them which bins things go in, making sure the right things go into the recycling
– what goes into the blue bin and what goes into the green?
Bal wants to play outside, but when he puts his sandals on it’s too cold. Each time he puts on some different shoes, the weather changes –
he can’t get it right! What does he wear on his feet when he stays indoors and plays a game with his mum?
Two children go to the fair with their parents. There are so many fun things to try there, including some popcorn they get as a treat!
A mum takes her children to the supermarket. They try to help her, but instead cause a lot of bother, with apples rolling around and bags
trailing on the floor! When Mum has paid and leaves the shop, her bag of apples splits. Who will pick it up?
Bess really wants a pet dog. When she fills in a dot to dot dog on her pad, the dog jumps off the page! Bess loves her new dog. What
will they do together?
Rob and his mum go for a walk on the cliffs by the sea. But soon Rob realises his special rock is missing from his bag. Can Mum help him
to find it?
Bella has grown out of her school clothes, so her brother Ben lends her his clothes – but everything is much too big! Mum has to take them
both to the school shop for new uniforms – but what does she forget to buy?
Kim wants to ride her bike to the park. She’s keen to get there quickly, but she and Dad must check she can cross the roads first so that
they get there safely.
A boy has a cat called Jack who is very mischievous. At home he jumps about and knocks things over. Then he goes in the garden and
gets stuck up a tree! Dad gets the ladder out so the boy can help Jack down – but will the cat do it again?
A girl has a new kitten called Max. She knows she has to take care of her pet by giving it food and water – like her – every day. Does the
girl like to keep clean, like the kitten?
Jim is out at the park with Grandma and Grandpa. Grandpa loves playing football with Jim even though he is much older. It will be
Grandpa’s seventieth birthday soon – what is the best gift Jim can buy for him?
There are lots of different healthy snacks we can eat. Our parents can show us how to prepare these foods. Even our pets like to eat these
snacks too! What snacks have the children got in their lunch boxes?
Anansi the spider can smell muffins at Rabbit’s house. Rabbit says he’ll share them he picks some plums for Rabbit. But Anansi falls asleep
in the web instead! Who has the all the muffins?
Jen and Vik are at a picnic, but decide to go off and make a den with the blanket and bits and pieces they find. Unfortunately they build it
near an ants’ nest – they should have checked first that it was a safe spot! What do the ants do?
A dad helps his two children build a pond in the garden. What will they need to use? Some of the rocks are heavy so Dad lifts them.
When the pond is finished, what creatures will they find in the pond?
A retelling of Grimm’s fairy tale, The Wolf and the Seven Little Goats. The wolf pretends to be Mummy back from market and tries to put
the kids in his bag. But Billy hides in the garden – can he rescue the others?

Fox and Bat

Red A

Fox and Bat do not get along. But when the see Cub in trouble on the river, will they work together to help him?

Mack in a Mess

Red A

Mack the Highland cow is covered in mud and sticks – and he smells, too! Can his friend Duff help him to get clean and dry?
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Where we are in
place and time

Unit of inquiry

Friends and
relationships

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Seed Mix

Red B

I Do Not Like Books!

Red B

Rocket Night!

Red B

Football Fun

Red B

Keep Fit

Red B

A Day in the City

Yellow

The Quack in the Kitchen

Yellow

Be a Good Friend

Yellow

Get to the Airport

Yellow

Run, Jump, Skip and
Hop!

Yellow

The Long Polar Night

Blue

Catch Up, Koala!

Blue

Elephant Grass

Blue

The Bright Polar Day

Blue

Rumpelstiltskin

Green

Toys from 100 Years Ago

Green

Sophie Goes to the Ballet

Green

Amy Wants a Pet

Green

Off to Brazil with Barnaby
Green
Bear
Lila Scamp and the Magic
Orange
Wand
The Castle of Danger

Orange

When Gran Was a Girl

Orange

Robin Hood and the
Golden Arrow

Orange

Description

Jim would love to have a garden, but he lives in a flat. Grandpa gets some seeds so Jim will grow the small plants in pots on the balcony,
and Grandpa will grow big plants, like pumpkins, in his garden. What happens when the seeds are mixed up?
Rosa does not want to go out with Grandma and is cross when she takes her to the bookshop. Rosa thinks she doesn’t like books – but she
is happy when she finds a book about something she really likes. Maybe she likes books after all!
There are going to be fireworks at Seven Tree Hill, but Ravi hates loud bangs and hides every time he hears one. But he discovers a way
he can protect his ears from the loud bangs and still enjoy Rocket Night with his family...
Football is a good game to play with friends. It’s fun and will keep you fit! Where can you play and what kit do you need?
Find out different ways you can exercise to keep fit, including running, gardening, swimming, athletics, cleaning, basketball and tennis –
and who you can do it with, such as family, friends, clubs and sports teams!
Ethan and his dad are visiting the city on the train, and they go to the transport museum. What sort of vehicles will they see?
Minu likes to visit the pond in the park to look at the ducklings, but one day she notices that her cat, Socks, is interested in the ducklings,
too! Can Minu help to keep the ducklings safe?
Sometimes we can feel sad, angry or lonely. Find out how you can address these different emotions and how to be there when a friend
needs help or comfort.
Maxim and Lena are going on holiday with Mum and Dad. They have to get up and out in the dark of the night, but Lena finds it very
hard to be quiet! Will they get to the airport on time, and remember everything they need?
Discover lots of games you can play outside with your friends, including leapfrog and hopscotch. Which do you like best?
Uki and her family live near the North Pole and when winter comes, the sun goes away completely and doesn’t return until the spring. But
Uki discovers you can have lots of fun in the dark, like making shadow puppets and telling stories by the fire.
Kangaroo is desperate to get to the big red rock. But in her rush, she pays no attention to what she is doing or where she is going! Can
Koala catch up and save his friend?
A story from Zimbabwe about Farai and Chenziri, whose dad surprises them with a trip to the city. They eat pancakes, visit Grandma and
play games on the sleeper train.
Inuk lives at the top of the world, where in the summer, the sun never sets! But he cannot get to sleep – the bright polar day is too light.
Inuk misses the dark and the Moon. Can Mum and Dad bring the night back for Inuk?
The prince wants to marry Lara, the miller’s daughter, but the king refuses unless she can spin wheat into gold. Luckily, Rumplestiltskin
promises to help Lara, but he wants something in return. Should Lara trust thim? A retelling of the classic tale.
Travel back in time to take a look at popular toys from 1924: a spinning top, a tricycle, blow football and even a Meccano set. Read the
thank you letters children sent to their friends and relatives, and decide which 1920s toy is the best!
Sophie’s grandmother is taking her to see the ballet for the very first time. Everything Sophie sees is new and exciting, but what will take
her breath away?
Amy’s parents won’t let her get a pet of her own, but then she finds a strange egg in the park. She takes it home, and when the egg cracks
open, a dragon emerges! She looks after the dragon carefully, but what will happen when the dragon gets too big?
Barnaby Bear is off to Brazil, and makes lots of friends while he’s there! Find out all about the biggest country in South America – from the
amazing nature and beautiful beaches to the bustling cities and the food people eat.
Lila Scamp and her friends at Dooberry Dingle Fairy School learn how to use fairy magic! It only takes Lila one flick of her new magic
wand to do all her chores ... but what happens when the magic runs out?
Alex and Olly are on holiday when they visit a castle and travel back in history and see King Arthur! The King has been imprisoned in the
castle by his enemy, Morgana. Can the children help him find his shield, sword and helmet and help to escape from the castle?
Things were very different when Gran was young. She didn’t have a television and she washed in a metal tub in the kitchen! What sort of
games did Gran play with her friends?
Robin Hood wants to take part in the Sheriff of Nottingham’s archery competition, to win a golden arrow and help the villagers. Robin
discovers that the competition is a trick to capture him and his friends. Can Robin hatch a plan to free his friends and take the prize?
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Rocket Phonics book

Band

The Samurai’s Brave
Daughter

Orange

The Jumpy Bumpy Feeling Orange
Laugh Out Loud

Orange

Ama and Kofi’s
International Day

Orange

Bunders and Burrish

Orange

The Tower of Doom

Turquoise

Lila Scamp and the
Dragon’s Wish
There’s a Chicken in My
Bookbag

Where we are in
place and time

Friends and
relationships

Turquoise
Turquoise

Beware of the Monster

Turquoise

The Mystery of the Green
Lady

Purple

The Island of Serpents

Purple

Sahara Survival

Purple

Sahara Discovery

Purple

Animal Sanctuary Kitten
Crisis

Purple

The New Girl’s Secret

Purple

Kina and the Kite Seller

Purple

Pirates in the Cupboard

Gold

Home for a Day

Gold

The Mystery of the Lost
Hunter

Gold

The Cloud Dragon

Gold

Animal Sanctuary Doggy
Drama
My How to Be Happy
Scrapbook
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Gold
Gold

Description

Tokoyo goes in search of her father, a Samurai guard, who’s been banished to an island by the emperor. Along the way, she encounters
some villagers who are very afraid of a terrible sea dragon. Can Tokoyo help the villagers and save her father?
Flora is very excited about going on a camping trip with Mum. Lots of things about the trip are great, but she gets a jumpy bumpy feeling
at bedtime, when everything seems very different to being at home. Can Mum help Flora to feel better?
What’s a duck’s favourite snack? How do you make a cheese roll? Laugh out loud with this book packed with jokes and fun facts, plus top
tips for telling jokes to your friends and family!
It’s International Day and everyone is taking food into school – from all over the world. Ama is worried what people will think about the
food from Ghana she’s bringing in. Can her mum and dad make her feel better?
You might not expect a fox and a mouse to be friends, but this is their story! Burrish thinks Bunder will eat her, but she soon learns not to
judge a book by its cover...
Alex and Olly have travelled back in time for their second adventure with King Arthur. Now, he needs them to find his helmet and sword.
Can Alex and Olly work together to find them and survive the Tower of Doom?
Lila and Barney are helping prepare for the Whispering Wood Waltz when they find a lonely dragon sitting on their flowerbeds! Can Lila
help Dot the dragon to figure out how to find a friend – and still be home in time for the waltz?
In this rhyming story, Doug and the rest of his class arrive at school but quickly discover that there are no teachers to be found! The pupils
are in charge of school for the day... Get ready for outdoor capers, a lunchtime feast and an epic party – chickens included!
Alfie isn’t very happy at the thought of his new baby brother coming home from hospital. What if he breaks his toys, eats all the food and
is better at making spaceships than he is? Will Alfie change his mind when he meets the monster?
Sam and Meena weren’t expecting to find a ghost on their school trip. They were wrong! Who is the strange green lady in the castle?
Alex and Olly must find King Arthur’s missing sword. But Excalibur is hidden on the deadly Island of Serpents and an evil army is at the
castle gates. Will they run out of time?
Ali and Amira are excited to help their dad deliver a plane, but they have no idea that their journey across the Sahara desert is about to
turn into a fight for survival.
The huge Sahara Desert in West Africa is home to many groups of people. Find out more about the Tuareg people and discover what it is
like to live, play and work among them. Do the children play similar games to the ones you play with your friends?
Marie and Aiden have moved to Avondale. They are finding their new life difficult and missing their friends, until they start volunteering at
the Avondale Animal Sanctuary. Will they make some friends?
When Misty starts in Ella’s class everyone thinks she is strange. Why has she got a book of spells and why is she looking for a broom? Is
she really a witch? The children get a surprise when they find out what she is doing.
A play featuring Kina the camel and Rana the kite seller, as they travel through a desert. When Rana is rude to everyone, can Kina teach
him to have good manners and be kind?
Two pirates are on the loose and hunting for treasure! It’s up to Bansi and Sam to save their school and put these naughty pirates back in
the cupboard. But will they stay there?
Hannah is too ill to go to school so Dad has to look after her at home. She is supposed to be resting in bed, but she’s well enough to get
into trouble when she finds a stray kitten!
Itzel and Little Turtle are from the city of Tikal. Itzel is searching for a spiky leaved plant to cure their mother’s headache. When they get
lost in the forest, they find an injured hunter – an enemy from Calakmul. Will they help him and get back home?
No-Wings cannot fly, so every day he puffs out cloud pictures using dragon smoke. Banished by the Dragon King, he meets Toby, who has
run away because nobody understands him. Toby helps No-Wings and between them they bring peace for the village.
At Avondale Animal Sanctuary, Marie and Aidan have a problem. Rufus the dog needs a new home, but he barks so loudly that he keeps
putting people off! Marie upsets Aidan and wants to put it right. Can Aidan help Rufus and the sanctuary?
As part of a school project, Jo finds ways to be happy and overcome stress and worry. She learns that sharing her worries helps her, and
making other people happy makes her happy too! Discover lots of tips about how to be positive and appreciate what you have.

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Friends and
relationships

Where we are in
place and time

Maps and exploration

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

The Mystery of the
Tangled Net

White

My Antarctic Diary

White

Emily Saves the Day

White

Superhero Sports Day

White

Animal Sanctuary Wildlife
White
Warning
The Little Sister of the
White
Three Giants
Who Wants to be an
White
Olympic Champion?
Family Matters

White

The Salt Maker

White

Go Kat

Pink A

The Dog Can...

Pink A

Red Bugs

Pink B

Rob and the Rock

Pink B

Animal Packs
What Can You See by the
Sea?

Red A

The Pirate Quest

Red B

Night Travels

Yellow

A Day in the City

Yellow

Get to the Airport

Yellow

The String

Yellow

North Pole, South Pole

Blue

Into the Woods with
Barnaby Bear

Blue

Red B

Description

Ben is visiting his cousin Izzy on the Isle of Skye and they go out on Uncle Pete’s boat. When Pete is called out to help on the lifeboat, Izzy
and Ben make their way home and help a stranded whale. But is the person who comes to the rescue really on their side?
Join a scientist in Antarctica to learn more about Emperor penguins. She’s at the Halley research station where scientists live and work. It’s
the coldest place on Earth so you must wear very thick layers to keep warm. In the red module they have special areas to meet, eat and
have fun.
The year is 1897. Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee celebration is planned. Emily has left her family to become a nursemaid in London
and she’s looking after two naughty children. can they stop the royal day from becoming a disaster?
When Captain Fabulous falls ill at Superhero Sports Day, it’s up to two new superheroes to puzzle out the problem and stop an evil supervillain from taking over the world!
When an injured otter is brought to Avondale Animal Sanctuary, Marie decides to give a talk in school assembly about the danger that
litter poses to wildlife. One by one, her friends start backing out. Will Marie be brave enough to give the talk on her own?
When Angelita is left in the jungle to fend for herself, she finds safety with three gentle giants. They live happily together until Angelita is
poisoned by her jealous stepmother. Can the giants save her?
From chariot racing to cycling and bmxing to bobsleigh, find out all about Olympians, past and present, and what it takes to be an
Olympic or Paralympic champion. You must be determined and committed – and respect other athletes, too.
Luka and Harvey are in the same class at school, but they couldn’t be more different. Once they become part of the same family, things get
even worse. Will they ever be able to live in peace?
Kathir lives with his grandmother by the sea where he makes salt to sell at the market. But one day, Kathir’s donkey, Gobi, decides it’s too
hot to carry his heavy load to the market. What can Kathir do to stop his family from going hungry?
Astronaut Kat needs to fix her spaceship if she’s going to get back home to Earth. Will she be able to reach all the parts to mend them
with her toolkit?
What can dogs do and where can they do it? Find out in this non-fiction book featuring dogs in different locations.
A non-fiction book about red bugs, encouraging readers to look closely at minibeasts and their habitats! Can you spot the red bugs and
the differences between them?
Rob and his mum go for a walk on the cliffs by the sea. But soon Rob realises his special rock is missing from his bag. Can Mum help him
to find it?
Discover different types of animals that live in packs, and the habitats they live in.
If you explore the seaside you can find all sorts of creatures that live there – but you may need to climb amongst the rocks and look up in
the cliffs to see them all. What can you find in the rockpool?
A poem about a girl pirate who sails out to sea in search of treasure – but is she really a pirate, even though she’s dressed as one? Where
does she find the treasure?
Two aliens from outer space visit Earth and discover what happens in our towns, including what we eat. Why do they visit Earth at night?
What do they dress up as?
Ethan and his dad are visiting the city on the train and spot many things in the countryside on the way. They need to follow a map of the
transport museum so they know where to go. What sort of vehicles will they see?
Maxim and Lena are going on holiday with Mum and Dad. They have to get up and out in the dark of the night, but Lena finds it very
hard to be quiet! Will they get to the airport on time, and remember everything they need?
When Patrick and his grandad discover the end of a piece of string outside their house they follow it through a farmyard, a wood and
across the sea, finally arriving at the bottom of a steep cliff. What will they find at the top?
The North Pole and the South Pole are the coldest places on Earth. Many people think that the two poles must be very similar, but in fact
they are actually quite different...
Barnaby Bear is off on an adventure with Snowy Owl around the woods of the world. They fly to north, west, east and south – to Scotland,
Norway, America and even India. What will Barnaby Bear discover along the way?
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Play Outside

Blue

Elephant Grass

Blue

Summer Coat, Winter
Coat
Amelia Earhart

Green
Green

Robin Hood

Green

Forest School

Green

My Nature Activity Book

Green

Off to Brazil with Barnaby
Green
Bear

Where we are in
place and time

Maps and exploration

Our World Picture Atlas

Orange

The Castle of Danger

Orange

The Samurai’s Brave
Daughter

Orange

Dinosaur World Records

Turquoise

Be an Astronaut

Turquoise

Australian Schools with
Barnaby Bear

Turquoise

Maps and Signs

Turquoise

The Mystery of the Green
Lady

Purple

The Island of Serpents

Purple

Sahara Discovery

Purple

A Picture Guide to the UK

Purple

Off to Japan with Barnaby
Purple
Bear
Woodland Scavenger
Purple
Hunt
Kina and the Kite Seller
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Purple

Description

What activities can we play outside? Discover lots of ideas for interesting things to do and games to play, including spotting things on a
woodland trail, building things with sand or snow, and using chalk to draw pictures and play games.
A story from Zimbabwe about Farai and Chenziri, whose dad surprises them with a trip to the city. They eat pancakes, visit Grandma and
play games on the sleeper train.
Just like us, animals change their coats when the seasons change. Find out more about summer coats and winter coats, and coats that
change colours – and discover where in the world these animals live.
Amelia Earhart was the first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean. Find out all about Amelia and her adventures in the air.
Join brave Robin Hood as he leads his enemy on an exciting chase through the forest. Will the Sheriff catch him, or will Robin’s friends
come to his rescue? A retelling based on the classic legend.
At Forest School, children learn outside and get close to nature. Find out more about the fun things to build, make and look for at Forest
School, including going on a treasure hunt!
Explore what you might find on a nature walk and find out how these items can be used for interesting and useful craft projects – helping
the wildlife as you go!
Barnaby Bear is off to Brazil, and makes lots of friends while he’s there! Find out all about the biggest country in South America – from the
amazing nature and beautiful beaches to the bustling cities and the food people eat.
Welcome to Planet Earth! It’s full of amazing places to visit and fantastic things to see. Grab your map and let’s explore the seven
continents and the differences between them!
Alex and Olly are on holiday. They explore a castle and travel back in history and see King Arthur! The King has been imprisoned in the
castle by his enemy, Morgana. Can the children help him find his shield, sword and helmet and help to escape from the castle?
Tokoyo goes in search of her father, a Samurai guard, who’s been banished to an island by the emperor. Along the way, she encounters
some villagers who are very afraid of a terrible sea dragon. Can Tokoyo help the villagers and save her father?
Dinosaurs lived on our planet millions of years ago. But which dinosaur had the most teeth, the biggest bite, the toughest armour or the
coolest claws? Discover what we’ve learnt from finding dinosaur fossils all over the world. You can go fossil hunting too!
Have you got what it takes to be an astronaut? Find out what special skills you need, and the training astronauts go through. Discover
what it’s like to live, eat, sleep, exercise, work and walk in space!
Barnaby Bear is off to Australia to find out how schools are different on the other side of the world. Join him as he discovers high-rise
schools, country schools and even ones that fly!
Do you know how to use a map? How many signs can you spot where you live? Find out all about the history of maps and signs, what
they tell us and the different types you might use.
Sam and Meena aren’t expecting to find a ghost on their school trip to Stirling Castle. When they explore the dungeon they discover they
are wrong! Who is the strange green lady in the castle?
Alex and Olly are exploring a castle and must find King Arthur’s missing sword. But Excalibur is hidden on the deadly Island of Serpents
and an evil army is at the castle gates. Will they run out of time?
The huge Sahara Desert in West Africa is home to many groups of people. Find out more about the Tuareg people and discover what it is
like to live, play and work among them.
There are four countries in the United Kingdom. Discover maps of them and learn about the people, places, food and events from each
country that make the United Kingdom such an interesting place to live!
Find out all about Japan on Barnaby’s travels. What does their countryside look like? How many people live in Tokyo, the capital city?
There is so much to see if you explore the woods, but some of it is hard to find because it is camouflaged. What animals will you see?
Make sure you take your litter home because it can harm animals and pollute their habitats.
A play featuring Kina the camel and Rana the kite seller, as they travel through a desert. When Rana is rude to everyone, can Kina teach
him to have good manners and be kind?

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Where we are in
place and time

Unit of inquiry

Maps and exploration

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

The Ancient World

Gold

Night Sky Spy

Gold

New Wonders of the
World

Gold

My Arctic Blog

Gold

My Antarctic Diary

White

Whales and Dolphins

White

The Mystery of the
Tangled Net
Explore the World and
come back alive!
The Little Sister of the
Three Giants

How we express
ourselves

Authors, books and
stories

White
White
White

The Little Mermaid

White

Guide to the Galaxy

White

Anansi and the Web Trick

Red A

The Wolf and the Kids

Red A

I Do Not Like Books!

Red B

Goldilocks and the Three
Bears
The Clever Rabbit and the
Hungry Lion

Yellow
Yellow

The Long Polar Night

Blue

Jack and the Beanstalk

Blue

Amazing Animation

Blue

Robin Hood

Green

Rumpelstiltskin

Green

Description

Take a journey back in time to the ancient world. Find out if things built and invented thousands of years ago were different, or if some
things are almost the same.
If you look up you’ll see there’s a lot going on above you, and you can’t see everything from Planet Earth. It’s time to be a night sky spy
and take a closer look! Explore the planets, discover what a space station is and see people working on it.
Come on a tour to explore the New Wonders of the World, from the Great Wall of China to the Taj Mahal. What would you choose as the
seventh New Wonder of the World?
Discover the Arctic with an intrepid explorer and blogger. Travelling from the Arctic Circle to Newfoundland, there’s lots of wildlife to see
along the way, including walruses, polar bears and whales!
Join a scientist in Antarctica to explore and learn more about Emperor penguins. She’s at the Halley research station where scientists live
and work. It’s the coldest place on Earth – so you must wear very thick layers to keep warm!
Whales are the largest animals that have ever lived on our planet. But did you know that a dolphin is a type of toothed whale? Explore the
amazing underwater world of whales and dolphins.
Ben is visiting his cousin Izzy on the Isle of Skye and they go out on Uncle Pete’s boat. When Pete is called out to help on the lifeboat, Izzy
and Ben make their way home and help a stranded whale. But is the person who comes to the rescue really on their side?
100 years ago, no one had climbed the highest mountain. 200 years ago, no one had visited the North and South Poles. The first people
to visit these places got lost on purpose! Discover how they made it back home to describe the amazing things they saw.
When Angelita is left in the jungle to fend for herself, she finds safety with three gentle giants. They live happily together until Angelita is
poisoned by her jealous stepmother. Can the giants save her?
A retelling of the classic fairy tale. Margaret the Mermaid is the youngest in her family and has always wanted to visit the land above the
sea. When her wish is granted on her eighth birthday, she finally learns what it’s like to be human, but will she stay Up There?
Take a trip across the galaxy to find out what lies beyond our own planet. Discover comets, asteroids and the eight incredible planets in
our solar system, which are all very different!
A story based on African folklore. Anansi the spider can smell muffins at Rabbit’s house. Rabbit says he’ll share them he picks some plums
for Rabbit. But Anansi falls asleep in the web instead! Who has the all the muffins?
A retelling of Grimm’s fairy tale The Wolf and the Seven Little Goats. The wolf pretends to be Mummy back from market and tries to put the
kids in his bag. But Billy hides in the garden – can he rescue the others?
Rosa does not want to go out with Grandma and is cross when she takes her to the bookshop. She thinks she doesn’t like books – but she
is happy when she finds a book about something she really likes. Maybe she likes books after all!
A retelling of the traditional tale. Goldilocks eats Baby Bear’s porridge, she breaks his chair and she sleeps in his bed. What happens
when the bears return home?
A retelling of the Indian Panchatantra tale. A hungry lion wants to eat Deepa the rabbit, but Deepa has an idea to trick him!
Uki and her family live near the North Pole and when winter comes, the sun goes away completely and doesn’t return until the spring. But
Uki discovers you can have lots of fun in the dark, like making shadow puppets and telling stories by the fire.
In this retelling of the classic tale, Jack wakes up one morning to find a beanstalk in the garden. He climbs up, only to find a menacing
giant. Can Jack get back back down the beanstalk or will the giant catch him before he gets back home?
How does animation work and when was it invented? Learn all about the very first Mickey Mouse cartoons, created using paper
drawings, and how modern animated films are now made using computers. Many of the most popular animated films are based on
popular children’s books and stories.
Join brave Robin Hood and he leads his enemy on an exciting chase through the forest. Will the Sheriff catch him, or will Robin’s friends
come to his rescue? A retelling of the classic legend.
A retelling of the classic tale. The prince wants to marry Lara, the miller’s daughter, but the king refuses unless she can spin wheat into
gold. Luckily, Rumplestiltskin promises to help Lara, but he wants something in return. Should Lara trust thim?
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Robin Hood and the
Golden Arrow

Orange

Incredible Creatures from
Orange
Greek Myths
Fatama and Mami Wata’s
Turquoise
Secret

Authors, books and
stories

How we express
ourselves

Art and expression –
drama and other arts

A Picture Guide to the UK

Purple

The Island of Serpents

Purple

Aliens in the Library

Purple

Superhero Sports Day

White

Whales and Dolphins

White

The Little Sister of the
Three Giants

White

The Little Mermaid

White

Mix it Up!

Pink A

Kim and Cat

Pink A

The Kit

Pink A

We Go to Tap!

Pink B

The Dot to Dot Dog

Pink B

Grow a Pumpkin

Red B

Make an Egg Box Crab

Red B

Picture a Sunset

Yellow

My Sunflower Scrapbook

Blue

The Magic Paintbox

Blue

Amazing Animation

Blue

Vanya the Viking

Blue
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Description

Robin Hood is persuaded to take part in the Sheriff of Nottingham’s archery competition, to win a golden arrow. Robin quickly discovers
that the competition is a trick to capture him and his friends. Can Robin hatch a plan to free his friends and take the prize? A story based
on the legendary character of Robin Hood.
Which beasts from the Greek myths were good and which ones were very bad? Discover the stories behind Greek mythology’s well-known
creatures – and find out just how beastly they were!
Fatama loves stories about Mami Wata, the famous water goddess of African legend. She looks in water for Mami Wata everywhere, but
will she ever get to meet her?
There are four countries in the United Kingdom. Learn about the people, places, food and events that make the United Kingdom such an
interesting place to live! Find places that are connected to some of your favourite books!
Alex and Olly must find King Arthur’s missing sword. But Excalibur is hidden on the deadly Island of Serpents and an evil army is at the
castle gates. Will they run out of time?
A play featuring Sam and Bansi, who are excited about exploring their new school library – until they are joined by two cheeky aliens!
Will they be able to stop an alien invasion?
When Captain Fabulous falls ill at Superhero Sports Day, two new superheroes to puzzle out the problem and stop an evil super-villain
from taking over the world!
Whales are the largest animals that have ever lived on our planet. But did you know that a dolphin is a type of toothed whale? And have
you heard of the famous book, Moby Dick?
Retelling of a traditional Latin American folk tale about Angelita, who’s left in the jungle to fend for herself and finds safety with three
gentle giants. They live happily together until Angelita is poisoned by her jealous stepmother. Can the giants save her?
A retelling of the classic Hans Christian Andersen fairy tale. Margaret the Mermaid is the youngest in her family and has always wanted
to visit the land above the sea. When her wish is granted on her eighth birthday, she finally learns what it’s like to be human, but will she
stay Up There?
Take a paint brush, some paint pots and explore the magic of mixing paints to create a whole new colour! What will the children paint
with the colours they have created?
Kim is painting a picture, but the cat wants to join in too! Will the cat help to make a colourful picture?
Cam has a tool kit, a drum kit, an art kit and a bike kit to play with at home. His baby brother is always trying to copy him and he gets
really messy with the paints. But there is another kit that Cam has – what could that be?
The children go to tap-dancing lessons – it keeps them fit and they have fun at the same time! They can use their dancing skills in a show if
they practise hard!
Bess really wants a pet dog. When she fills in a dot to dot dog on her pad, the dog jumps off the page! Bess loves her new dog. What
will they do together?
To grow a pumpkin you need to use the seeds from an old one and plant them in the garden, making sure they get enough sun and water.
You can carve out pictures on the skin or even paint them. The seeds can be used to make a picture too!
There are many different types of crabs. Some school children make crabs using an egg box. What other animals do they make?
What is a sunset and how can we show it as a picture? Find out in this non-fiction book which provides both science explanations and
some simple step-by-step instructions for how to create a sunset artwork.
Find out all about sunflowers – how they grow, how we get oil from their seeds, how they’re represented in art, and how you can make
your own sunflower scrapbook.
Art receives a brand new box of paints from his Grandad. He starts to paint straight away and quickly discovers that whatever he creates
comes to life, including a jungle and some very scary dinosaurs! Will Art come up with a painting plan to get home safely?
How does animation work and when was it invented? Learn all about the very first Mickey Mouse cartoons, created using paper
drawings, and how modern animated films are now made using computers.
Vanya the Viking doesn’t want to farm, sail or cook like all the other Vikings – she wants to paint! When she finds out robbers are on their
way to steal all the sheep, Vanya puts a painty plan into action to scare them off. Will her plan work?

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Description

Play Outside

Blue

What activities can we play outside? Discover lots of ideas for interesting things to do and games to play, including spotting things on a
woodland trail, building things with sand or snow, and using chalk to draw pictures and play games.

The Hippo Disco and
Other Animal Poems

Green

An action-packed collection of fun animal poems, including a budgie who likes to boogie and disco-dancing hippos!

The Big Show

Green

Forest School

Green

Sophie Goes to the Ballet

Green

Billy Builds Something Big

Green

My Nature Activity Book

Green

Off to Brazil with Barnaby
Green
Bear
Monsters in the Cupboard Orange

How we express
ourselves

Art and expression –
drama and other arts

The Colour Detectives

Orange

Where the Spiders Creep
There’s a Chicken in My
Bookbag

Turquoise

Be in a Band

Turquoise

Australian Schools with
Barnaby Bear
Did You Hear That? and
Other Noisy Poems

How we express
ourselves

Art and expression –
drama and other arts

Turquoise

Turquoise
Purple

Glass

Purple

The New Girl’s Secret

Purple

Wriggle Room and Other
School Poems

Gold

Pirates in the Cupboard

Gold

The Ancient World

Gold

The Cloud Dragon

Gold

Endangered Animals

Gold

What We Wore

Gold

It’s time for the big show, but is everyone ready to be on the stage? When the curtains open, things immediately start to go wrong and it’s
up to the class teacher, Mrs Darzi, to save the day!
At Forest School, children learn outside and get close to nature. Find out more about the fun things to build, make and look for at Forest
School, including mud sculptures and leaf collages.
Sophie’s grandmother is taking her to see the ballet for the very first time. Everything Sophie sees is new and exciting, but what will take
her breath away?
Billy has no time or space to play football with his friends – he is building something big in Dad’s shed with leftover bits and bobs! It gets
bigger and bigger – and Billy has to move it from one place to the next. But what on earth is Billy’s something big?
Explore what you might find on a nature walk and find out how these items can be used for interesting and useful craft projects – helping
the wildlife as you go! Including flower bookmarks, tree rubbings and pebble art.
Barnaby Bear is off to Brazil, and makes lots of friends while he’s there! Find out all about the biggest country in South America – from the
amazing nature and beautiful beaches to the bustling cities and the biggest dancing party in the world.
A play about something odd that’s happening in the art cupboard. Have munchers eaten all the paper, glitter and glue? Or could it be ...
monsters?
Discover how light from the Sun creates colour, different types of colours and how colours can be used for signs and symbols to give
messages. Find out how to make a colour wheel, mix colours and make a colour diary.
Creeping spiders, hairy hands, rumbling thunder and click-clacking skeletons rattling... You’ll find all sorts of tales in these spooky poems!
In this rhyming story, Doug and the rest of his class arrive at school but quickly discover that there are no teachers to be found! The pupils
are in charge of school for the day... Get ready for outdoor capers, a lunchtime feast and an epic party – chickens included!
Discover all sorts of different types of instruments, how they’re played and the sounds they make. What sort of band would you like to be
in? You could even try writing your own tunes to perform. Remember, practice makes perfect, and don’t forget to have fun!
Barnaby Bear is off to Australia to find out how schools are different on the other side of the world. Join him as he discovers high-rise
schools, country schools and even ones that fly Some schools even travel around putting on shows, carnivals and fairs!
A fun collection of noisy sound poems, which explore tummy rumbles, spaghetti and using kitchen utensils as instruments
There is glass all around you, from the cups you drink from to the windows you look through. But where does this amazing material come
from? There are some beautiful things created from glass, such as stained-glass windows.
When Misty starts in Ella’s class everyone thinks she is strange. Why has she got a book of spells and why is she looking for a broom?
What part is she going to play in the pantomime?
When it’s assembly time, and we’re sitting in line, what do we need? We need wriggle room. Make some space to read this collection of
poems all about school!
A play about two pirates who are on the loose and hunting for treasure! It’s up to Bansi and Sam to save their school and put these
naughty pirates back in the cupboard. But will they stay there?
Take a journey back in time to the ancient world. Find out about the things they built and invented thousands of years ago. Even in the
Stone Age, people painted pictures on the cave walls – find out what other beautiful things were made in these ancient times.
No-Wings cannot fly, so every day he puffs out cloud pictures using dragon smoke. Banished by the Dragon King, he meets Toby, who
helps him and between them they bring peace for the dragons and humans. Do you ever imagine pictures of things in the clouds?
A collection of poems about endangered animals, including the orangutan, the polar bear, the bee and coral – plus facts about why
they’re endangered and what can be done to help.
How has fashion changed throughout history? What did the Victorians wear? Why did everyone have to mend clothes in wartime, rather
than buy new ones? In this book, children jump into a time machine to find out what we wore!
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Shadows and light

Rocket Phonics book

Band

I Can See a Bat

Pink A

Rocket Night!

Red B

All the Ways that I am
Brave

Red B

The Long Polar Night

Blue

North Pole, South Pole

Blue

The Bright Polar Day

Blue

Shadows and Light

Green

Time

Orange

Richard and the Lions

Orange

The Jumpy Bumpy Feeling Orange
How the world
works

Matter (water, light, air)
and changes

The Colour Detectives

Orange

Eco-Inventions

White

Family Matters

White

Mix it Up!

Pink A

In the Snow

Pink A

Bal Puts His Shoes On

Pink B

How Does it Feel?

Red A

Dig a Pond

Red A

Seed Mix

Red B

Grow a Pumpkin

Red B

The Seasons

Red B
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Description

A little girl is in her bedroom at night, with the moon shining through the window. She can see all sorts of shadows on the floor and the
wall. What sorts of creatures does she see in them?
There are going to be fireworks at Seven Tree Hill, but Ravi hates loud bangs and hides every time he hears one. How will he get to see
the beautiful lights of the fireworks? He discovers a way he can protect his ears from the loud bangs and still enjoy Rocket Night...
A rhyming story about feelings, including fear of darkness and shadows, and how you can overcome it.
Uki and her family live near the North Pole and when winter comes, the sun goes away completely and doesn’t return until the spring. But
Uki discovers you can have lots of fun in the dark, like making shadow puppets and telling stories by the fire.
The North Pole and the South Pole are the coldest places on Earth. In some ways they’re similar – like being completely dark in the winter
and light in the summer – but in other ways they are actually quite different...
Inuk lives at the top of the world, where in the summer, the sun never sets! But he cannot get to sleep – the bright polar day is too light.
Inuk misses the dark and the Moon. Can Mum and Dad bring the night back for Inuk?
We can tell when it’s light and dark, but how are shadows and light made? Find out about the Sun and the Moon, how we make light
when it’s dark, what creates shadows, and lots more!
What exactly is time? Why are there 24 hours in a day? Did you know that we can tell the time by a shadow falling across a sundial?
Find out about Richard Turere, a young Maasai boy who solved a huge problem for his people by preventing lions attacking cattle. His
invention used spare parts to create light, which scared away the lions. It became very popular, because it used recycled materials and
was cheap to make!
Flora is very excited about going on a camping trip with Mum. Lots of things about the trip are great, but she gets a jumpy bumpy feeling
at bedtime, when everything’s dark and shadowy and seems very different to being at home. Can Mum help Flora to feel better?
Join the colour detectives to find out how light from the Sun creates colour, different types of colours and how colours can be used for signs
and symbols to give messages.
From powering villages with clean energy to cleaning up the oceans, eco-inventions are helping us to save the planet. Using solar panels
is one of them, which converts rays of the sun into power. These inspirational inventions have made a difference to the world.
Luka and Harvey are in the same class at school, but they couldn’t be more different. Once they become part of the same family, things get
even worse. Things come to a head the night of a power cut, and the boys find they have to stick together in the dark...
Take a paint brush, some paint pots and explore the magic of mixing paints to create a whole new colour! What will the children paint
with the colours they have created?
There are lots of animals out in the snow, including us humans! What is snow made of?
Bal wants to play outside, but one minute it’s cold, then it’s wet and then it’s snowing. He just can’t seem to find the right shoes to wear for
the weather! What does he wear on his feet when he stays indoors?
Find out the different ways things feel when we touch them – soft or hard, smooth or rough, hot or cold, wet or dry, bendy or stiff. It’s an
important way of keeping ourselves safe from being hurt.
A dad helps his two children build a pond in the garden. What will they need to use? They have to plant pondweed to keep the water
fresh. When the pond is finished what creatures will they find in the pond?
Jim would love to have a garden, but he lives in a flat. So Grandpa gets some seeds and Jim will grow the small plants in pots on the
balcony and Grandpa will grow big plants, like pumpkins, in his garden. What happens when the seeds are mixed up?
Find out how to grow a pumpkin by using the seeds from an old one and planting them in the garden. You’ll need to make sure they get
enough sun and water! What could you make to eat with it?
In the spring eggs hatch and animals wake up, and in the summer plants need a lot of water – we do too to keep us cool! In the autumn
the leaves change to beautiful colours. What happens in the winter?

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Matter (water, light, air)
and changes

How the world
works

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Wacky Weather

Yellow

My Sunflower Scrapbook

Blue

Solid, Liquid or Gas

Blue

Forest School

Green

My Nature Activity Book

Green

Shadows and Light

Green

The Colour Detectives

Orange

Glass

Purple

Woodland Scavenger
Hunt

Purple

Night Sky Spy

Gold

My Arctic Blog

Gold

How to Build an Eco-Home Gold

Simple machines

My Antarctic Diary

White

Guide to the Galaxy

White

The Salt Maker

White

The Kit

Pink A

The Rubbish Trucks

Pink B

Dig a Pond

Red A

Grow a Pumpkin

Red B

Toys from 100 Years Ago

Green

Richard and the Lions

Orange

Description

A girl sees some amazing animals playing in her garden. Each day the weather is different and there are different animals. What happens
when there is thunder and lightning?
Find out all about sunflowers – how they grow, how we get oil from their seeds, how they’re represented in art, and how you can make
your own sunflower scrapbook.
Can you see air? Are all rocks hard? How can fire help us? What shape is water? A long time ago, the Greeks realised that things take
these forms. Can you tell what’s solid, liquid or gas?
At Forest School, children learn outside and get close to nature. Find out more about the fun things to build, make and look for at Forest
School, including making mud with water to create sculptures!
Explore what you might find on a nature walk and find out how these items can be used for interesting and useful craft projects – helping
the wildlife as you go! Including making drinks for bees and growing cress from an empty eggshell.
We can tell when it’s light and dark, but how are shadows and light made? Find out about the Sun and the Moon, how we make light
when it’s dark, what creates shadows, and lots more!
Join the colour detectives to find out how light from the Sun creates colour, different types of colours and how colours can be used for signs
and symbols to give messages.
There is glass all around you, from the cups you drink from to the windows you look through. But where does this amazing material come
from? Did you know that lightning can make glass when it strikes sand?
There is so much to see in the woods, but some of it is hard to find because it is camouflaged. There are leaves and pine cones that have
fallen from the trees. Do you know which trees they come from?
If you look up you’ll see there’s a lot going on above you – and you can’t see everything from Planet Earth. It’s time to be a night sky spy
and take a closer look! What happens when a comet gets too close to the Sun? Discover all the planets – are they warm or cold?
Discover the Arctic with an intrepid explorer and blogger. The wind and water have an effect on the icebergs – what sort of shapes are
they? Global warming means that the area of sea ice is getting smaller.
What exactly is an eco-home and how is it built? Find out how these homes use recycled materials and natural products, how they are
powered by solar energy and green gas, and how they use food and water waste.
Join a scientist in Antarctica to learn more about Emperor penguins. The scientist can use information to find out how the penguins are
affected by global warming. She’s at the Halley research station where scientists live and work. It’s the coldest place on Earth!
Take a trip across the galaxy to find out what lies beyond our own planet. Discover comets, asteroids and the eight incredible planets in
our solar system, which are all very different!
Kathir lives with his grandmother by the sea where he makes salt to sell at the market, using evaporation to create salt crystals from
seawater. But one day, Kathir’s donkey, Gobi, decides it’s too hot to carry his heavy load to the market. What can Kathir do to stop his
family from going hungry?
Cam has several different kits at home, including a drum kit, an art kit and a kit with some simple tools that are simple machines.
Two children have been cutting and pasting, and Dad tells them which bins things go in. Then the rubbish trucks collect the bins – they
have special machinery that tip the bins into the back. What goes into a blue bin and what goes into green?
A dad helps his two children build a pond in the garden. What will they need to use? First they use a spade to dig a hole. When the pond
is finished what creatures will they find in the pond?
To grow a pumpkin you need to use the seeds from old one and plant them in the garden, making sure they get enough sun and water.
They’ll grow quite big so you’ll need a wheelbarrow to collect them!
Travel back in time to take a look at popular toys from 1924: a spinning top, a tricycle, blow football and even a Meccano set. But which
1920s toy is the best?
Find out about Richard Turere, a young Maasai boy who solved a huge problem for his people by preventing lions attacking cattle. His
invention used spare parts to create light, which scared away the lions. It became very popular, because it used recycled materials and
was cheap to make!
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

How the world
works

Unit of inquiry

Simple machines

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Getting Better: A Short
History of Medicine

Purple

Eco-Inventions

White

Can I Go?

Red A

A Day in the City

Yellow

Shape School

Yellow

Run, Jump, Skip and Hop! Yellow
Signs and symbols

How we organize
ourselves

Our school and
community

Ama and Kofi’s
International Day

Orange

The Colour Detectives

Orange

Maps and Signs

Turquoise

Picture Guide to the UK

Purple

The Ancient World

Gold

Sam Is Sad

Pink A

In the Park

Pink A

We Go to Tap!

Pink B

The Big Day

Pink B

My Turn

Pink B

Off to the Shops

Pink B

The Fair

Pink B

Pick It Up!

Pink B

Too Big for Bella

Red A

Can I Go?

Red A

Spot the Snacks!

Red A
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Description

People have always needed medical help to get better if they are ill or injured, but it’s changed a lot over the years! Take a look at the
history of medicine, some of the machines used throughout the ages, and find out who keeps us safe and well today.
From powering villages with clean energy, to cleaning up the oceans with plastic barriers, eco-inventions are helping us to save the planet.
Discover how these inspirational inventions and the people that made them have made a difference to the world.
Kim wants to ride her bike to the park. Dad makes sure she crosses the road safely. The traffic lights show a green man sign, which signals
when it’s safe to cross.
Ethan and his dad are visiting the city on the train. They go to the transport museum and need to follow symbols on a plan of the museum
so they know where to go. What sort of vehicles will they see?
Find many different shapes in ordinary things at Shape School, such as windows and clocks, and discover the correct names of these
shapes. Can you spot symbols we see every day that are the same shape?
Discover lots of games you can play outside with your friends, including marking out the boxes for hopscotch. Which game do you like
best?
It’s International Day and everyone is taking food into school – from all over the world. Ama ties back her hair with a Kente cloth, and Kofi
wears a colourful t-shirt with Adinkra symbols. But will people like the food from Ghana that Ama’s bringing in?
Join the colour detectives to find out how light from the Sun creates colour, different types of colours and how colours can be used for signs
and symbols to give messages.
Do you know how to use a map? How many signs can you spot where you live? Find out all about the history of maps and signs, what
they tell us and the different types you might use.
There are four countries in the United Kingdom. Learn about the people, places, food and events from each one that make the United
Kingdom such an interesting place to live! Discover the flags for each country and what symbols are shown on them.
Take a journey back in time to the ancient world. Find out if things built and invented thousands of years ago were different, or if some
things are almost the same – and discover the hieroglyphs that the Egyptians made using pictures and symbols.
Sam is reading a book, drawing a picture and queueing for a drink like the others in his class, but why does he feel sad? Then a friend
plays football with him in the playground – how does he feel then?
Lots of groups of friends are having fun in the park – doing different physical activities and playing games. It’s good to have a park nearby
because there is so much to do!
The children go to tap-dancing lessons – it keeps them fit and they have fun at the same time! They can use their dancing skills in a local
show if they practise hard!
A girl gets ready for her first day at school – but she is doesn’t want to go. What will happen when she arrives in the playground?
Ted and Nell are at school and have some musical instruments to play, but every time Ted picks up something, Nell wants it and they fight.
What do they do to make each other happy again?
Mum pushes her son to the shops in his wheelchair. While she does the shopping, he ticks the item off a list. There is a surprise in store for
him!
Two children go to the fair with their parents. There are so many fun things to try there, including some popcorn they get as a treat! What
sort of rides will they go on?
A mum takes her children to the supermarket. They try to help her, but instead cause a lot of bother, with apples rolling around and bags
trailing on the floor! When Mum has paid and leaves the shop, her bag of apples splits. Who will pick it up?
Bella has grown out of her school clothes, so her brother Ben lends her his clothes – but everything is much too big! Mum has to take them
both to the school shop for new uniforms – but what does she forget to buy?
Kim wants to ride her bike to the park. She’s keen to get there quickly, but she and Dad must check she can cross the roads first so that
they get there safely.
There are lots of different healthy snacks we can eat. Our parents and teachers can show us how to prepare these foods. Even our pets
like to eat these snacks too. What snacks have the children got in their lunch boxes?

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

The Den

Red A

We Need Bags!

Red B

Rocket Night!

Red B

Football Fun
Make an Egg Box Crab

Red B
Red B

Keep Fit

Red B

Night Travels

Yellow

Run, Jump, Skip and Hop! Yellow

How we organize Our school and
ourselves
community

Our Team

Blue

The Big Show

Green

Forest School

Green

Billy Builds Something Big

Green

Lila Scamp and the Magic
Wand

Orange

When Gran was a Girl

Orange

Monsters in the Cupboard Orange
Richard and the Lions

Orange

Ama and Kofi’s
International Day

Orange

Bunders and Burrish

Orange

There’s a Chicken in My
Bookbag

Turquoise

Be in a Band

Turquoise

Australian Schools with
Barnaby Bear
The Mystery of the Green
Lady
A Picture Guide to the UK

Turquoise

Description

Jen and Vik are at a picnic with some friends, but decide to go off and make a den with the blanket and bits and pieces they find.
Unfortunately they build it near an ants’ nest – they should have checked first that it was a safe spot! What do the ants do?
There are lots of types of bags we need for so many different things – at home, at school, in the shop and on holiday. How many different
bags do you use?
There are going to be fireworks at Seven Tree Hill, but Ravi hates loud bangs and hides every time he hears one. But he discovers a way
he can protect his ears from the loud bangs and still enjoy Rocket Night...
Football is a good game to play with friends. It’s fun and will keep you fit! Where can you play and what kit do you need?
There are many different types of crabs. Some school children make crabs using an egg box. What other animals do they make?
Find out different ways you can exercise to keep fit, including running, gardening, swimming, athletics, cleaning, basketball and tennis –
and who you can do it with, such as family, friends, clubs and sports teams!
Two aliens from outer space visit Earth and discover what happens in our towns, including what we eat. Why do they visit Earth at night?
What do they dress up as?
Discover lots of games you can play outside with your friends, including leapfrog and hopscotch. Which do you like best?
A non-fiction book about the sports we play at school, including football, rounders and running races. Find out about the importance of
warming up and stretching before playing any sports, and working together as a team.
It’s time for the big show, but is everyone ready to be on the stage? When the curtains open, things immediately start to go wrong and it’s
up to the class teacher, Mrs Darzi, to save the day!
At Forest School, children learn outside and get close to nature. Find out more about the fun things to build, make and look for at Forest
School, and how we all work together.
Billy has no time or space to play football with his friends – he is building something big in Dad’s shed! It gets bigger and bigger – and
Billy has to move it from one place to the next. Everyone in the community wants to know: what on earth is Billy’s something big?
Lila Scamp and her friends at Dooberry Dingle Fairy School learn how to use fairy magic! It only takes Lila one flick of her new magic
wand to do all her chores ... but what happens when the magic runs out?
Things were very different when Gran was young. She didn’t have a television and she washed in a metal tub in the kitchen! What was
life at school like then?
Something odd is happening in the art cupboard at school. Have munchers eaten all the paper, glitter and glue? Or could it be ...
monsters?
Find out about Richard Turere, a young Maasai boy who solved a huge problem for his people by preventing lions attacking cattle. His
invention used spare parts to create light, which scared away the lions. It became very popular, because it used recycled materials and
was cheap to make!
It’s International Day and everyone is taking food into school – from all over the world. Ama is worried what people will think about the
food from Ghana she’s bringing in. It might be too spicy for them! Will everyone like it?
You might not expect a fox and a mouse to be friends, but this is their story and how they created a woodland of friendship! Burrish thinks
Bunder will eat her, but she soon learns not to judge a book by its cover...
In this rhyming story, Doug and the rest of his class arrive at school but quickly discover that there are no teachers to be found! The pupils
are in charge of school for the day... Get ready for outdoor capers, a lunchtime feast and an epic party – chickens included!
Discover all sorts of different types of instruments, how they’re played and the sounds they make. What sort of band would you like to be
in? You could even try writing your own tunes to perform. Remember, practice makes perfect, and don’t forget to have fun!
Barnaby Bear is off to Australia to find out how schools are different on the other side of the world. Join him as he discovers high-rise
schools, country schools and even ones that fly!

Purple

Sam and Meena aren’t expecting to find a ghost on their school trip. They are wrong! Who is the strange green lady in the castle?

Purple

There are four countries in the United Kingdom. Learn about the people, places, food and events from each one that make the United
Kingdom such an interesting place to live!
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Our school and
community

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Animal Sanctuary Kitten
Crisis

Purple

The New Girl’s Secret

Purple

Aliens in the Library

Purple

Getting Better: A Short
History of Medicine

Purple

Pirates in the Cupboard

Gold

The Ancient World

Gold

Home for a Day

Gold

Wriggle Room and Other
School Stories
The Mystery of the Lost
Hunter
What We Wore
Animal Sanctuary Doggy
Drama
My How to Be Happy
Scrapbook

How we organize
ourselves

Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold

Ganesh’s Secret Forest

Gold

The Mystery of the
Tangled Net

White

Eco-Inventions

White

Animal Sanctuary Wildlife
White
Warning

The world of work

The Salt Maker

White

The Big Top

Pink A

We Go to Tap

Pink B

The Rubbish Trucks

Pink B

Pick It Up!

Pink B

Rick and the Animals

Pink B
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Description

Marie and Aiden have moved to Avondale and are finding their new life difficult – until they start volunteering at the Avondale Animal
Sanctuary. Will they make friends with anyone?
When Misty starts in Ella’s class everyone thinks she is strange. Why has she got a book of spells and why is she looking for a broom? Is
she really a witch?
A play featuring Sam and Bansi, who are excited about exploring their new school library – until they are joined by two cheeky aliens!
Will they be able to stop an alien invasion?
People have always needed medical help to get better if they are ill or injured, but it’s changed a lot over the years! Take a look at the
history of medicine, discover people who’ve worked hard to help us and find out who keeps us safe and well today.
Two pirates are on the loose and hunting for treasure! It’s up to Bansi and Sam to save their school and put these naughty pirates back in
the cupboard. But will they stay there?
Take a journey back in time to the ancient world. Find out if things built and invented thousands of years ago were different, or if some
things are almost the same. What did the houses in Britain look like in the Iron Age?
Hannah is too ill to go to school so Dad has to look after her at home and she is supposed to rest in bed, but she’s well enough to get into
trouble when she finds a stray kitten! The old lady next door has lost her kitten – is it the same one?
When it’s assembly time, and we’re sitting in line, what do we need? We need wriggle room. Make some space to read this collection of
poems all about school!
Itzel and Little Turtle are twins from the city of Tikal. When they get lost in the forest, they find an injured hunter – an enemy from Calakmul.
But is he? Will they help him and get back home?
How has fashion changed throughout history? What did the Victorians wear? Why did everyone have to mend clothes in wartime, rather
than buy new ones? What sort of school uniform do you think children wore years ago?
At Avondale Animal Sanctuary, Marie and Aidan have a problem. Rufus the dog needs a new home, but he barks so loudly that he keeps
putting people off! Marie upsets Aidan and wants to put it right. Can Aidan help Rufus and the sanctuary?
As part of a school project, Jo finds ways to be happy and overcome stress and worry. She learns that sharing her worries helps and
making other people happy makes her happy too! Discover lots of tips about how to be positive and appreciate what you have.
Mita and Jyot are celebrating Ganesh festival in India, which gives thanks to protecting crops and food from weather and pests. They find
themselves whisked off to the forest and meet the real-life Ganesh! Can they work together to save an elephant from some trappers?
Ben is visiting his cousin Izzy on the Isle of Skye and they go out on Uncle Pete’s boat. When Pete is called out to help on the lifeboat, Izzy
and Ben make their way home and help a stranded whale. But is the person who comes to the rescue really on their side?
From powering villages with clean energy to cleaning up the oceans, eco-inventions are helping us to save the planet. These inspirational
inventions have made a difference to the world. We can also help our own community by doing small things like collecting and recycling
plastic.
When an injured otter is brought to Avondale Animal Sanctuary, Marie decides to give a talk in school assembly about the danger that
litter poses to wildlife. One by one, her friends start backing out. Will Marie be brave enough to give the talk on her own?
Kathir lives with his grandmother by the sea where he makes salt to sell at the market. But one day, Kathir’s donkey, Gobi, decides it’s too
hot to carry his heavy load to the market. What can Kathir do to stop his family from going hungry?
There are some really exciting things to see at the circus: the acrobats, the strong man and the clowns. These are their jobs and they all
have to help each other to make their performances special.
The children go to tap-dancing lessons – it keeps them fit and they have fun at the same time! They are taught by a special dancing
teacher who has trained for many years.
Two children have been cutting and pasting, and Dad tells them which bins to use. Then the rubbish trucks collect the bins – the workers
have special machinery that tips the bins into the back. What goes into a blue bin and what goes into green?
A mum takes her children to the supermarket. They try to help her, but make lots of mess for the shop assistants to clear up! When Mum
has paid and leaves the shop, her bag of apples splits. Who will pick it up?
Rick has lots of different animals to look after – he helps them to get well when they are sick. Do you know what his job is called?

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

How we organize
The world of work
ourselves

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Rocket Night!

Red B

Night Travels

Yellow

Teddy Bears

Yellow

A Job for Chester

Yellow

Sophie Goes to the Ballet

Green

When Gran Was a Girl

Orange

The Colour Detectives

Orange

Dinosaur World

Turquoise

Be an Astronaut

Turquoise

The Mystery of the Frost
Fair

Turquoise

Glass

Purple

Animal Sanctuary Kitten
Crisis
Getting Better: A Short
History of Medicine

Sharing the planet What is waste

Purple
Purple

Kina and the Kite Seller

Purple

Night Sky Spy

Gold

My Antarctic Diary

White

The Salt Maker

White

The Rubbish Trucks

Pink B

Woodland Scavenger
Hunt

Purple

What We Wore

Gold

How to Build an Eco-Home Gold
The Mystery of the
Tangled Net

White

Description

There are going to be fireworks at Seven Tree Hill, but Ravi hates loud bangs and hides every time he hears one. But when he sees the
workmen digging the road, he discovers a way he can protect his ears from the loud bangs and still enjoy Rocket Night with his family...
Two aliens from outer space visit Earth and discover what happens in our towns, including how we live and seeing people at work. Why
do they visit Earth at night?
Teddy bears are very old toys, but where do they come from? Find out the history of teddy bears, including how they were made and sold,
and why they are important to us.
Chester is helping in the garden, but he doesn’t want to be a gardener when he grows up – so what does he want to do for a job?
Sophie’s grandmother is taking her to see the ballet for the very first time. Everything Sophie sees is new and exciting! What will she
decide she wants to do as a job when she grows up?
When Gran was young things were different. She didn’t have a television and she washed in a metal tub in the kitchen! Many people
worked in factories, making things, and there were no supermarkets, but smaller shops like the greengrocer’s and the butcher’s.
Find out how the scientist Isaac Newton discovered that light from the Sun created colour. The colour detectives also explore different types
of colours, how colours can be used for signs and symbols to give messages and how colours make you happy.
Dinosaurs lived on our planet millions of years ago. But which dinosaur had the most teeth, the biggest bite, the toughest armour or the
coolest claws? Scientists work hard to learn many things from dinosaur fossils found all over the world. You can go fossil hunting too!
Have you got what it takes to be an astronaut? Find out what special skills you need, and the training astronauts go through. Discover
what it’s like to live, eat, sleep, exercise, work and walk in space!
When the river ices over and their father can’t work as a boatman any more, Sally and Jim decide to make some money for their family
by selling sled rides on the frozen river. But first they need to find out who is stealing gingerbread at the frost fair and prove themselves
innocent!
There is glass all around you, from the cups you drink from to the windows you look through. But where does this amazing material come
from? Discover how sheets of glass are made in a factory.
Marie and Aiden have moved to Avondale and are finding their new life difficult, until they volunteer to work at the Avondale Animal
Sanctuary. Will they make any new friends?
People have always needed medical help to get better if they are ill or injured, but it’s changed a lot over the years! Take a look at the
history of medicine, discover people who’ve worked hard to help us and find out who keeps us safe and well today.
A play featuring Kina the camel and Rana the kite seller, as they travel through a desert. When Rana is rude to everyone, can Kina teach
him to have good manners and be kind?
If you look up you’ll see there’s a lot going on above you, and you can’t see everything from Planet Earth. It’s time to be a night sky spy
and take a closer look! Explore the planets, discover what a space station is and see people working on it.
Join a scientist in Antarctica to learn more about Emperor penguins. She’s at the Halley research station where scientists live and work. It’s
the coldest place on Earth!
Kathir lives with his grandmother by the sea where he makes salt to sell at the market. But one day, Kathir’s donkey, Gobi, decides it’s too
hot to carry his heavy load to the market. What can Kathir do to stop his family from going hungry?
Two children have been cutting and pasting, and Dad tells them which waste bins to use, making sure to recycle the right things. Then the
rubbish trucks collect the bins. What goes into a blue bin and what goes into green?
There is so much to see in the woods, but some of it is hard to find because it is camouflaged. Make sure you take your litter home
because it can harm animals and pollute their habitats.
How has fashion changed throughout history? What did the Victorians wear? Do you think that poor Victorian children wore new clothes?
Find out why everyone had to mend clothes in wartime, rather than buy new ones...
What exactly is an eco-home and how is it built? Find out how these homes use recycled materials and natural products, how they are
powered and how they use food and water waste.
Ben is visiting his cousin Izzy on the Isle of Skye. When Pete is called out to help on the lifeboat, Izzy and Ben make their way home and
help a stranded whale, which has a fishing net caught in its mouth. But where did the net come from and is the person who comes to the
rescue really on their side?
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Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

What is waste

Recycling our world

Sharing the planet

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Eco-Inventions

White

Animal Sanctuary Wildlife
White
Warning
Mig and Min

Pink A

Ben’s Den

Pink B

The Rubbish Trucks

Pink B

The Den

Red A

Billy Builds Something Big

Green

My Nature Activity Book

Green

Richard and the Lions

Orange

Glass

Purple

What We Wore

Gold

How to Build an Eco-Home Gold

Resources – supply and
demand

Eco-Inventions

White

Pack a Picnic

Pink A

Off to the Shops

Pink B

Pick It Up!

Pink B

Grow a Pumpkin

Red B

Forest School

Green

When Gran Was a Girl

Orange

Robin Hood and the
Golden Arrow

Orange

Richard and the Lions

Orange
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Description

From powering villages with clean energy to cleaning up the oceans, eco-inventions are helping us to save the planet. In this book,
children can discover how these inspirational inventions and the people that made them have made a difference to the world.
When an injured otter is brought to Avondale Animal Sanctuary, Marie decides to give a talk in school assembly about the danger that
litter poses to wildlife. But one by one, her friends start backing out. Will Marie be brave enough to give the talk on her own?
Aliens Mig and Min find themselves on planet Earth. Without a rocket to fly home in, they recycle things they find in a kitchen to make
one!
Ben cleverly makes a fun den using things he finds around the house – so that his parents don’t have to buy a new toy for him to play with.
What does he use? Will he share his den?
Two children have been cutting and pasting, and Dad tells them which waste bins to use, making sure to recycle the right things. Then the
rubbish trucks collect the bins. What goes into a blue bin and what goes into green?
Jen and Vik are at a picnic, but decide to go off and make a den with the blanket and bits and pieces they find. Unfortunately they build it
near an ants’ nest – what do the ants do?
Billy has no time or space to play football with his friends – he is building something big in Dad’s shed with leftover bits and bobs! It gets
bigger and bigger – and Billy has to move it from one place to the next. But what on earth is Billy’s something big?
Explore what you might find on a nature walk and find out how these items can be used for interesting and useful craft projects – helping
the wildlife as you go!
Find out about Richard Turere, a young Maasai boy who solved a huge problem for his people by preventing lions attacking cattle. His
invention used spare parts to create light, which scared away the lions. It became very popular, because it used recycled materials and
was cheap to make!
There is glass all around you, from the cups you drink from to the windows you look through. But where does this amazing material come
from? Did you know that glass can be recycled again and again?
How has fashion changed throughout history? What did the Victorians wear? Do you think that poor Victorian children wore new clothes?
Find out why everyone had to mend clothes in wartime, rather than buy new ones...
What exactly is an eco-home and how is it built? Find out how these homes use recycled materials and natural products, how they are
powered and how they use food and water waste.
From powering villages with clean energy to cleaning up the oceans, eco-inventions are helping us to save the planet. Discover how these
inspirational inventions and the people that made them have made a difference to the world.
Some children are picking fruit to go in their picnic basket. What sort of fruit will they pick? What else might be packed for the picnic?
Mum pushes her son to the shops in his wheelchair. While she does the shopping, he ticks the item off a list. There is a surprise in store for
him!
A mum takes her children to the supermarket. They try to help her, but instead cause a lot of bother, with apples rolling around and bags
trailing on the floor! When Mum has paid and leaves the shop, her bag of apples splits. Who will pick it up?
Find out how to grow a pumpkin by using the seeds from an old one and planting them in the garden. You’ll need to make sure they get
enough sun and water! What could you make to eat with it?
At Forest School, children learn outside and get close to nature. Find out more about the fun things to build, make and look for at Forest
School, including making things from what we find around us and what we must leave in its place.
Things were very different when Gran was young. There weren’t any supermarkets – fruit and vegetables were bought from a green
grocer, bread from a bakery and milk was delivered to the door.
Robin wants to take part in the archery competition to win a golden arrow, so he can sell it and give money to the poor. The Sheriff has
taken their money, so they are hungry. But the competition is a trick to capture him and his friends! Can Robin free his friends and take the
prize?
Find out about Richard Turere, a young Maasai boy who solved a huge problem for his people by preventing lions attacking cattle. His
invention used spare parts to create light, which scared away the lions. It became very popular, because it used recycled materials and
was cheap to make!

Age: 4–7
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Australian Schools with
Turquoise
Barnaby Bear
Off to Japan with Barnaby
Purple
Bear

Sharing the planet

Resources – supply and
demand

Sahara Discovery

Purple

Endangered Animals

Gold

Ganesh’s Secret Forest

Gold

Whales and Dolphins

White

The Salt Maker

White

Description

Barnaby Bear is off to Australia to find out how schools are different on the other side of the world. Join him as he discovers high-rise
schools, country schools and even ones that fly! Some schools sell the food they grow and buy fruit trees with the profit.
Find out all about Japan on Barnaby’s travels, including how they grow rice and what sushi is made of. Discover the sorts of packed lunch
boxes children have and what they like to drink.
The huge Sahara Desert in West Africa is home to many groups of people. Find out more about the Tuareg people and discover what it is
like to live, play and work among them. In order to buy their clothes and food, what do they sell?
A collection of poems about endangered animals, including the orangutan, the polar bear, the bee and coral – plus facts about their
habitats and why they’re endangered, and what can be done to help.
Mita and Jyot are celebrating Ganesh festival in India, which gives thanks to protecting crops and food from weather and pests. They find
themselves whisked off to the forest and meet the real-life Ganesh! Can they work together to save an elephant from some trappers?
Whales are the largest animals that have ever lived on our planet. But did you know that a dolphin is a type of toothed whale? Discover
how people used to hunt whales for their blubber, meat and oil, but whaling was banned in 1986.
Kathir lives with his grandmother by the sea where he makes salt to sell at the market. But one day, Kathir’s donkey, Gobi, decides it’s too
hot to carry his heavy load to the market. What can Kathir do to stop his family from going hungry?

Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Who we are

Unit of inquiry

Food

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Bionic T1D

Stars/Lime

Pirate vs Explorer

Stars/Lime

My Neolithic Diary

Mercury/Brown A

Plants vs People

Mercury/Brown A

The Making of Cake

Mercury/Brown A

A Roman Banquet

Venus/Brown B

Incredible India

Earth/Grey A

Description

PYP
Grades 3–5

After feeling tired, angry and thirsty all the time, Mav discovers he has Type 1 diabetes. He has to cope with some big changes, like
having to eat at certain times – and not eating too many sweet things. Will his friends still want to hang out with him? Or will his new
bionic superpowers make him even more special?
(pp.14–15, 25) Fancy setting sail with Blackbeard the pirate, or would you prefer joining Captain Cook on a voyage? Find out what food
you could eat as a pirate or explorer – but you may end up eating walrus or be ill through a lack of fruits and vegetables!
(pp.14–15, 18–19, 25–27) Discover the diary of Oak, who’s ten summers old and lives in the late Stone Age with her family, including
her brother Flint and little sister Nettle. They have a farm with sheep, goats and cows so that they can have wool, milk and meat. What
special food will they have at their feast?
(pp.3, 9, 14, 24) Rowan the explorer and Violet the botanist travel around the world showing us how plants survive and grow in very
different and extreme conditions. Are plants tougher than people? What sort of plants do people eat in different climates across the world?
Just about everyone likes cake, but where do cake ingredients come from? Follow the journeys that butter, sugar, flour and eggs have
made from the farm to your kitchen. You can find out what cakes were like in the past; how cake ingredients have changed over time; and
make a delicious banana cake, too!
(pp.31–33, 39–41) Step back in time to Ancient Rome and meet Marcus – a young servant to an important family. Find out about
everyday life in Roman times. A banquet is planned, so Marcus has a busy day ahead. There are some delicious and unusual foods on the
menu!
(pp.12–17) Find out lots of fascinating information on a tour of India with sister and brother, Sarita and Amar Joshi. There’s some delicious
food to try – from samosas and dosas to spicy curries.

Not So Ordinary? The
Secret History of Everyday Earth/Grey A
Things

(pp.4–23) Many of our everyday things didn’t exist a short time ago. Discover the hidden histories behind gadgets and ingredients we use
every day – from how we feed ourselves to how we get clean and warm. Find out how popcorn was invented and how salt is made!

Survival Skills

(pp.12–23, 58) You may not be climbing Mount Everest just yet, but even a small-scale adventure requires planning, preparation and the
right knowledge and equipment. You’ll need to know what sort of food to take and you may even catch your own fish to eat or pick some
berries.

Saturn/Blue–Red
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Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Rocket Phonics book

Band

How to Land on the Moon Saturn/Blue–Red
How to be an Eco-Hero

Supernova/Red+

The Lost Civilisations of
Latin America

Supernova/Red+

Welcome to China

Supernova/Red+

Bionic T1D

Stars/Lime

Heidi

Stars/Lime

True Space Adventures

Stars/Lime

Game Changers: Hidden
Heroes

Mercury/Brown A

Plants vs People

Mercury/Brown A

The Making of Cake

Mercury/Brown A

What Your Pet is REALLY
Thinking

Mercury/Brown A

Animal Heroes

Venus/Brown B

Coach Gran

Venus/Brown B

Get Active!

Venus/Brown B

Food

Who we are

Ourselves

The Pocket Elf and the Star
Venus/Brown B
of the Show
The Secret Garden

Venus/Brown B

Game Changers: Brave
Leaders

Earth/Grey A
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Description

Upper
Primary

(pp.36–37) Go on a journey that charts one of the most famous Moon missions – Apollo 11. Encounter mighty rockets more powerful than
anything before them, and spacesuits heavier than the people inside them. Find out what sort of food astronauts eat in space and how it is
kept as light as possible!
(pp.26–31, 34–45) Why are resources like natural gas running out? What does ‘global warming’ actually mean and what exactly is the
problem with plastic? Find out what is really happening to our planet and discover if you can help the world by changing what you eat
and drink.
(pp.9, 20, 23, 32, 34–35, 46) Travel back in time and learn about the intriguing people and cultures that existed in what we now know
as Mexico, Central and South America. Find out about the food they ate, the sports they played, the buildings and art they created, and
their religious beliefs.
(pp.12–19, 60) China is a vast country with a population of over 1.3 billion people. Discover many fascinating facts about the culture and
history of China, including how to make noodles by hand, the different languages spoken, famous Chinese myths and legends and why
the Great Wall was actually built.
It’s the school holidays and Mav is tired, angry and thirsty – no matter how much water he drinks. It turns out that Mav has Type 1
diabetes, so he has to cope with some big changes. Will his friends still want to hang out with him? Or will his new bionic superpowers
make him even more special?
Aunt Dete takes Heidi to live with her grandfather in the Alps. Soon they become the best of friends and Heidi grows to love her mountain
life. When she is sent to the city to live with Clara and be her companion, Heidi is homesick. How does she help Clara to walk again?
(pp.5, 9–10, 14–17, 22–25) Find out about real-life astronauts and their space adventures. Discover the first living things to be sent into
space, what equipment has to be worn to keep the astronauts safe and why you should never eat a sandwich (or drink a glass of water) in
a space craft!
(pp.3–10, 17–20, 23–29) Read about twelve amazing hidden heroes who had the skills, courage and power to change the world. These
people achieved incredible things – such as curing diseases and inventing the seat belt – but didn’t get the praise they deserved.
Rowan the explorer and Violet the botanist travel around the world showing us how plants survive and grow in very different and extreme
conditions. Are plants tougher than people? Find out why we couldn’t survive without plants to give us food.
(pp.12, 25) Just about everyone in the world likes cake, but where do cake ingredients come from? Follow the journeys that butter, sugar,
flour and eggs have made from the farm to your kitchen. Some people are allergic to certain ingredients and so their cakes can be made
in a different way.
In some ways our pets are very similar to us and we can tell what they are feeling by their body language. Discover how they
communicate with us by licking or snuggling up to us, as well as making certain noises!
Read about an elephant called Ning Nong and a gorilla called Jambo, who are both animal heroes! There are also devoted dogs who
can assist their disabled owners, and even rats who can detect diseases in humans. All of these incredible creatures have helped humans
in daring and inspiring ways.
The coach has left Danwell Rovers and Andy is really worried that they’ll miss their chance to win the football league. Nobody wants to
help. But when Andy explains the problem to his gran at the care home, she steps in and surprises everyone!
Regular exercise is good for your body and your brain, so don’t forget to move! Maybe you love dancing to your favourite song or kicking
a football around in the park. But if you haven’t found an activity you like, this book is packed with ideas!
It’s the day of the school show, and Emma is worried about performing in front of a big audience. Melanie is unkind to Emma again and
the day gets even worse when Blue the elf decides to bring the show to life. When the school hall is in chaos, will Blue be able to save the
day?
Orphaned Mary Lennox doesn’t want to live with her uncle in a dark and gloomy mansion. Then she discovers a secret garden that’s been
locked up for ten years. Will she bring the garden back to life and help the sick child living at the mansion feel better again?
Read about five brave people who used their skills, talents and ideas to change the world. All of them lived in a time or place that
discriminated against them, and some even went to prison for what they tried to achieve. Thanks to their efforts and sacrifices we live in a
more equal society today.

Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Description

Monkeys and Apes

Earth/Grey A

Monkeys and apes are clever animals that belong to a family called primates. Did you know that you are a primate too? Find out about
different types of monkeys and apes, and how they live and communicate. Discover how intelligent they are in using tools and helping
humans.

Not So Ordinary? The
Secret History of Everyday Earth/Grey A
Things
The Bush Rat Rap

Earth/Grey A

The Pocket Elf and the
Sports Day Disaster

Earth/Grey A

Amazing Facts About Your
Mars/Grey B
Body

Who we are

Ourselves

Upper
Primary

Jez Smedley: Diary
of a Football Ninja:
Disappearing Pitch
Disaster

Mars/Grey B

Project Grandma

Mars/Grey B

Be Your Best You!

Jupiter/Blue A

Jez Smedley: Diary of a
Football Ninja: Mayhem
at the Football Museum

Jupiter/Blue A

Project Pet

Jupiter/Blue A

Game Changers: Sporting
Saturn/Blue–Red
Heroes
Jez Smedley: Diary of a
Football Ninja: Continental Saturn/Blue–Red
Cup Chaos
Project Time

Saturn/Blue–Red

Survival Skills

Saturn/Blue–Red

Jez Smedley: Diary of
a Football Ninja: World
Championship Wipeout!

Supernova/Red+

Many of our everyday things didn’t exist a short time ago. Discover the hidden histories behind gadgets we use every day – from how we
feed ourselves and sleep to how we keep clean and warm! Inventions have definitely made things faster, but are they better for us?
Dylan really misses his old life back in Australia. He misses his rapping partner, Troy, the most. He feels even worse when he has to
present a project in front of the whole school. Will he find a friend to help him handle being in the spotlight or are the bush rat’s rapping
days over?
Emma is dreading sports day, and is worried that everyone will laugh at her, even though she is good at running. Melanie is always
horrible to her and this time she finds out about Blue the elf! Can Blue and Emma work together one last time to save the day and protect
their secret friendship?
Your body is amazing, but do you know how it actually works? Why do some people sleepwalk? What exactly are goose bumps? And
how might you get rid of hiccups? These are just some of the fascinating questions that are answered in this book – with the help of a
friendly scientist and doctor.
Jez Smedley can’t believe his luck when a project on the theme of teamwork means he gets to be captain of the school’s first five-a-side
football team. But then they find out some eco-houses are going to be built on the pitch! Can the football ninjas save it?
Grandma comes to help out while Dad is abroad for work and everything starts to fall apart. Hamid realises the only way to tame his
grandma is to hypnotise her into following the house rules. But will the new Mamani make life as interesting? And will Hamid ever be able
to get the old Mamani back?
No one can be the best at everything – but you can be your best YOU. If you have the right attitude to everything you do, you will
increase your happiness and well-being. Discover how to learn from your mistakes, how to stay positive and calm when things go wrong
and hopefully achieve your dreams!
Throgmorton United are training hard for the Inter-School National Tournament. But wherever they travel for a match, there is a robbery
from the local museum. On the day of the final, the football ninjas visit the Football Museum and put their crime-solving skills into practise.
Will they catch the thief?
When Daniel is sad because his flat is too quiet, he persuades his mum to let him have a pet hamster. Elvis becomes his best friend, but
then out of the blue he dies. Daniel comes up with a plan to bring Elvis back to life, building a robot hamster just like Elvis. Will he be
happy with his new ‘pet’?
The heroes in this book are not just sports stars, they’ve also used their fame and talents to inspire people around the world! Many of these
awesome athletes overcame huge obstacles, refused to give up and dared to do the impossible. Maybe they will inspire you to take on a
challenge of your own!
Now that Jez’s football team has succeeded in local and national tournaments, they are off to Europe for their first overseas competition.
But the Golden Panther has an eye on the tournament’s priceless trophies – and seems to be one step ahead of the team at every turn. Will
they solve this continental crisis?
Eva belongs to loads of after-school clubs and wants to be brilliant at all her hobbies, but there never seems enough time to practise or
read – so she makes a time-travel machine at engineering club! Will it give her the extra time she needs or will it teach her a valuable
lesson about being kind to herself?
You may not be climbing Mount Everest just yet, but even a small-scale adventure requires planning, preparation and the right knowledge
and equipment. Discover what sort of food to take and how to keep safe. Learn how to camp for the night, build a raft, read a map and
navigate by the moon and stars.
Throgmorton United are heading to the Inter-School World Championship in Brazil, and the Smedleys are determined to stay focused.
But then they’re faced with a school technology project, an evil computer-hacking genius and a disappearing grandpa. Have the football
ninjas finally met their match?
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Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Who we are

Unit of inquiry

Beliefs

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Description

Four Corners: Tales from
the British Isles

Stars/Lime

Come on a journey around the British Isles where you’ll find King March and his very surprising ears, a pisky who goes on a mission to
find her lost laugh, a seal saving the life of her one true love and how Finn McCool built a path all the way from Ireland to Scotland!

Game Changers: Music
Makers

Stars/Lime

(pp.4–7, 12–15) Game changers have the skills, courage and power to change the world! Read about six amazing musical heroes,
including Nina Simone, whose protest songs helped overcome racism, guitar genius Jimi Hendrix, and Elvis Presley, King of Rock and Roll.

Hairies, Fairies and
Scaries

Stars/Lime

Game Changers: Hidden
Heroes

Mercury/Brown A

Game Changers: Brave
Leaders

Earth/Grey A

Just One Grain of Rice
and Other Indian Folk
Tales

Earth/Grey A

A Guide to Ancient Egypt

Mars/Grey B

Class of the Titans: The
Cyclopes’ Rebellion

Mars/Grey B

Beneath the Surface: Tales
Saturn/Blue–Red
from Welsh Legend

Where we are in
place and time

Friends and
relationships

Upper
Primary

Game Changers: Super
Scientists

Supernova/Red+

The Lost Civilisations of
Latin America

Supernova/Red+

Suffragettes: Their Fight
for the Vote!

Supernova/Red+

Votes for Women

Supernova/Red+

Mulan and other
Legendary Stories from
China

Supernova/Red+

Bionic T1D

Stars/Lime

Four Corners: Tales from
the British Isles

Stars/Lime
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You’ve probably read about goblins, trolls and fairies in some of your favourite stories. But did you know that the magical creatures
that appear in myths, legends, fairytales and other fantasy stories are often based on beliefs from long ago? Find out about them in this
fascinating book.
Read about twelve amazing hidden heroes who had the skills, courage and power to change the world. These people achieved incredible
things – but they never got the praise and thanks they truly deserved. Learn about them and be inspired to do something amazing to help
others!
Read about five brave people who used their skills, talents and ideas to change the world. All of them lived in a time or place that
discriminated against them, and some even went to prison for what they tried to achieve. Thanks to their efforts and sacrifices we live in a
more equal society today.
Discover this collection of Indian folk tales where you’ll meet a crafty king, a sneaky salesman and a terrible thief ... along with a jackal
who tries to rule the jungle and a greedy sister who gets exactly what she deserves.
(pp.26–29, 30) From pharaohs and mummies to gods and pyramids, Ancient Egypt has mesmerised and mystified people for centuries.
Join guides Yousef and the Great Sphinx on a trip back through the history of Ancient Egypt and learn about the myths surrounding their
gods.
Meet the Titan children – the sons and daughters of Zeus, the king of the gods. They’re happily going about their business of being Greek
gods and goddesses in training, until Athena finds their Uncle Hades skulking in the room of Forbidden Scrolls ... and makes a shocking
discovery.
Dion and Cariad are listening to two very different tales. Both are convinced that these incredible events couldn’t possibly have occurred in
real life. But how will they feel when they are given evidence that suggests fiction is actually fact? Will they believe that what took place in
the past might actually happen again?
(pp.23–24, 29–32) These game changers have helped shape our understanding of modern science, sometimes disputing long-held beliefs.
Including Isaac Newton, who established the laws of motion, Marie Curie and her work on radiation, and Tu YouYou, the Chinese scientist
who discovered a cure for malaria.
Travel back in time and learn about the intriguing people and cultures that existed in what we now know as Mexico, Central and South
America. Find out about the food they ate, the sports they played, the buildings and art they created, and their religious beliefs (which
often included human sacrifice!)
Today, we take it for granted that women have the same rights as men. But not so long ago the fight for women’s votes in Britain and
around the world was a long struggle involving many dedicated people. Discover everything about the Suffragettes, including the extreme
opposition to their beliefs.
Sixteen-year-old Alice is passionate about campaigning for women’s votes in the early 1900s, and her sister Rose believes in this too,
but should she support the Suffragette movement or follow a more peaceful protest? Will there be problems for the girls as they strive for
women’s rights?
Four inspiring tales of love, loss, betrayal, courage, conflict and loyalty. Travel beyond the Black Mountains to see one girl’s courage as
she shows us the importance of being true to ourselves, and cross the bridge of magpies over the Heavenly River. Even learn how a man
with the head of a dog marries a princess!
It’s the school holidays and Mav is tired, angry and thirsty – no matter how much water he drinks. It turns out that Mav has Type 1
Diabetes, so he has to cope with some big changes. Will his friends still want to hang out with him? Or will his new bionic superpowers
make him even more special?
Come on a journey around the British Isles where you’ll find King March and his very surprising ears, a pisky who goes on a mission to
find her lost laugh, a seal saving the life of her one true love and how Finn McCool built a path all the way from Ireland to Scotland!

Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Game Changers: Music
Makers

Stars/Lime

Heidi

Stars/Lime

Pirate vs Explorer

Stars/Lime

The Finney Island Files:
Alien Invasion!
The Pocket Elf and the
Paint Explosion

Where we are in
place and time

Friends and
relationships

Stars/Lime
Stars/Lime

World of Robots: Jango

Stars/Lime

Game Changers: Hidden
Heroes

Mercury/Brown A

Journey to the Centre of
the Earth

Mercury/Brown A

My Neolithic Diary

Mercury/Brown A

Rocco and the Big Bear
Trick
The Finney Island Files:
Disco Disaster!
The Pocket Elf and the
Great Dog Escape
What Your Pet REALLY
Thinks

Mercury/Brown A
Mercury/Brown A
Mercury/Brown A
Mercury/Brown A

World of Robots: Wild
Robots

Mercury/Brown A

Animal Heroes

Venus/Brown B

A Roman Banquet

Venus/Brown B

Coach Gran

Venus/Brown B

Get Active!

Venus/Brown B

Tales of Snow and Ice:
Stories from the North

Venus/Brown B

Description

Upper
Primary

Game changers have the skills, courage and power to change the world! Read about six amazing musicians and how they started off in
life, including Nina Simone, whose protest songs helped overcome racism, guitar genius Jimi Hendrix, and Elvis Presley, King of Rock and
Roll.
Aunt Dete takes Heidi to live with her grandfather in the Alps. Soon they become the best of friends and Heidi grows to love her mountain
life. When she is sent to the city to live with Clara and be her companion, Heidi is homesick. How does she help Clara to walk again?
Fancy setting sail with Blackbeard the pirate, or would you prefer joining Captain Cook on a voyage? Do you want gold, or glory? The
pirates might be hard to live with and they love a fight, but Captain Cook can be quite bossy!
Ash leads a quiet, boring life on Finney Island. He keeps his sporty sister and his scatterbrained parents organised, and does his best to
avoid Barry Sandwich, the school bully. But when his parents begin to act very strangely, will his world change ... forever?
One Friday morning, on her way to school, Emma is surprised to make friends with an elf! Despite causing Emma all sorts of trouble, Blue
just wants to get back to her home. But when Emma’s art lesson starts to go wrong, will Blue be the one to save the day?
Jango and his grandpa are on their own, living on a planet that is largely covered by water. Robot ships patrol the ocean to collect
anything they find, ready for Jango and his grandpa to sort. But one night, they bring in something new, something that doesn’t belong on
Jango’s world …
Discover twelve amazing heroes who had the skills, courage and power to change the world. These people achieved incredible things –
but they never got the praise they truly deserved, and sometimes the people they worked with got the credit instead. Will you be inspired
to do something amazing to help others?
Axel and his Uncle Otto are going on a journey to discover the centre of the Earth! What dangers will they meet far beneath the surface?
What will happen if they can’t find their way back home? There’s only one way to find out, and it begins with a long, dark descent into an
Icelandic volcano …
Discover the diary of Oak, who’s ten summers old and lives in the late Stone Age with her family, including her irritating brother Flint and
little sister Nettle. Find out how they live, what they eat and the jobs they have to do each day.
Rocco the cave boy is dreading the terrible termite test that his teacher is planning. He knows nothing about bugs or minibeasts ... but he
and Grit have a brilliant idea to stop the test! Will the plan work?
Ash and Tabby are hiding out in Aunt Emmy’s lighthouse and spying on the alien invaders who have taken over Finney Island. They have
to find the robot-making machine, so they gatecrash the Mayor’s space party and start fighting back. What could possibly go wrong … ?
Blue is bored. The pocket elf really wants to do something fun – like training next door’s dog to become a waiter! But when Blue gets
impatient and her magic goes wrong, Jasper escapes. Will Emma and Blue be able to bring Jasper home?
In some ways our pets are very similar to us and we can tell what they are feeling by their body language. They communicate with us by
licking or snuggling up to us as well as making certain noises. What sort of pet do you have?
Jango and Izza are trapped on a broken-down transporter ship during a storm. They are in trouble when a deadly beast escapes from a
crate – it has their scent! A dangerous game of hide and seek between animal and humans begins … can Jango and Izza stop the wild
robots?
Read about an elephant called Ning Nong and a gorilla called Jambo, who are both animal heroes! There are also devoted dogs who
can assist their disabled owners, and even rats who can detect diseases in humans. All of these incredible creatures have helped humans
in daring and inspiring ways.
Step back in time to Ancient Rome and meet Marcus – a young servant who lives in the house of an important family. A banquet is
planned, so Marcus has a busy day ahead! Find out what jobs he has to do and learn more about everyday life in Roman times.
The coach has left Danwell Rovers and Andy is really worried that they’ll miss their chance to win the football league. Nobody wants to
help. But when Andy explains the problem to his gran at the care home, she steps in and surprises everyone!
Regular exercise is good for your body and your brain, so don’t forget to move! Maybe you love dancing to your favourite song with your
friends or kicking a football around in the park. But if you haven’t found an activity you like, this book is packed with ideas!
During the long, dark nights in the frozen north, people tell tales of snow and ice. Grandfather Frost watches over the land, trolls lurk in
caves to hide from the sun, a child comes to life when a wish is made, and terrifying ogres meet beasts even they can’t defeat.
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Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Rocket Phonics book

Band

The Finney Island Files:
Town Hall Horror!

Venus/Brown B

The Pocket Elf and the Star
Venus/Brown B
of the Show

Where we are in
place and time

Friends and
relationships

The Secret Garden

Venus/Brown B

World of Robots:
Breakdown

Venus/Brown B

All Aboard the Empire
Windrush

Earth/Grey A

Game Changers: Brave
Leaders

Earth/Grey A

Incredible India

Earth/Grey A

One Grain of Rice and
Other Indian Folktales

Earth/Grey A

The Bush Rat Rap

Earth/Grey A

The Finney Island Files:
Alien Attack!

Earth/Grey A

The Pocket Elf and the
Sports Day Disaster

Earth/Grey A

Treasure Island

Earth/Grey A

World of Robots: Hijack

Earth/Grey A

A Guide to Ancient Egypt

Mars/Grey B

Anne of Green Gables

Mars/Grey B

Class of the Titans: The
Cyclopes’ Rebellion

Mars/Grey B

Jez Smedley: Diary
of a Football Ninja:
Disappearing Pitch
Disaster

Mars/Grey B
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Description

Upper
Primary

Ash, Tabby and Aunt Emmy have crash-landed in Finney Forest after escaping from Perseon V. They’ve found the alien leader’s spaceship
– but another unlikely team has joined them to stop the alien invasion. Can they find the robot-making machine and get rid of the robots
who have taken over the island?
It’s the day of the school show, and Emma is worried about performing to a big audience. Melanie is unkind to Emma again and the day
gets even worse when Blue the elf decides to bring the show to life. When the school hall is in chaos, will Blue be able to save the day?
Orphaned Mary Lennox doesn’t want to live with her uncle in a dark and gloomy mansion. Then she discovers a secret garden that’s been
locked up for ten years. Will she bring the garden back to life and help the sick child living at the mansion feel better again?
Jango, Izza and Grandpa are having problems with some of their robots – they are getting old and need parts replaced. Izza finds the
perfect way to fix them and soon the robots are whizzing around, being more productive than ever – until one robot takes control in a way
that nobody could have expected.
It is 1948 and Preston is about to set sail on a journey from Jamaica with his parents on theEmpire Windrushto start a new life in Britain.
Discover who was on this famous ship, how the passengers entertained themselves and what they thought of England when they arrived …
Read about five brave people who used their skills, talents and ideas to change the world. All of them lived in a time or place that
discriminated against them, and some even went to prison for what they tried to achieve. Thanks to their efforts and sacrifices we live in a
more equal society today.
Find out lots of fascinating information on a tour of India with sister and brother, Sarita and Amar Joshi. You’ll see wonderful wildlife
– including lions, tigers, elephants and snow leopards. There’s delicious food to try – from samosas and dosas to spicy curries – and
colourful clothes to wear.
Discover this collection of Indian folk tales where you’ll meet a crafty king, a sneaky salesman and a terrible thief ... along with a jackal
who tries to rule the jungle and a greedy sister who gets exactly what she deserves.
Dylan really misses his old life back in Australia. He misses his rapping partner, Troy, the most. He feels even worse when he has to
present a project in front of the whole school. Will he find a friend to help him handle being in the spotlight or are the bush rat’s rapping
days over?
It’s time for Ash to take charge and fight back against the robots who have replaced everyone in his home town. Trapped inside the Town
Hall with just Tabby, Barry and his gang, and the Mayor to help him, the unlikely team might just come up with some creative tricks to
tackle the alien invaders...
Emma is dreading sports day, and is worried that everyone will laugh at her, even though she is good at running. Melanie is always
horrible to her and this time she finds out about Blue the elf! Can Blue and Emma work together one last time to save the day and protect
their secret friendship?
After discovering a long-lost pirate treasure map, Jim Hawkins finds himself on a sea-faring adventure. But when Jim overhears Long John
Silver’s plan to steal the pirate gold, the voyage takes a dangerous turn. Whose side will Jim take when he arrives on Treasure Island? And
will anyone make it home alive?
Jango has no idea how much his life will change when a truck crashes into his warehouse. A crate is left behind, which someone else
wants – and they’ll do anything to get it back. Can Jango and Izza keep the mysterious cargo safe? And will things ever be the same once
they know what it can do … ?
From pharaohs and mummies to gods and pyramids, Ancient Egypt has mesmerised and mystified people for centuries. Join guides Yousef
and the Great Sphinx on a trip back through the history of Ancient Egypt and learn about how the Egyptians lived – and died!
Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert are planning to take in an orphan boy to help on their farm. But the lively Anne Shirley is sent to them
instead! It’s a disaster at first, but Matthew really takes to Anne. Will Anne finally be happy?
Meet the Titan children – the sons and daughters of Zeus, the king of the gods. They’re happily going about their business of being Greek
gods and goddesses in training, until Athena finds their Uncle Hades skulking in the room of Forbidden Scrolls ... and makes a shocking
discovery!
Jez Smedley can’t believe his luck when a project on the theme of teamwork means he gets to be captain of the school’s first five-a-side
football team. But then they find out some eco-houses are going to be built on the pitch! Can the football ninjas save it?

Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Project Grandma

Mars/Grey B

Spy Files

Mars/Grey B

Sir Gawain and the Green
Mars/Grey B
Knight

Where we are in
place and time

Friends and
relationships

The Smiling Stones

Mars/Grey B

Artificial Intelligence

Jupiter/Blue A

Be Your Best You!

Jupiter/Blue A

Class of the Titans: The
Great Escape

Jupiter/Blue A

Jez Smedley: Diary of a
Football Ninja:Mayhem at Jupiter/Blue A
the Football Museum
Project Pet

Jupiter/Blue A

The Nutcracker

Jupiter/Blue A

The Time Machine

Jupiter/Blue A

Under a Parrot Sky

Jupiter/Blue A

Class of the Titans: Fire
and Fury

Saturn/Blue–Red

Jane Eyre

Saturn/Blue–Red

Jez Smedley: Diary of a
Football Ninja: Continental Saturn/Blue–Red
Cup Chaos
Journeys: The Story of
Migration to Britain

Saturn/Blue–Red

Description

Upper
Primary

Grandma comes to help out while Dad is abroad for work and everything starts to fall apart. Hamid realises the only way to tame his
grandma is to hypnotise her into following the house rules. But will the new Mamani make life as interesting? And will Hamid ever be able
to get the old Mamani back?
How do spies gather information and why do people choose such dangerous work? Learn all about secret codes and invisible ink,
ingenious gadgets and the risks that spies face in their work. Discover the dangers of working for both sides and meet spies from the past
who have helped shape history.
Roe is a scullery maid at the court of King Arthur, but decides to disguise herself as a boy and become a squire to one of the brave knights
of Camelot. Her plan succeeds, but soon she must accompany Sir Gawain on a quest to find the Green Knight and take him on in a final
battle.
Jamal is so excited when an explorer from Europe takes an interest in his home town. But it seems that Mr Moneta is up to no good. Jamal
realises he needs to prevent Moneta from taking the Smiling Stones away ... and from discovering an amazing lost chamber of riches.
(pp.6–9, 20–21, 31, 34–54, 50–51) Leap into the fascinating world of Artificial Intelligence, where cars drive themselves, robots become
footballing champions, and tiny nanobots track down and kill diseases within the body! Learn what ‘artificial intelligence’ is and how it
can be used to help humans now and in the future.
No one can be the best at everything – but you can be your best YOU. If you have the right attitude to everything you do, you will
increase your happiness and well-being. Discover how to learn from your mistakes, how to stay positive and calm when things go wrong
and hopefully achieve your dreams!
The Titan children have to stop Grandfather Cronos from going to war with their father, Zeus. He has broken his three brothers out of jail –
can Hephaestus create an invention to stop the four of them?
Throgmorton United are training hard for the Inter-School National Tournament. But wherever they travel for a match, there is a robbery
from the local museum. On the day of the final, the football ninjas visit the Football Museum and put their crime-solving skills into practise.
Will they catch the thief?
When Daniel is sad because his flat is too quiet, he persuades his mum to let him have a pet hamster. Elvis becomes his best friend, but
then out of the blue he dies. Daniel comes up with a plan to bring Elvis back to life, building a robot hamster just like Elvis. Will he be
happy with his new ‘pet’?
One cold December night, Marie’s godfather brings her family a very special gift. Marie takes her responsibility to look after the soldierlike wooden nutcracker very seriously ... especially when the seven-headed Mouse King and his terrible army invade and the toys must
come to life to defend their home.
On a dark night, a man tells his friends that he has travelled through time, in a machine he has built. His journey has taken him to a
mysterious land filled with strange inhabitants and a dark underworld filled with terrible creatures. Will the Traveller’s listeners believe him?
Will you?
Lily is devastated when she has to give up her South African holiday to accompany her parents to Norway. They stay with a local family
and Lily has to try to fit in with their way of life. When she decides to photograph the creatures that live there, will Lily survive the freezing
temperatures and make it home alive?
The Titan children are Greek gods and goddesses on a mission to stop their evil Grandfather Cronos from taking over the world! They
need to stop him from unleashing a fire-breathing monster, who lives under a volcano. They seek help from another terrifying, fierce
monster – it’s time to release the Kraken!
After being treated horribly by her aunt and cousins, Jane is glad to be sent away to school. When Jane takes on her first job as a
governess in the remote Thornfield Hall, she worries about the strange noises she hears in the night. Then a mystery begins to unfold, and
long hidden family secrets are soon revealed.
Now that Jez’s football team has succeeded in local and national tournaments, they are off to Europe for their first overseas competition.
But the Golden Panther has an eye on the tournament’s priceless trophies – and seems to be one step ahead of the team at every turn. Will
they solve this continental crisis?
Over the last 1,000 years, people from all over the world have come to settle in Britain. Discover the stories of some of these inspiring
people – find out why they migrated, experience what life was like for them, and celebrate how they have helped to make Britain such a
thriving and vibrant place to live.
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Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Friends and
relationships

Where we are in
place and time

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Project Time

Saturn/Blue–Red

The Apollo Time Capsule

Saturn/Blue–Red

The Class of the Titans:
The Spell of Doom

Supernova/Red+

The Hound of the
Baskervilles

Supernova/Red+

Jez Smedley: The Diary of
Supernova/Red+
a Football Ninja: World
Championship Wipeout!
Mulan and other
Supernova/Red+
Legendary Stories from
China
Project Fame

Supernova/Red+

Suffragettes: Their Fight
for the Vote!

Supernova/Red+

Votes for Women

Supernova/Red+

True Space Adventures

Stars/Lime

Artificial Intelligence

Jupiter/Blue A

How to Land on the Moon Saturn/Blue–Red
The solar system
Survival Skills

Saturn/Blue–Red

The Apollo Time Capsule

Saturn/Blue–Red

Game Changers: Super
Scientists

Supernova/Red+

Be a Landmark Explorer!

Stars/Lime

Pirate vs Explorer

Stars/Lime

Maps and exploration
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Description

Upper
Primary

Eva belongs to loads of after-school clubs and wants to be brilliant at all her hobbies, but there never seems enough time to practise or
read – so she makes a time-travel machine at engineering club! Will it give her the extra time she needs or will it teach her a valuable
lesson about being kind to herself?
Ryan loves everything to do with space travel and today his class are opening the time capsule that was buried in 1969, at the time of
the Moon landings. He reads a letter from the capsule, written by Clare, who made predictions that actually came true, but how did she
know? Is time travel really possible?
It’s the last mission for the Titan children to use their skills to prevent Cronos from taking over the world. From a field trip that takes a
dramatic turn to an unexpected reunion – the mother of all battles is set to go down in legend. Things are about to get epic!
Famous detective Sherlock Holmes sends his trusted companion Dr Watson to Baskerville Hall to investigate the legend of the hound and to
protect Sir Henry Baskerville. But they are about to discover that terrible secrets and long-held grudges will lead them into shocking danger
...
Throgmorton United are heading to the Inter-School World Championship in Brazil, and the Smedleys are determined to stay focused.
But then they’re faced with a school technology project, an evil computer-hacking genius and a disappearing grandpa. Have the football
ninjas finally met their match?
Four inspiring tales of love, loss, betrayal, courage, conflict and loyalty. Travel beyond the Black Mountains to see one girl’s courage as
she shows us the importance of being true to ourselves, and cross the bridge of magpies over the Heavenly River. Even learn how a man
with the head of a dog marries a princess!
Rachel is utterly fed up of being invisible to everyone around her, at school and at home. She loves to write songs, but doesn’t tell anyone
about them. One day she accompanies her journalist father to an interview with a celebrity singer, and Rachel is surprised at what
happens next!
Today, we take it for granted that women have the same rights as men. But not so long ago the fight for women’s votes in Britain and
around the world was a long struggle involving many dedicated people. Discover everything about the Suffragettes, including the extreme
opposition to their beliefs.
Alice and Rose are two sisters growing up in the early 1900s. Sixteen-year-old Alice is passionate about campaigning for women’s votes,
and Rose believes in this too, but should she support the Suffragette movement or follow a more peaceful protest? Will they face problems
as they strive for women’s rights?
Find out about real-life astronauts and their space adventures. Discover the first living things to be sent into space, what equipment has to
be worn to keep the astronauts safe and why you should never eat a sandwich (or drink a glass of water) in a space craft!
(pp.46–47) Leap into the fascinating world of Artificial Intelligence, in which cars drive themselves, robots become footballing champions,
and tiny nanobots track down and kill diseases within the body! Learn how AI can be used to help humans now and in the future –
including being sent into outer space!
Go on a journey that charts one of the most famous Moon missions – Apollo 11. Encounter mighty rockets more powerful than anything
before them, and spacesuits heavier than the people inside them! You’ll also discover, step-by-step, how to reach the Moon – and of course
how to get home safely!
(pp.42–43) You may not be climbing Mount Everest just yet, but even a small-scale adventure requires planning, preparation and the right
knowledge and equipment. Discover what sort of food to take and how to keep safe. Learn how to camp for the night, build a raft, read a
map and navigate by the moon and stars.
Ryan loves everything to do with space travel and today his class are opening the time capsule that was buried in 1969, at the time of
the Moon landings. He reads a letter from the capsule, written by Clare, who made predictions that actually came true, but how did she
know? Is time travel really possible?
(pp.7, 14, 17–21, 43–46, 61–67, 72–75) These game changers have helped shape our understanding of modern science. Including
Isaac Newton, who established the laws of motion, Stephen Hawking and his theory about the ‘big bang’, and Tu YouYou, the Chinese
scientist who discovered a cure for malaria.
Pack your bag and get ready to visit some of the most amazing landmarks in the UK. From rock-formations and waterfalls to ancient
monuments and modern skyscrapers, there is so much to explore!
Fancy setting sail with Blackbeard the pirate, or would you prefer joining Captain Cook on a voyage? Where will you go as a pirate or
explorer? Be careful – you could end up eating walrus, and going to bed early!

Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

True Space Adventures

Stars/Lime

Big, Bad and Seriously
Dangerous!
Game Changers: Hidden
Heroes

Where we are in
place and time

Maps and exploration

Mercury/Brown A
Mercury/Brown A

Journey to the Centre of
the Earth

Mercury/Brown A

Plants vs People

Mercury/Brown A

A Roman Banquet

Venus/Brown B

Biome Explorer

Venus/Brown B

All Aboard the Empire
Windrush

Earth/Grey A

Incredible India

Earth/Grey A

Monkeys and Apes

Earth/Grey A

Treasure Island

Earth/Grey A

A Guide to Ancient Egypt

Mars/Grey B

Discovery of a Bronze Age
Mars/Grey B
Village
Game Changers: Intrepid
Explorers

Mars/Grey B

Spy Files

Mars/Grey B

The Inside Story of Money Mars/Grey B
The Smiling Stones

Mars/Grey B

Description

Upper
Primary

Find out about real-life astronauts and their space adventures. Discover the first living things to be sent into space, what equipment has to
be worn to keep the astronauts safe, all the facts about the first Moon landing, and why you should never eat a sandwich (or drink a glass
of water) in a space craft!
Meet the huge creatures that roamed the earth millions of years ago, some of which are still around today, and they are dangerous!
Where would you find a thirty centimetre centipede that eats mice and frogs? Be careful, it could give you a nasty bite!
(pp. 12–14, 30–36) Read about twelve amazing hidden heroes who had the skills, courage and power to change the world. From
scientists and inventors to war heroes and explorers, these people achieved incredible things – but didn’t get the praise they deserved.
Axel and his Uncle Otto are going on a journey to discover the centre of the Earth! What dangers will they meet far beneath the surface?
What will happen if they can’t find their way back home? There’s only one way to find out, and it begins with a long, dark descent into an
Icelandic volcano …
Rowan the explorer and Violet the botanist travel around the world showing us how plants survive and grow in very different and extreme
conditions. Are plants tougher than people? Find out why we couldn’t survive without plants to give us food.
(pp.8, 38) Step back in time to Ancient Rome and meet Marcus – a young servant who lives in the house of an important family. Find
out what jobs he has to do and learn more about everyday life in Roman times. Did you know the Roman Empire covered a large area,
including parts of Britain?
Discover what a biome is and join a biome explorer as she travels through the world to different regions – from icy polar regions and high
mountains to tropical grasslands and deep oceans. Find out how wildlife has adapted to live in certain climates and the people that thrive
in these challenging environments.
(pp. 2–7, 12–13) It is 1948 and Preston is about to set sail on a journey from Jamaica with his parents on theEmpire Windrushto start a
new life in Britain. Discover who was on this famous ship, how the passengers entertained themselves and what they thought of England
when they arrived …
Find out lots of fascinating information on a tour of India with sister and brother, Sarita and Amar Joshi. You’ll see wonderful wildlife
– including lions, tigers, elephants and snow leopards. There’s delicious food to try – from samosas and dosas to spicy curries – and
colourful clothes to wear.
(pp. 10–11, 26–27, 40–41) Monkeys and apes are clever animals that belong to a family called primates. Find out about different types
of monkeys and apes, whereabouts in the world they live, and how they live and communicate. Discover how intelligent they are in using
tools and helping humans.
After discovering a long-lost pirate treasure map, Jim Hawkins finds himself on a sea-faring adventure. But when Jim overhears Long John
Silver’s plan to steal the pirate gold, the voyage takes a dangerous turn. Whose side will Jim take when he arrives on Treasure Island? And
will anyone make it home alive?
(pp.5, 38, 41, 43–44) From pharaohs and mummies to gods and pyramids, Ancient Egypt has mesmerised and mystified people for
centuries. Join guides Yousef and the Great Sphinx on a trip back through the history of Ancient Egypt and learn about how the Egyptians
lived – and died!
(pp.3, 8–9, 19) In a Bronze Age community a group of round wooden houses stood on stilts above a river. When a fire began everyone
escaped, but the houses burned and crashed into the water. Recently archaeologists discovered the village and are digging up the houses,
which have been perfectly preserved!
Discover new places and journey on exciting adventures with these explorers! Including Christopher Columbus, who set out on a voyage
and accidentally arrived in the Americas, Amelia Earhart, the first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic, and Mae C. Jemison, the first
black woman to travel into space.
(pp.45–49) How do spies gather information and why do people choose such dangerous work? Learn all about secret codes, invisible ink
and ingenious gadgets. Meet spies from the past who have helped shape history and discover how to create your own spy map!
(pp.4–7, 14–15, 18–21, 24–25) Money hasn’t always existed. Find out what was used for money many years ago across the world, from
corn and shells to stone money big enough for an elephant to hide behind. Discover where money came from, how it really works, and
find out how to be a super saver!
(pp.4–5, 39–41) Jamal is so excited when an explorer from Europe takes an interest in his home town. But it seems that Mr Moneta is up
to no good. Jamal realises he needs to prevent Moneta from taking the Smiling Stones away ... and from discovering an amazing lost
chamber of riches.
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Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Disaster!

Jupiter/Blue A

Under a Parrot Sky

Jupiter/Blue A

How to Land on the Moon Saturn/Blue–Red

Maps and exploration

Where we are in
place and time

Authors, books and
stories

Journeys: The Story of
Migration to Britain

Saturn/Blue–Red

Survival Skills

Saturn/Blue–Red

The Lost Civilisations of
Latin America

Supernova/Red+

The World’s Weirdest
Places

Supernova/Red+

Welcome to China

Supernova/Red+

Four Corners: Tales from
the British Isles

Stars/Lime

Hairies, Fairies and
Scaries

Stars/Lime

Heidi

Stars/Lime

Journey to the Centre of
the Earth
The Brave Little Tailor: A
Brothers Grimm Story
Tales of Snow and Ice:
Stories from the North

Mercury/Brown A
Mercury/Brown A
Venus/Brown B

Description

Upper
Primary

Disasters can strike without warning, and often leave behind devastation. From volcanoes and hurricanes to tsunamis and wildfires, find
out why and where they happen. Learn how different communities coped with disaster and find out how we can protect ourselves and
others when these tragedies occur.
Lily is devastated when she has to give up her South African holiday to accompany her parents to Norway. They stay with a local family
and Lily has to try to fit in with their way of life. When she decides to photograph the creatures that live there, will Lily survive the freezing
temperatures and make it home alive?
Go on a journey that charts one of the most famous Moon missions – Apollo 11. Encounter mighty rockets more powerful than anything
before them, and spacesuits heavier than the people inside them! You’ll also discover, step-by-step, how to reach the Moon – and of course
how to get home safely!
Over the last 1,000 years, people from all over the world have come to settle in Britain. Discover the stories of some of these inspiring
people – find out why they migrated, experience what life was like for them, and celebrate how they have helped to make Britain such a
thriving and vibrant place to live.
You may not be climbing Mount Everest just yet, but even a small-scale adventure requires planning, preparation and the right knowledge
and equipment. Discover what sort of food to take and how to keep safe. Learn how to camp for the night, build a raft, read a map and
navigate by the moon and stars.
Travel back in time and learn about the intriguing people and cultures that existed in what we now know as Mexico, Central and South
America. Find out about the food they ate, the sports they played, the buildings and art they created, and their religious beliefs.
Explore the world’s most incredible and unusual natural places, and be inspired to protect our spectacular world. Discover stepping
stones fit for a giant, rocks that leave mysterious tracks along the ground, hills that look like enormous chocolate drops, and a lake that is
perfectly pink!
China is a vast country with a population of over 1.3 billion people. Discover many fascinating facts about the culture and history of
China, including how to make noodles by hand, the different languages spoken, famous Chinese myths and legends and why the Great
Wall was actually built.
Follow these four traditional tales, where you’ll find King March and his very surprising ears, a pisky who goes on a mission to find her
lost laugh, a seal saving the life of her one true love and how Finn McCool built a path all the way from Ireland to Scotland.
You’ve probably read about goblins, trolls and fairies in some of your favourite stories. But did you know that the magical creatures
that appear in myths, legends, fairytales and other fantasy stories are often based on beliefs from long ago? Find out about them in this
fascinating book.
A retelling of the classic story. Aunt Dete takes Heidi to live with her grandfather in the Alps. Soon they become the best of friends and
Heidi grows to love her mountain life. When she is sent to the city to live with Clara and be her companion, Heidi is homesick. How does
she help Clara to walk again?
A retelling of the famous tale. Axel and his Uncle Otto are going on a journey to discover the centre of the Earth! What will happen if they
can’t find their way back home? There’s only one way to find out, and it begins with a long, dark descent into an Icelandic volcano …
A retelling of the well-known tale. The brave little tailor sets off to seek his fortune. Before long, a royal reward lies before him – but only if
he can defeat a pair of troublesome giants. Will he manage to do it? He may just need to be very lucky ...
During the long, dark nights in the frozen north, people tell tales of snow and ice. Grandfather Frost watches over the land, trolls lurk in
caves to hide from the sun, a child comes to life when a wish is made, and terrifying ogres meet beasts even they can’t defeat.
A retelling of the classic story. Orphaned Mary Lennox doesn’t want to live with her uncle in a dark and gloomy mansion, but then she
discovers the secret garden that’s been locked up for ten years. Will Mary bring the garden back to life and discover the other secret
Misselthwaite Manor is hiding?
Discover this collection of Indian folk tales where you’ll meet a crafty king, a sneaky salesman and a terrible thief ... along with a jackal
who tries to rule the jungle and a greedy sister who gets exactly what she deserves.

The Secret Garden

Venus/Brown B

One Grain of Rice and
Other Indian Folktales

Earth/Grey A

Treasure Island

Earth/Grey A

A retelling of the classic tale. After discovering a long-lost pirate treasure map, Jim Hawkins finds himself on a sea-faring adventure. But
when Jim overhears Long John Silver’s plan to steal the pirate gold, the voyage takes a dangerous turn. Will anyone make it home alive?

Anne of Green Gables

Mars/Grey B

A retelling of the classic tale. Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert are planning to take in an orphan boy to help on their farm. But the lively
Anne Shirley is sent to them instead! It’s a disaster at first, but Matthew really takes to Anne. Will Anne finally be happy?
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Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Class of the Titans: The
Cyclopes’ Rebellion

Mars/Grey B

Sir Gawain and the Green
Mars/Grey B
Knight
Class of the Titans: The
Great Escape

Jupiter/Blue A

Telling Tales: A Guide to
Writing Fantastic Fiction

Jupiter/Blue A

The Nutcracker

Jupiter/Blue A

The Time Machine

Jupiter/Blue A

Beneath the Surface: Tales
Saturn/Blue–Red
from Welsh Legend
Authors, books and
stories
Where we are in
place and time

Art and expression –
drama and other arts

Class of the Titans: Fire
and Fury

Saturn/Blue–Red

Jane Eyre

Saturn/Blue–Red

The Life and Times of
William Shakespeare

Saturn/Blue–Red

Class of the Titans: The
Spell of Doom

Supernova/Red+

The Hound of the
Baskervilles

Supernova/Red+

Mulan and other
Legendary Stories from
China

Supernova/Red+

Welcome to China

Supernova/Red+

Be a Landmark Explorer!

Stars/Lime

Game Changers: Music
Makers

Stars/Lime

Description

Upper
Primary

Based on the Greek myths. Meet the Titan children – the sons and daughters of Zeus, the king of the gods. They’re happily going about
their business of being Greek gods and goddesses in training, until Athena finds their Uncle Hades skulking in the room of Forbidden
Scrolls ... and makes a shocking discovery.
A retelling of the classic tale. Roe is a scullery maid at the court of King Arthur, but decides to disguise herself as a boy and become a
squire to one of the brave knights of Camelot. Her plan succeeds, but soon she must accompany Sir Gawain on a quest to find the Green
Knight and take him on in a final battle.
Based on the Greek myths. The Titan children have to stop Grandfather Cronos from going to war with their father, Zeus. He has broken
his three brothers out of jail – can Hephaestus create an invention to stop the four of them?
Do you enjoy reading great stories? How about writing them? In this inspiring and practical guide by award-winning author Joanna
Nadin, you will discover how to hunt down brilliant ideas for your own stories, get into the minds of your characters, and give your writing
a final, brilliant shine.
A retelling of the classic tale. One cold December night, Marie’s godfather brings her family a very special gift. Marie takes her
responsibility to look after the soldier-like wooden nutcracker very seriously ... especially when the Mouse King and his army invade and
the toys must come to life to defend their home.
A retelling of the well-known tale. On a dark night, a man tells his friends that he has travelled through time in a machine he has built. His
journey has taken him to a mysterious land filled with strange inhabitants and a dark underworld with terrible creatures. Will the Traveller’s
listeners believe him? Will you?
Two Welsh legends. Dion is listening to a story of a lost city while he draws, and Cariad’s grandmother is telling her an incredible story of
something she experienced as a child. Is it possible these events are real? Will they believe that what took place in the past might actually
happen again?
The Titan children are Greek gods and goddesses on a mission to stop their evil Grandfather Cronos from taking over the world! They
need to stop him from unleashing a fire-breathing monster, who lives under a volcano. They seek help from another terrifying, fierce
monster – it’s time to release the Kraken!
A retelling of the classic novel. After being treated horribly by her aunt and cousins, Jane is glad to be sent away to school. When she
takes on her first job as governess in the remote Thornfield Hall, she worries about the strange noises she hears at night. Then a mystery
begins to unfold – what will be revealed?
Explore the world of William Shakespeare, including the famous Globe Theatre, and the story of the man behind the plays, from his early
childhood to the incredible legacy of his writing. Try acting out scenes from his best-known plays, includingRomeo and Juliet,A Midsummer
Night’s DreamandMacbeth!
Based on the Greek myths. It’s the last mission for the Titan children to use their skills to prevent Cronos from taking over the world. From a
field trip that takes a dramatic turn to an unexpected reunion – the mother of all battles is set to go down in legend. Things are about to get
epic!
A retelling of the classic novel. Famous detective Sherlock Holmes sends his trusted companion Dr Watson to Baskerville Hall to investigate
the legend of the hound and to protect Sir Henry Baskerville. But they are about to discover that terrible secrets and long-held grudges will
lead them into shocking danger ...
Four inspiring tales of love, loss, betrayal, courage, conflict and loyalty. Travel beyond the Black Mountains to see one girl’s courage as
she shows the importance of being true to yourself, and cross the bridge of magpies over the Heavenly River. Even learn how a man with
the head of a dog marries a princess!
(pp.38–43, 52) China is a vast country with a population of over 1.3 billion people. Discover many fascinating facts about the culture and
history of China, including how to make noodles by hand, the different languages spoken, famous Chinese myths and legends and why
the Great Wall was actually built.
(pp.15, 22–25) Pack your bag and get ready to visit some of the most amazing landmarks in the UK. From rock-formations and waterfalls
to ancient monuments and modern skyscrapers, there is so much to explore – even some beautiful structures made to look like horses and
ships!
Game changers have the skills, courage and power to change the world! Read about six amazing musicians and how they started off in
life, including Nina Simone, whose protest songs helped overcome racism, guitar genius Jimi Hendrix, and Elvis Presley, King of Rock and
Roll.
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Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Rocket Phonics book

Band

The Pocket Elf and the
Paint Explosion

Stars/Lime

Art on the Street

Venus/ Brown B

The Pocket Elf and the Star
Venus/ Brown B
of the Show
Incredible India

Earth/Grey A

Not So Ordinary? The
Secret History of Everyday Earth/Grey A
Things

Where we are in
place and time

How the world
works

Art and expression –
drama and other arts

Shadows and light

The Bush Rat Rap

Earth/Grey A

The Finney Island Files:
Alien Attack!

Earth/Grey A

Game Changers: Amazing
Jupiter/Blue A
Artists
The Nutcracker

Jupiter/Blue A

Get Crafty

Jupiter/Blue A

My Dream Job

Saturn/Blue–Red

The Life and Times of
William Shakespeare

Saturn/Blue–Red

Project Fame

Supernova/Red+

The Lost Civilisations of
Latin America

Supernova/Red+

Welcome to China

Supernova/Red+

Art on the Street

Venus/Brown B
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Description

Upper
Primary

One Friday morning, on her way to school, Emma is surprised to make friends with an elf! Despite causing Emma all sorts of trouble, Blue
just wants to get back to her home. But when Emma’s art lesson starts to go wrong, will Blue be the one to save the day?
Art is all around us! It’s in the streets, on walls, in parks and sometimes even floating above our heads. Find a car that looks like it has
crashed through a wall, a street artist with a secret identity and much, much more ... You may also pick up some exciting new art and
street performance skills along the way!
It’s the day of the school show, and Emma is worried about performing to a big audience. Melanie is unkind to Emma again and the day
gets even worse when Blue the elf decides to help bring the show to life. When the school hall is in chaos, will Blue be able to save the
day?
(pp.34–44) Find out lots of fascinating information on a tour of India with sister and brother, Sarita and Amar Joshi. Discover the
traditional dances and musical instruments they use, and visit Bollywood!
(pp.32–35) Many of our everyday things didn’t exist a short time ago. Discover the hidden histories behind gadgets and ingredients we
use every day – from how we feed and entertain ourselves to how we get clean and warm!
Dylan really misses his old life back in Australia. He misses his rapping partner, Troy, the most. He feels even worse when he has to
present a project in front of the whole school. Will he find a friend to help him handle being in the spotlight or are the bush rat’s rapping
days over?
(pp.11–24) It’s time for Ash to fight back against the robots who have replaced everyone in his home town. Trapped inside the Town Hall
with an unlikely team, Ash might just come up with some creative tricks to tackle the alien invaders, including painting, knitting, balletdancing and singing!
Read about eight amazing artistic game changers, including Claude Monet, who founded the Impressionist movement, Frida Kahlo, whose
powerful self-portraits still captivate us, and Banksy, the mysterious graffiti artist whose thought-provoking paintings can be found on street
walls around the world.
A retelling of the ballet. One cold December night, Marie’s godfather brings her family a very special gift. Marie takes her responsibility
to look after the soldier-like wooden nutcracker very seriously ... especially when the Mouse King and his army invade and the toys must
come to life to defend their home.
Are you keen to get creative? This book is packed full of ideas for over 20 exciting craft projects. Discover how to make a phone holder
out of a sock, a lightbox to display a cool message, an edible chocolate picture, and even keyrings made with crisp packets you shrink in
the oven!
(pp.9–14, 28–29, 39–53) What would you like to do when you grow up? From blogger to stunt performer, firefighter to marine biologist,
find out about the amazing jobs that are out there to be explored! This book will help you start thinking about the type of work you might
want to do.
Explore the world of William Shakespeare, including the famous Globe Theatre, and the story of the man behind the plays, from his early
childhood to the incredible legacy of his writing. Try acting out scenes from his best-known plays, includingRomeo and Juliet,A Midsummer
Night’s DreamandMacbeth!
Rachel is utterly fed up of being invisible to everyone around her, at school and at home. She loves to write songs, but doesn’t tell anyone
about them. One day she accompanies her journalist father to an interview with a celebrity singer, and Rachel is surprised at what
happens next!
Travel back in time and learn about the intriguing people and cultures that existed in what we now know as Mexico, Central and South
America. Find out about the food they ate, the sports they played, the buildings and art they created, and their religious beliefs.
(pp.9, 25–27, 31, 38, 50–57) China is a vast country with a population of over 1.3 billion people. Discover many fascinating facts about
the culture and history of China, including how to make noodles, the different languages spoken, the Beijing opera and shadow puppets,
and why the Great Wall was actually built.
(pp.8, 10–11) Art is all around us. It’s in the streets, on walls, in parks and sometimes even floating above our heads! Find a car that looks
like it has crashed through a wall, fantastic light projections and much, much more. You may also pick up some exciting new art and street
performance skills along the way!

Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

The Smiling Stones

Mars/Grey B

Under a Parrot Sky

Jupiter/Blue A

Animal Engineers

Stars/Lime

True Space Adventures

Stars/Lime

Plants vs People

Mercury/Brown A

The Making of Cake

Mercury/Brown A

Shadows and light

Discovery of a Bronze Age
Earth/Grey A
Village

How the world
works

Matter (water, light, air)
and changes

Spy Files

Mars/Grey B

Disaster!

Jupiter/Blue A

How to Land on the Moon Saturn/Blue–Red

Simple machines

Game Changers: Super
Scientists

Supernova/Red+

How to be an Eco-Hero

Supernova/Red+

The World’s Weirdest
Places

Supernova/Red+

Animal Engineers

Stars/Lime

True Space Adventures

Stars/Lime

World of Robots: Jango

Stars/Lime

Description

Upper
Primary

(pp.20–21, 54–55) Jamal is so excited when an explorer from Europe takes an interest in his home town. But it seems that Mr Moneta
is up to no good. When Jamal realises that he needs to prevent Moneta from taking the Smiling Stones away, he uses a light machine to
frighten Moneta’s workers ...
(pp.40–53, 65–66) Lily is devastated when she has to give up her South African holiday to accompany her parents to Norway. They stay
with a local family and Lily has to try to fit in with their way of life. When she decides to photograph the creatures that live there, a flash of
light might just save her life ...
(pp.4–7) Some animals can make amazing structures to keep cool, find food or create their homes. Find out about some of the best animal
engineers on the planet – and how they’ve given human engineers some ideas to overcome problems in our daily lives.
(pp.4–5, 8–9, 20–21) Find out about real-life astronauts and their space adventures. You’ll discover what were the first living things in
to be sent to space, all the facts about the first Moon landing, and why you should never eat a sandwich (or drink a glass of water) in a
space craft.
(pp.4–7, 15–18) Rowan the explorer and Violet the botanist travel around the world showing us how plants survive and grow in very
different and extreme conditions. Discover what plants provide for us – and how leaves trap energy from the sun and use water to help the
plant grow.
(pp.4–5, 8–9, 12) Just about everyone likes cake, but where do cake ingredients come from? Find out what goes into making a cake,
where the ingredients come from, and how they’re baked. What is the chemical reaction inside the mixture that makes the cake light and
fluffy? Try out the recipes inside!
(pp.6–7, 14, 30–33, 39, 44) Back in the Bronze Age, some round wooden houses stood on stilts above a river. When a fire began
everyone escaped, but the houses burned and crashed into the water. Recently archaeologists discovered the village and are digging up
the houses, which have been perfectly preserved!
(pp.22–24) How do spies gather information and why do people choose such dangerous work? Discover the dangers of working for both
sides and meet spies from the past who have helped shape history. Learn all about secret codes and invisible ink – and find out how to
read them!
Disasters can strike without warning, and often leave behind devastation. From volcanoes and hurricanes to tsunamis and wildfires, find
out why and where in the world they happen. Learn how different communities have coped with disaster and find out how to protect
ourselves and others when these tragedies occur.
(pp.44–45) Go on a journey that charts one of the most famous Moon missions – Apollo 11. Encounter mighty rockets more powerful than
anything before them, and spacesuits heavier than the people inside them! Find out how the astronauts collected particles, rocks and dust
samples for scientists to study.
(pp.36–67) These game changers have helped to shape our understanding of modern science. Including Isaac Newton, who established
the laws of motion, Marie Curie, who won two Nobel prizes for her work on radiation and radioactivity, and Tu YouYou, the Chinese
scientist who discovered a cure for malaria.
(pp.6–13, 16–17, 22–23, 44–47) Why are resources like natural gas running out? What does ‘global warming’ actually mean? And
what is the problem with plastic? Discover why we’re experiencing more extreme weather, what is meant by your ‘carbon footprint’ and
how YOU can help protect our precious planet.
Explore the world’s most incredible and unusual natural places, and be inspired to protect our spectacular world. Discover stepping
stones fit for a giant, rocks that leave mysterious tracks along the ground, hills that look like enormous chocolate drops, and a lake that is
perfectly pink!
(pp.2, 11, 27–28) Some animals can make amazing structures to keep cool, find food or create their homes. Find out about some of the
best animal engineers on the planet – and how they’ve given human engineers ideas, such as the front of the bullet train, in Japan, which
was designed to look like a kingfisher’s beak!
Find out about real-life astronauts and their space adventures. You’ll discover what were the first living things in to be sent to space, all the
facts about the first Moon landing, and why you should never eat a sandwich (or drink a glass of water) in a space craft!
Jango has to use a lot of simple machines on his world to do his job and fix things, especially as it’s just Jango and his grandpa living
there. Robot ships collect anything they find, ready for Jango and Grandpa to take to the recycling station. One night, something new is
brought in that doesn’t belong on their world …
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Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Simple machines

Rocket Phonics book

Band

My Neolithic Diary

Mercury/Brown A

World of Robots: Wild
Robots

Mercury/Brown A

The Finney Island Files:
Town Hall Horror!

Venus/Brown B

World of Robots:
Breakdown

Venus/Brown B

Not So Ordinary? The
Secret History of Everyday Earth/Grey A
Things
World of Robots: Hijack

Earth/Grey A

Project Pet

Jupiter/Blue A

How to Land on the Moon Saturn/Blue–Red
How we organize
ourselves

Journey to the Centre of
the Earth

Mercury/Brown A

Art on the Street

Venus/Brown B

Game Changers:
Computer Engineers

Venus/Brown B

How to Think Like a
Computer

Earth/Grey A

A Guide to Ancient Egypt

Mars/Grey B

Spy Files

Mars/Grey B

Survival Skills

Saturn/Blue–Red

Welcome to China

Supernova/Red+

Signs and symbols
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Description

Upper
Primary

(pp.34–37) Discover the diary of Oak, who’s ten summers old and lives in the late Stone Age with her family, including her irritating
brother Flint and little sister Nettle. Find out about the man who used something Oak had never seen before – a cart with wheels!
Jango has to use a lot of simple machines on his world to do his job and fix things, especially as it’s just Jango, his grandpa and robot
Izza living there. Jango and Izza get trapped on a broken-down transporter ship during a storm, and then a deadly beast escapes from a
crate! Can Jango and Izza stop the wild robots?
Ash, Tabby and Aunt Emmy have crash-landed in Finney Forest after escaping from Perseon V. They’ve found the alien leader’s spaceship
– but another unlikely team has joined them to stop the alien invasion. Can they find the robot-making machine and get rid of the robots
who have taken over Finney Island?
Jango has to use a lot of simple machines on his world to do his job and fix things, especially as it’s just Jango, his grandpa and robot
Izza living there. Some of the robots are getting old and need parts replaced. Izza fixes them and soon the robots are more productive
than ever – until one robot takes control ...
Many of our everyday things didn’t exist a short time ago! Discover the hidden histories behind the gadgets we use every day – from
cutlery and toasters to beds, baths and toilets!
Jango has to use a lot of simple machines on his world to do his job and fix things, especially as it’s just Jango, his grandpa and robot
Izza living there. A truck crashes into the warehouse leaving a crate behind, which someone else wants ... Can Jango and Izza keep the
mysterious cargo safe?
(pp.22–70) When Daniel is sad because his flat is too quiet, he persuades his mum to let him have a pet hamster. Elvis becomes his best
friend, but then out of the blue he dies. Daniel comes up with a plan to bring Elvis back to life, building a robot hamster just like Elvis. Will
he be happy with his new ‘pet’?
Go on a journey that charts one of the most famous Moon missions – Apollo 11. You’ll learn how the different parts of a rocket are put
together and why. These mighty rockets are more powerful than anything before them and have to be tested many times.
(pp.4–6, 9, 27) Since discovering some strange symbols written in an old book, Uncle Otto decides to go on a journey with Axel to
discover the centre of the Earth! It begins with a long, dark descent into an Icelandic volcano. What will happen if they can’t find their
way back home?
(pp.6–7, 12–17) Art is all around us! It’s in the streets, on walls, in parks and sometimes even floating above our heads. Find a car that
looks like it has crashed through a wall, a street artist with a secret identity, colourful graffiti art made up of words and symbols, and much,
much more ...
(pp.15–20) Read about eight amazing people whose achievements in computing have transformed our lives. From early computer
programmers, like Grace Hopper, to Susan Kare, who designed the pictures for the icons we use on our phones and tablets.
(pp.8–11, 28–33) Computers are super-smart and super-fast, and they never get bored, distracted or tired. But a computer can’t do
anything unless a human gives it instructions! Discover the types of symbols that have to be used for computers to understand and how to
work out a code to get the best result.
(pp.10–11, 42) From pharaohs and mummies to gods and pyramids, Ancient Egypt has mesmerised and mystified people for centuries.
Join guides Yousef and the Great Sphinx on a trip back through the history of Ancient Egypt and learn how to write your name in
hieroglyphics!
(pp.6–12, 17) How do spies gather information and why do people choose such dangerous work? Learn all about secret codes and
invisible ink, ingenious gadgets and the risks that spies face in their work. Find out about the danger of working for both sides and meet
spies from the past who have helped shape history.
(pp.54–57) You may not be climbing Mount Everest just yet, but even a small-scale adventure requires planning, preparation and the right
knowledge and equipment. Discover how to read a map and navigate by the moon and stars – and how to send signals by morse code or
semaphore.
(pp.20–23) China is a vast country, with a population of over 1.3 billion people. In this guide you will discover many fascinating facts
about the culture and history of China, including the different languages spoken and the thousands of symbols used, famous myths and
legends and why the Great Wall was actually built.

Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Animal Engineers

Stars/Lime

Bionic T1D

Stars/Lime

Heidi

Stars/Lime

Pirate vs Explorer

Stars/Lime

The Finney Island Files:
Alien Invasion!
The Pocket Elf and the
Paint Explosion
My Neolithic Diary
Rocco and the Big Bear
Trick
The Finney Island Files:
Disco Disaster!
How we organize Our school and
ourselves
community

Stars/Lime
Stars/Lime
Mercury/Brown A
Mercury/Brown A
Mercury/Brown A

Animal Heroes

Venus/Brown B

A Roman Banquet

Venus/Brown B

Art on the Street

Venus/Brown B

Coach Gran

Venus/Brown B

Get Active!

Venus/Brown B

The Finney Island Files:
Town Hall Horror!

Venus/Brown B

The Pocket Elf and the Star
Venus/Brown B
of the Show
All Aboard the Empire
Windrush

Earth/Grey A

Game Changers: Brave
Leaders

Earth/Grey A

Incredible India

Earth/Grey A

Description

Upper
Primary

(pp.7, 11, 15, 23) Some animals can make amazing structures to keep cool, find food or create their homes, and these have given human
engineers ideas, too! Some of the bridges and tunnels we use to travel between communities are inspired by moles’ tunnels and spiders’
webs.
It’s the school holidays and Mav is tired, angry and thirsty – no matter how much water he drinks. The doctor tells Mav he has Type 1
Diabetes, so he has to cope with some big changes. Will his friends still want to hang out with him? Or will his new bionic superpowers
make him even more special?
Aunt Dete takes Heidi to live with her grandfather in the Alps. Soon they become the best of friends and Heidi grows to love her mountain
life. When she is sent to the city to live with Clara and be her companion, Heidi is homesick. How does she help Clara to walk again?
Fancy setting sail with Blackbeard the pirate, or would you prefer joining Captain Cook on a voyage? The pirates make their own rules on
ship, but if you go exploring with the Captain, he can be quite bossy!
Ash leads a quiet, boring life on Finney Island. He keeps his sporty sister and his scatterbrained parents organised, and does his best to
avoid Barry Sandwich, the school bully. But when his parents begin to act very strangely, will his world change ... forever?
One Friday morning, on her way to school, Emma is surprised to make friends with an elf! Despite causing Emma all sorts of trouble, Blue
just wants to get back to her home. But when Emma’s art lesson starts to go wrong, will Blue be the one to save the day?
Discover the diary of Oak, who’s ten summers old and lives in the late Stone Age with her family, including her irritating brother Flint and
little sister Nettle. Find out how they live in their community, what they eat and the jobs they have to do each day.
Rocco the cave boy is dreading the terrible termite test that his teacher is planning. He knows nothing about bugs or minibeasts ... but he
and Grit have a brilliant idea to stop the test! Will the plan work?
Ash and Tabby are hiding out in Aunt Emmy’s lighthouse and spying on the alien invaders who have taken over Finney Island. They have
to find the robot-making machine, so they gatecrash the Mayor’s space party and start fighting back. What could possibly go wrong … ?
All of the incredible creatures in this book have helped humans in daring and inspiring ways.There are devoted pets who can assist their
disabled owners, and help them live a normal life in their community. Some animals have rescued people from fires or saved them from a
tsunami!
Step back in time to Ancient Rome and meet Marcus – a young servant who lives in the house of an important family. A banquet is
planned, so Marcus has a busy day ahead! Find out what jobs he has to do and learn more about everyday life in Roman times.
Art is all around us! It’s in the streets, on walls, in parks and sometimes even floating above our heads. Find a car that looks like it has
crashed through a wall, a street artist with a secret identity and much, much more ... Is there any street art in your town?
The coach has left Danwell Rovers and Andy is really worried that they’ll miss their chance to win the football league. Nobody wants to
help. But when Andy explains the problem to his gran at the care home, she steps in and surprises everyone!
Regular exercise is good for your body and your brain, so don’t forget to move! Maybe you love dancing to your favourite song or kicking
a football around in the park. But if you haven’t found an activity you like, this book is packed with ideas, and you might find a local team
to join!
Ash, Tabby and Aunt Emmy have crash-landed in Finney Forest after escaping from Perseon V. They’ve found the alien leader’s spaceship
– but another unlikely team has joined them to stop the alien invasion. Can they defeat Perseon V and save the whole community?
It’s the day of the school show, and Emma is worried about performing to a big audience. Melanie is unkind to Emma again and the day
gets even worse when Blue the elf decides to help bring the show to life. When the school hall is in chaos, will Blue be able to save the
day?
It is 1948 and Preston is about to set sail on a journey from Jamaica with his parents on theEmpire Windrushto start a new life in Britain.
Discover who was on this famous ship and what they thought of England when they they tried to settle in a new community.
Read about five brave people who used their skills, talents and ideas to change the world. All of them lived in a time or place that
discriminated against them, and some even went to prison for what they tried to achieve. Thanks to their efforts and sacrifices we live in a
more equal society today.
(pp.24–33) Find out lots of fascinating information on a tour of India with sister and brother, Sarita and Amar Joshi. You’ll see wonderful
wildlife and delicious food – from samosas and dosas to spicy curries. Discover what their day at school is like.
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Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Rocket Phonics book

Band

The Bush Rat Rap

Earth/Grey A

The Finney Island Files:
Alien Attack!

Earth/Grey A

The Pocket Elf and the
Sports Day Disaster

Earth/Grey A

Anne of Green Gables

Mars/Grey B

Discovery of a Bronze Age
Mars/Grey B
Village
Jez Smedley:
Diary of a Football
Ninja:Disappearing Pitch
Disaster

Mars/Grey B

The Inside Story of Money Mars/Grey B

How we organize Our school and
ourselves
community

Disaster!

Jupiter/Blue A

Jez Smedley: Diary of a
Football Ninja:Mayhem at Jupiter/Blue A
the Football Museum
Project Pet

Jupiter/Blue A

Under a Parrot Sky

Jupiter/Blue A

Journeys: The Story of
Migration to Britain

Saturn/Blue–Red

My Dream Job

Saturn/Blue–Red

Project Time

Saturn/Blue–Red

The Apollo Time Capsule

Saturn/Blue–Red

How to be an Eco-Hero

Supernova/Red+
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Dylan really misses his old life back in Australia. He misses his rapping partner, Troy, the most. He feels even worse when he has to
present a project in front of the whole school. Will he find a friend to help him handle being in the spotlight or are the bush rat’s rapping
days over?
It’s time for Ash to fight back against the robots who have replaced everyone in his home town. Trapped inside the Town Hall with an
unlikely team, Ash might just come up with some creative tricks to tackle the alien invaders and return the town to normality ... almost!
Emma is dreading sports day, and is worried that everyone will laugh at her, even though she is good at running. Melanie is always
horrible to her and this time she finds out about Blue the elf! Can Blue and Emma work together one last time to save the day and protect
their secret friendship?
Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert are surprised when they are sent the lively, talkative Anne Shirley instead of the orphan boy they were
expecting. It’s a disaster at first, although she makes a good friend in Diana. But when she gets to school things don’t always go smoothly.
Will she finally be happy?
In a Bronze Age community a group of round wooden houses stood on stilts above a river. When a fire began everyone escaped, but
the houses burned and crashed into the water. Recently archaeologists discovered the village and are digging up the houses, which have
been perfectly preserved!
Jez Smedley can’t believe his luck when a project on the theme of teamwork means he gets to be captain of the school’s first five-a-side
football team. But then they find out some eco-houses are going to be built on the pitch! Can the football ninjas save it?
Money hasn’t always existed. Find out what was used for money many years ago across the world, from corn and shells to stone money
big enough for an elephant to hide behind. Discover where money came from, how it really works, and how you could earn some money
and help out neighbours at the same time!
Disasters can strike without warning, and often leave behind devastation. From volcanoes and hurricanes to tsunamis and wildfires, find
out why and where in the world they happen. Learn how different communities coped with disaster and find out how we can protect
ourselves and others when these tragedies occur.
Throgmorton United are training hard for the Inter-School National Tournament. But wherever they travel for a match, there is a robbery
from the local museum. On the day of the final, the football ninjas visit the Football Museum and put their crime-solving skills into practise.
Will they catch the thief?
When Daniel is sad because his flat is too quiet, he persuades his mum to let him have a pet hamster. Elvis becomes his best friend, but
then out of the blue he dies. Daniel comes up with a plan to bring Elvis back to life, building a robot hamster just like Elvis at the school
engineering club!
Lily is devastated when she has to give up her South African holiday to accompany her parents to Norway. They stay with a local family
and Lily has to try to fit in with their way of life. When she decides to photograph the creatures that live there, will Lily survive the freezing
temperatures and make it home alive?
Over the last 1,000 years, people from all over the world have come to settle in Britain. Discover the stories of some of these inspiring
people – find out why they migrated, experience what life was like for them, and celebrate how they have helped to make Britain such a
thriving and vibrant place to live.
What would you like to do when you grow up? From blogger to stunt performer, firefighter to marine biologist, find out about the amazing
jobs that are out there to be explored! This book will help you start thinking about the type of work you might want to do.
Eva belongs to loads of after-school clubs and wants to be brilliant at all her hobbies, but there never seems enough time to practise or
read – so she makes a time-travel machine at engineering club! Will it give her the extra time she needs or will it teach her a valuable
lesson about being kind to herself?
Ryan loves everything to do with space travel and today his class are opening the time capsule that was buried in 1969, at the time of
the Moon landings. He reads a letter from the capsule, written by Clare, who made predictions that actually came true, but how did she
know? Is time travel really possible?
(pp.60–69) Why are resources like natural gas running out? What does ‘global warming’ actually mean? And what is the problem
with plastic? Discover why we’re experiencing more extreme weather, what is meant by your ‘carbon footprint’ and how YOU and your
community can help protect our precious planet.

Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

Our school and
community

How we organize
ourselves

World of work

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

Jez Smedley: Diary of
a Football Ninja: World
Championship Wipeout!

Supernova/Red+

Project Fame

Supernova/Red+

The Lost Civilisations of
Latin America

Supernova/Red+

Suffragettes: Their Fight
for the Vote!

Supernova/Red+

Votes for Women

Supernova/Red+

Welcome to China

Supernova/Red+

Pirate vs Explorer

Stars/Lime

True Space Adventures

Stars/Lime

Game Changers: Hidden
Heroes

Mercury/Brown A

A Roman Banquet

Venus/Brown B

Game Changers:
Computer Engineers

Venus/Brown B

All Aboard the Empire
Windrush

Earth/Grey A

How to Think Like a
Computer

Earth/Grey A

Project Grandma

Mars/Grey B

Spy Files

Mars/Grey B

Artificial Intelligence

Jupiter/Blue A

How to Land on the Moon Saturn/Blue–Red

Description

Upper
Primary

Throgmorton United are heading to the Inter-School World Championship in Brazil, and the Smedleys are determined to stay focused.
Nothing must stand in their way of training for the season’s final showdown ... apart from a school technology project, an evil computerhacking genius and a disappearing grandpa!
Rachel is utterly fed up of being invisible to everyone around her, at school and at home. She loves to write songs, but doesn’t tell anyone
about them. One day she accompanies her journalist father to an interview with a celebrity singer, and Rachel is surprised at what
happens next!
Travel back in time and learn about the intriguing people and cultures that existed in what we now know as Mexico, Central and South
America. Find out about the food they ate, the sports they played, the buildings and art they created, and their religious beliefs.
Today, we take it for granted that women have the same rights as men, including voting in political elections. But not so long ago the fight
for women’s votes in Britain and around the world was a long struggle involving many dedicated people. Discover everything about the
Suffragettes in this book.
Alice and Rose are two sisters growing up in the early 1900s. Sixteen-year-old Alice is passionate about campaigning for women’s votes,
and Rose believes in this too, but should she support the Suffragette movement or follow a more peaceful protest? Will they face problems
as they strive for women’s rights?
China is a vast country with a population of over 1.3 billion people. Discover many fascinating facts about the culture and history of
China, including how to make noodles by hand, the different languages spoken, famous Chinese myths and legends and why the Great
Wall was actually built.
(pp.10–11, 18–19) Fancy setting sail with Blackbeard the pirate, or would you prefer joining Captain Cook on a voyage? It depends
whether you want gold or glory! What job will you do on the ship? Be careful – you could end up eating walrus, and going to bed early!
Find out about real-life astronauts and their space adventures. Discover the first living things to be sent to space, how to become an
astronaut, and what other jobs are involved at Mission Control. Plus find out all the facts about the first Moon landing!
Read about twelve amazing hidden heroes who had the skills, courage and power to change the world. From scientists and inventors to
war heroes and explorers, these people achieved incredible things – but didn’t get the praise they deserved. Will you be inspired to do
something amazing to help others?
(pp.2–3, 10–13, 31–35) Step back in time to Ancient Rome and meet Marcus – a young servant who lives in the house of an important
family. A banquet is planned, so Marcus has a busy day ahead! Find out what jobs he and his family have to do and learn more about
everyday life in Roman times.
Read about eight amazing people whose achievements in computing have transformed our lives. Including early computer programmers,
like Grace Hopper, and more recent engineers such as Larry Page and Sergey Brin – who created the Google search engine!
(pp.6–9, 34–35) It is 1948 and Preston is about to set sail on a journey from Jamaica with his parents on theEmpire Windrushto start a
new life in Britain. Discover what the newcomers thought of England when they tried to settle in a new community and what types of jobs
they looked for.
(pp.8–11, 38–39, 45) Computers are very smart and fast, and they never get bored, distracted or tired. But a computer can’t do anything
unless a human gives it instructions! Would you like to work as a computer scientist or coder?
(pp.4–10) Grandma comes to help out while Dad is abroad for work and everything starts to fall apart. Hamid realises the only way to
tame his grandma is to hypnotise her into following the house rules. But will the new Mamani make life as interesting? And will Hamid
ever be able to get the old Mamani back?
How do spies gather information and why do people choose such dangerous work? Learn all about secret codes and invisible ink,
ingenious gadgets and the risks that spies face in their work. Discover the dangers of working for both sides and meet spies from the past
who have helped shape history.
(pp.3–5, 27–31, 36–37, 42–44) Leap into the fascinating world of Artificial Intelligence, where cars drive themselves, robots do jobs that
humans used to do, and tiny nanobots track down and kill diseases within the body! Learn what ‘artificial intelligence’ is and how it can
be used to help humans now and in the future.
Go on a journey that charts one of the most famous Moon missions – Apollo 11. You’ll encounter mighty rockets more powerful than
anything before them, and all the the different jobs involved in getting a rocket launched. You’ll discover, step-by-step, how to reach the
Moon – and of course how to get home safely!
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Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Unit of inquiry

How we organize
World of work
ourselves

Rocket Phonics book

Band

Journeys: The Story of
Migration to Britain

Saturn/Blue–Red

My Dream Job

Saturn/Blue–Red

Suffragettes: Their Fight
for the Vote!

Supernova/Red+

Votes for Women

Supernova/Red+

My Neolithic Diary

Mercury/Brown A

World of Robots:
Breakdown

Venus/Brown B

Survival Skills

Saturn/Blue–Red

How to be an Eco-Hero

Supernova/Red+

World of Robots: Jango

Stars/Lime

World of Robots: Wild
Robots

Mercury/Brown A

Art on the Street

Venus/Brown B

World of Robots:
Breakdown

Venus/Brown B

Monkeys and Apes

Earth/Grey A

Jez Smedley: Diary
of a Football Ninja:
Disappearing Pitch
Disaster

Mars/Grey B

Get Crafty

Jupiter/Blue A

How to be an Eco-Hero

Supernova/Red+

What is waste

Sharing the planet

Recycling our world
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Over the last 1,000 years, people from all over the world have come to settle in Britain. Discover the stories of some of these inspiring
people – find out why they migrated, what jobs they found, and celebrate how they have helped to make Britain such a thriving and
vibrant place to live.
What would you like to do when you grow up? From blogger to stunt performer, firefighter to marine biologist, find out about the amazing
jobs that are out there to be explored! This book will help you start thinking about the type of work you might want to do.
(pp.3, 5, 8, 14–16, 28, 39–40, 54, 60–61) Today, we take it for granted that women have the same rights as men in the workplace
and voting in elections. But not so long ago the fight for women’s votes in Britain and around the world was a long struggle. Discover
everything about the Suffragettes in this book.
Sixteen-year-old Alice is passionate about campaigning for women’s votes in the early 1900s, but her sister Rose wonders if she should
follow a more peaceful protest. At the start of the First World War more work opportunities become available for women – will this help
the Suffragette movement?
(pp.10–13, 16) Discover the diary of Oak, who’s ten summers old and lives in the late Stone Age with her family, including her irritating
brother Flint and little sister Nettle. They have a farm with animals so that they can have wool, milk and meat – they don’t waste anything!
Jango, Izza and Grandpa are having problems with some of their robots – they are getting old and need parts replaced. Izza finds the
perfect way to fix them and soon the robots are whizzing around, getting rid of more waste than before – until one robot takes control in a
way that nobody could have expected.
(pp.30–31) You may not be climbing Mount Everest just yet, but even a small-scale adventure requires planning, preparation and the right
knowledge and equipment. Discover how to camp for the night, read a map, navigate by the moon and stars – and even how to build
your own toilet!
Why are resources like natural gas running out? What does ‘global warming’ actually mean and what exactly is the problem with plastic?
This book will help you find out what is really happening to our world, including what is meant by ‘carbon footprint’ and how YOU can
help protect our precious planet.
Jango and his grandpa are on their own, living on a planet that is largely covered by water. Robot ships patrol the ocean to collect
anything they find, ready for Jango and his grandpa to take to the recycling station in their truck. But one night, they bring in something
new, which that doesn’t belong on Jango’s world …
Since humans had to leave the planet, Jango and his grandpa are left to sort out all the recycling in their warehouse. Jango and Izza are
trapped on a broken-down transporter ship during a storm. A deadly beast escapes from a crate, and it has their scent! Can Jango and
Izza stop the wild robots?
(pp.19, 36–37) Art is all around us! It’s in the streets, on walls, in parks and sometimes even floating above our heads. Find a car that
looks like it has crashed through a wall, a street artist with a secret identity and much, much more ... Try recycling cardboard, paper and
plastic bottles to make a sculpture of your own.
Jango, Izza and Grandpa are having problems with some of their robots – they are getting old and need parts replaced. Izza finds the
perfect way to fix them and soon the robots are whizzing around, being more productive than ever – until one robot takes control in a way
that nobody could have expected.
(pp.44–45) Monkeys and apes are clever animals that belong to a family called primates. Find out about different types of monkeys and
apes, and how they live and communicate. Did you know you can help to save the monkeys by using recycled paper?
(pp.47–58) Jez Smedley can’t believe his luck when a project on the theme of teamwork means he gets to be captain of the school’s first
five-a-side football team. But then they find out some eco-houses are going to be built on the pitch! Can the football ninjas save it?
(pp.4–5, 8–13, 22–24, 456–47, 50–51) Are you keen to get creative? For many of the ideas in this book you can recycle things around
the house – and transform old clothes. There’s a phone holder you can make out of a sock, an edible chocolate picture, and even keyrings
made with crisp packets you shrink in the oven!
Why are resources like natural gas running out? What does ‘global warming’ actually mean and what exactly is the problem with plastic?
This book will help you find out what is really happening to our world, including what is meant by ‘carbon footprint’ and how YOU can
help protect our precious planet.

Age: 7–11
PYP
transdisciplinary
theme

Sharing the
planet

Unit of inquiry

Resources supply and
demand

Lift-off book
Rocket
Phonics book

Band

My Neolithic Diary

Mercury/Brown A

The Making of Cake

Mercury/Brown A

A Roman Banquet

Venus/Brown B

All Aboard the Empire
Windrush

Earth/Grey A

The Inside Story of Money Mars/Grey B
How to be an Eco-Hero

Supernova/Red+

Welcome to China

Supernova/Red+

Description

Upper
Primary

Discover the diary of Oak, who’s ten summers old and lives in the late Stone Age with her family, including her brother Flint and little sister
Nettle. They have a farm with sheep, goats and cows so that they can have wool, milk and meat. Find out how they live and what jobs
they have to do each day.
(pp.6–21) Just about everyone in the world likes cake, but where do cake ingredients come from? Follow the journeys that butter, sugar,
flour and eggs have made from the farm to your kitchen. Where do these ingredients come from originally, before they are in the
supermarket?
(pp.8–9, 22–23) Step back in time to Ancient Rome and meet Marcus – a young servant to an important family. Find out what jobs he has
to do and learn more about everyday life in Roman times. Did you know the Romans built aqueducts to supply fresh water to towns, which
are still used today?
(pp.6–9, 34–35) It is 1948 and Preston is about to set sail on a journey with his parents on theEmpire Windrushto start a new life in
Britain, along with many others from their country. The severe weather in Jamaica had destroyed their livelihood. Will the newcomers be
able to find work so they can feed their families?
(pp.2–5, 39–39, 42–43) Money hasn’t always existed. Find out what was used for money many years ago across the world, from corn
and shells to stone money big enough for an elephant to hide behind. Nowadays, we need money for almost everything we do. Discover
where money came from and how it really works!
Why are resources like natural gas running out? What does ‘global warming’ actually mean and what exactly is the problem with plastic?
This book will help you find out what is really happening to our world, including what is meant by ‘carbon footprint’ and how YOU can
help protect our precious planet.
(pp.32–35, 44–47) China is a vast country with a population of over 1.3 billion people. Discover many fascinating facts about the culture
and history of China, including how to make noodles by hand, the different languages spoken, why the Great Wall was actually built and
the different things produced in the country.

Head to Risingstars-uk.com/PYPReadingPlanet to find out more!
You can take out a free 30 day free trial, view the rest of our PYP range or contact your local agent for a bespoke quote!
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